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ABSTRACT 

The main subjects of this research are tessellations (or mosaics), double-layer grids (DLGs) and 

double-layer tensegrity grids (DLTGs). The difference between the last two kinds of structures is the 

concept Tensegrity, a principle of “suspended rigidity”. Tensegrity structures have isolated 

components in compression (usually bars or struts) inside a net of continuous tension (usually 

cables, tendons or membranes), in such a way that the compressed members do not touch each 

other and the pre-stressed tensioned members delineate the system spatially.  

This thesis is trying to discern if it is possible to generate new types of DLTGs by means of CAD/CAE 

methods. CAD (Computer-Aided Design) deals with the use of computer systems to assist in the 

creation, modification, or optimization of a design. CAE (Computer-Aided Engineering) establishes 

the use of computer software to assist in engineering analysis tasks. There are not many types of 

different DLTGs; in fact, most of them are composed by basic modules juxtaposed one beside each 

other and the current varieties are limited. The motivation of this work is investigating new 

methods to create innovative DLTGs, study the different degrees of freedom for their composition 

and open a new line of research for the geometrical and structural analysis of novel kinds of grids. 

In order to do so, the methodology proposed here is based on the use of a novel process called 

Rot-Umbela Manipulation, which is able to generate new tensegrity space frames in a systematic 

manner. This approach will take into consideration the intensive use of software tools (mainly 

CAD/CAE) to find out a systematic process for manipulating existing DLGs and DLTGs. 

The results of applying Rot-Umbela Manipulations to existing structures have permitted new DLTGs 

and new tensegrity modules to be found. We have also observed that, by means of applying these 

new operations, it is conceivable to obtain other DLTGs already in existence that up to this point 

had been composed in a different manner by using different approaches. Moreover, this research 

has also proposed the following: a new nomenclature for tessellations and DLG, which permits to 

define their unequivocal and automatic generation; STICCI.eu, a software tool that improves the 

analysis of literature reviews (e.g. the influence of different authors, journals, papers, etc.); and a 

procedure for the design, fabrication and construction of a deployable DLTG. 

In conclusion, this work opens a new door to the discovery of novel tensegrity structures, 

broadening the range of potential applications for which these constructions may be employed. 

Furthermore, a range of opportunities for further research exist, related to the lines of enquiry 

opened in this work as discussed at the end of this thesis. 

KEYWORDS 

CAD, CAE, Tensegrity, Spatial Structures, Double-Layer, Grid, Deployable, Tessellations, Thesis 
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RESUMEN EN CASTELLANO  

Los principales temas que trata esta investigación son los mosaicos (o teselados), las mallas de doble 

capa (MDC) y las mallas tensegríticas de doble capa (MTDC). La diferencia entre estos dos últimos tipos 

de estructuras radica en el concepto de Tensegridad, un fenómeno de “rigidez suspendida”. Las 

tensegridades constan de componentes aislados comprimidos (generalmente barras) que se encuentran 

dentro de una red traccionada continua (habitualmente cables o membranas), de tal modo que los 

miembros en compresión no se tocan entre sí y están unidos únicamente por medio de elementos 

traccionados, que son los que delimitan espacialmente dicho sistema, que está en equilibrio y es estable 

por sí mismo. 

En esta tesis se intenta discernir si es posible generar nuevos tipos de MTDC por medio de métodos 

CAD/CAE. El CAD (diseño asistido por ordenador) es el empleo de programas de ordenador para ayudar 

a la creación, modificación y optimización del diseño. El CAE (ingeniería asistida por ordenador) utiliza 

aplicaciones informáticas para desempeñar tareas de análisis ingenieriles. No existe mucha variedad de 

MTDC; la mayoría de ellas está compuesta por yuxtaposición de módulos tensegríticos básicos, lo que 

limita el espectro de soluciones posibles. La motivación última para llevar a cabo esta investigación es 

indagar en nuevos enfoques que permitan generar MTDC innovadoras, estudiar los diferentes grados 

de libertad para su composición y abrir una nueva línea de investigación para el análisis geométrico y 

estructural de mallas novedosas. 

Para conseguir este objetivo, la metodología aquí propuesta está basada en el uso de un nuevo 

procedimiento llamado Manipulaciones de Rot-Umbela, capaz de generar nuevas estructuras de 

Tensegridad de manera secuencial y sistemática. Este enfoque tiene en consideración herramientas 

informáticas (principalmente CAD/CAE) con el fin de descubrir un proceso sistemático de obtención de 

estructuras tensegríticas derivadas de MDC y MTDC ya existentes. 

Los resultados, tras la aplicación de las Manipulaciones de Rot-Umbela a estructuras existentes, han 

sido nuevas MTDC y nuevos módulos tensegríticos. Además, hemos observado que, mediante estas 

novedosas operaciones, es posible obtener MTDC ya existentes pero que hasta la fecha habían sido 

compuestas de manera distinta y desde un enfoque diferente. Asimismo, en esta tesis se han 

desarrollado otros trabajos entre los que se pueden citar: la propuesta de una nueva nomenclatura 

para mosaicos y MDC, que permite definir y crear teselados y mallas de forma inequívoca y automática; 

STICCI.eu, una aplicación informática para análisis de las revisiones bibliográficas (p.ej. influencia de 

autores más relevantes, revistas, comunicaciones, etc.); y un procedimiento para el diseño, fabricación, 

y construcción de una MTDC plegable. 

Como conclusión, se ha abierto una nueva vía para el descubrimiento de tensegridades innovadoras, lo 

que confirma la viabilidad de encontrar más fácilmente aplicaciones para este tipo de construcciones. 

Adicionalmente, se han identificado algunas otras interesantes oportunidades como futuras líneas de 

investigación. 

PALABRAS CLAVE 

CAD, CAE, Tensegridad, Estructuras Espaciales, Doble capa, Malla, Desplegable, Mosaicos, Tesis  
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ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTATION 

a amplitude or length of opening of the Rot-Umbela manipulation 

A equilibrium matrix; 

b number of nodes; 

C damping matrix; 

D force-density matrix; 

dim number of dimensions; 

e number of members; 

f vector of external forces 

Fext vector of external forces 

Fint vector of internal forces 

j number of restrictions; 

k Class of tensegrity (maximum number of struts concurring to the same joint) 

L Length of the cables of the top or bottom layer 

m number of internal mechanisms (not including rigid body mechanisms) 

M mass matrix 

n  number of struts concurring at each vertex 

q force-density vector 

r rotation of the Rot-Umbela Manipulation 

R residual force vector 

s number of states of self-stress 

t time 

u umbela valence 

ut
i,x displacements at time t, at node i, direction x 

v vertex valence 

vt
i,x velocities at time t, at node i, direction x 

X position vector 

X’ speed vector 
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CAD  Computer Aided Design 

CAE  Computer Aided Engineering 
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DLTG Double-Layer Tensegrity Grid 

DDLTG Deployable Double-Layer Tensegrity Grid 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Motivations 

For many years, space frames have been one of the main areas of study of the research group 

EGICAD, belonging to the Department of Geographical Engineering and Techniques of Graphical 

Expression, from the Universidad de Cantabria. Most of the efforts dedicated to this subject have 

been devoted to double-layer grids (DLGs). A number of communications, papers, patents and 

theses gather together all of the original works of EGICAD from the last 25 years.  

There is a particular typology of space frames referred to as tensegrity structures. As will be later 

explained, they are not conventional constructions, and until now their application has been rather 

limited. However, research in Tensegrity and other lines of research related to these structures 

have always been in the spotlight of EGICAD. 

Engineers and architects are usually fascinated and tantalized by tensegrity structures. It is a 

paradox, because from a construction point of view, they are flexible and not very rigid structures, 

not easily understood and, so far, without obvious uses. Their future does not seem very 

promising… however, there must be something intriguing and appealing about these enthralling 

systems that has kept us captive for so many years.  

In 2010 I enrolled in the Doctoral Program of Universidad de Cantabria in order to obtain my PhD 

in Civil Engineering. This ensued a long four year road which involved enhancing my research skills 

and completing my pre-doctoral training. At that stage, it was necessary to decide the matter of 

the thesis, which would help to establish the path for the coming years. The fact that I had previous 

experience with tensegrity structures was coupled with the interest that EGICAD had in these 

structural systems. It was due to these two deciding factors that the pre-doctoral preparation would 

be focused on tensegrity solutions for DLGs. 

Nevertheless, we knew that devoting our efforts to this area of study would be a challenge because 

there are some experts that openly express their belief in the “uselessness” of these kinds of 

constructions. Even more reason then to question why anybody should wish to spend so much time 

on this subject, given it has been disregarded by some high-ranking contributors. Even if 

applications for tensegrity systems are very immature or utopic, there are many researchers 

devoting their work to finding properly adapted uses for these particular structures despite their 

unusual characteristics.  

Whatever the case may be, I would like to evoke this thought by Ramón y Cajal, Nobel Prize in 1906: 

"There are no exhausted topics, but men exhausted by topics. A depleted field for a wise man can 

be fruitful for another one". 
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1.2. Background1 

1.2.1. Definitions and concepts 

This research work has broadly used CAD (Computer-Aided Design) and CAE (Computer-Aided 

Engineering) methods to uncover new families of an innovative, not very well known and even less 

understood space frame: Double-Layer Tensegrity Grids (DLTGs). DLTGs are a special type of 

Double-Layer Grid (DLG); specifically, those that can be considered Tensegrity structures. 

Therefore: DLG + T = DLTG.  

“A space frame is a structural system assembled of linear elements so arranged their forces are 

transferred in a three-dimensional manner. In some cases, the constituent elements may be two-

dimensional. Macroscopically, a space frame often takes the form of a flat or curved surface” 

(Tsuboi 1984). According to Eekout (1989), there exists a main distinguishing characteristic of space 

structures: under an external loading, they distribute internal action of forces not only in one plane, 

like a truss (2-D), and not in an assembly of flat planes, like in a set of perpendicular trusses (2.5-D) 

but in space (3-D).  

DLGs are a particular type of space frames. In fact, they are also called flat space frames.  According 

to Malla & Serrette (1996), DLGs are spatial frames containing two parallel networks of members 

forming the top and bottom chords in the form of tessellations, the nodes of which are linked by 

vertical and/or inclined web members. The condition of parallelism is not essential, but commonly 

present. The same can be said about the condition of equidistance. 

However, the characterization of tensegrity structures is not uniform, and different authors have 

different conceptions about them. In fact, it is possible to affirm that depending on the definition of 

the word “tensegrity”, it is feasible to involve these kinds of principles in a wide range of phenomena. 

Structures, systems, sculptures, anatomic organisms, relationships and interactions between diverse 

elements in the environment can be considered as tensegrity, so it is necessary to have a clear and 

concise definition that avoids confusion. 

So, what is Tensegrity exactly? The word “Tensegrity” was coined by Buckminster Fuller in 1955 as 

a contraction of “TENSional-intEGRITY”. However, some other authors have used different terms 

along the years. Snelson preferred to use “Floating Compression”, David Emmerich referred to 

them as “structures tendues et autotendants” (in French) or tensile and self-stressed structures. 

Lately, Hanaor proposed the use of a new denomination: “strut-tendon” or “strutendon” 

structures, although he recognized that this terminology will not replace the existing one.  

Tensegrity is a developing and relatively new system (barely more than 60 years old) which creates 

lightweight and adaptable figures, giving the impression of a cluster of struts floating in the air. As 

                                                           
1 Some paragraphs of this section are excerpts from the book “Tensegrity Structures and their Application to 
Architecture”, written by the author of this thesis (Gomez-Jauregui 2010). These fragments will be highlighted 
in italics and grey font. 
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will be explained, it is not a commonly known 

type of structure, so knowledge of its 

mechanism and physical principles is not very 

wide-spread among architects and engineers. 

René Motro suggested the following extended 

definition for these kinds of structures: 

“Tensegrity is a system in a stable self-

equilibrated state comprising a 

discontinuous set of compressed components 

inside a continuum of tensioned 

components.” (Motro 2003 p. 19) 

Figure 1. Tensegrity Symplex and equilibrium of one strut. 

Therefore, in this thesis we will use that definition and will consider tensegrity, in general, as a 

structural principle based on the use of isolated components in compression inside a net of 

continuous tension, in such a way that the compressed members (usually bars or struts) do not 

touch each other and the pre-stressed tensioned members (usually cables2 or tendons) delineate 

the system spatially.  

1.2.2. Characteristics 

According to Motro’s definition, the main characteristics of a tensegrity system are the following: 

System: In relation to the theory of systems, it has components (two kinds, in compression and in 

tension), relational structure (between the different components), total structure (associating 

relational structure with characteristics of components) and form (projected onto a three-

dimensioned referenced system). 

Stable self-equilibrated state: Stable because the system can re-establish its equilibrium after a 

disturbance, and self-equilibrated because it doesn’t need any other external condition. It is 

independent of external forces (even gravity) or anchorages due to its self-stress initial state and is 

stable even in orbit. 

Components: in contrast to the term “element”, this can be a strut, a cable, a membrane, an air 

volume, an assembly of elementary components, etc. 

Compressed or tensioned components: instead of compression and tensile components, because 

the key is that the whole component has to be compressed or tensioned depending on its class. 

Continuous tension and discontinuous compression: because the compressed components must be 

disconnected, and the tensioned components are creating a net of continuous tension. 

                                                           
2 Throughout this thesis, as is usually found in the literature, the elements in tension will be called cables, 
although more generally they should be considered tendons; cables are just one of the different types of 
rectilinear tensile elements that can be included in a tensegrity structure. 

Fig. in AR (see App. 3) 
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Inside: This is a crucial point since it will permit the differentiation of two sorts of structures: the 

conventional one, where compression is the basis of the load support, and the tensegrities, where 

this role is carried out by the tension. Motro defines a system as one of tensegrity when all its 

compressed components are inside the system, and a compressed element is inside when the points 

between its ends do not belong to the boundary (or envelope). Thus, in a tensegrity system, the 

action lines lying on the boundary surface are tension lines.  

 

Figure 2. Mock-ups of "symmetric tetrahedron” (left) and an “expanded octahedron” (right) 

Figure 2 shows a “symmetric tetrahedron” and an “expanded octahedron”. The former is supported 

by a compressed triangle, composed by three chained struts, belonging to the boundary. The latter 

has all its compressed components inside the system, because the boundary is composed only by 

tendons in tension. 

1.2.3. Advantages and disadvantages 

In this section, only some of the most relevant benefits and weaknesses of tensegrity structures 

(including of course the DLTGs) will be given. Nevertheless, most of them can be deducted from 

their characteristics. These characteristics have been elaborated on in depth in the literature 

(Gomez-Jauregui 2010; Motro 2003; Skelton et al. 2001). 

 Stabilization by tension: Any element under tension gains stiffness as it is loaded. On the 

contrary, any element under compression loses stiffness as it is loaded. 

 Efficiency: The forces travel directly through longitudinal members (in tension or 

compression) arranged in very unusual patterns to achieve strength with small mass. The 

extensive use of tensile elements provides a maximum amount of strength for a given 

amount of building material. However, Hanaor (2012) maintains that the structural 

efficiency of tensegrity structures is inherently inefficient, compared with equivalent bar 

structures for a given span and load.  

 Deployability: Being a type of pin-jointed structures, the elements under compression are, 

if not isolated, connected with ball joints that act as hinges, permitting folding and stowage 

in a compact volume. Furthermore, the kinematic indeterminacy of tensegrities is 

Fig. in AR (see App. 3) Fig. in AR (see App. 3) 
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sometimes an advantage. In foldable systems, only a small quantity of energy is needed to 

change their configuration because the shape changes with the equilibrium of the 

structure. The analysis of the process for folding and unfolding deployable tensegrities by 

means of CAD/CAE methods is not straightforward, and it is a challenge that has barely 

been undertaken until recently. 

 Control: Struts and tendons can be used as actuators and/or sensors in a tensegrity 

structure, converting it into a dynamic and interactive system, changing geometry, 

stiffness, etc. Some research teams have, consequently, worked on tensegrity systems as 

active deployable structures with sensors and actuators (Skelton 1997; Adam and Smith 

2008; Averseng et al. 2005; Fest et al. 2004; Pinaud et al. 2004; Rhode-Barbarigos 2012). 

 Structural simplicity: Their elements don’t suffer any kind of bending, torque or torsion, 

and buckling is rare due to the short length of their components in compression 

(compression in struts can easily be limited). Thus, members experience deformation only 

in one dimension, which is much easier to model than if it was in two or three dimensions. 

This situation results in increasingly reliable models with relation to axially loaded members 

as opposed to members in bending, buckling or under torsion. The inadequate design tools 

had been a limitation until the last decade, but nowadays there is a wide range of CAE 

software that makes it much easier to analyze the structural behavior of these structures. 

 Easily tunable: Pre-stress in tensegrity structures can be modified, which leads to an 

automatic change in their global stiffness. The response to external forces depends on that 

level of pre-stress, so by changing it, it is possible to control the natural oscillation 

frequency and the structural behavior of the system (Juan and Mirats Tur 2008). 

 Transparency: Transmission of tensile forces is by means of the tensioned members (wires, 

cables, etc.), which have a much smaller cross section than the struts of conventional 

structures. Thus, the elements of a tensegrity structure use less material and are thinner, 

which means that the whole structure is visually lighter, more permeable to passing light 

and gives the impression of increased transparency, which can be a benefit from an 

architectural point of view. There are many rendering software tools that can help to pre-

visualize the real effect of these systems before being built in a certain environment.  

 Unconventional: Tensegrity structures are genuinely intriguing: suspended bars without 

any contact to a ‘solid’ support, attached only by wires to other suspended bars. People in 

general, and particularly specialists, like to contemplate on such a ‘magical’ phenomenon 

one which they do not understand. This makes them suitable for use as a means of 

providing a sense of wonder in a structure.  

 Aesthetics: One of the most remarkable features of any tensegrity structure is its ability to 

make a structure both more attractive and amusing. In some way, the aesthetics of 
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tensegrity constructions share a common aspect with hight-tech architecture3, where the 

structure is shown, exposed, exhibited. Tensegrity structures also share this characteristic, 

because they not only expose their elements, but also their efforts and tensions.  

1.2.4. Interest in tensegrity in recent years 

In recent years, increasing interest has been expressed in tensegrity structures. There are several 

ways of analyzing this importance over time, but they must be taken into consideration with 

caution, because they can be contradictory.  

For instance, Google Trends (http://www.google.com/trends) is an online search tool that allows 

the user to see how often specific keywords, subjects and phrases have been queried over a specific 

period of time. According to the results gathered with this tool, shown in Figure 3, the interest in 

tensegrity is decreasing over the last number of years: 

 

Figure 3. Interest in tensegrity over the last number of years according to Google Trends 

 

On the one hand, this information may be inaccurate, as there are some other examples using the 

same tool showing a similar behavior: "prestressed concrete", "sustainable architecture", 

"nanotechnology". All of them present a declining tendency in Google Trends, with it being highly 

unlikely that they are of less interest now than some years ago. 

On the other hand, there are some other pointers that confirm an increasing research interest in 

tensegrity in recent years. For instance, Hanaor (2012) expresses the paradox with regard to the 

interest that many researchers have shown in these structures lately, just when he had convinced 

himself of their limited application. 

Actually, the amount of documents published in the last 15 years on Tensegrity is in continuous 

progression. The following study (Gomez-Jauregui 2012b) was completed on August 6, 2012: a 

                                                           
3 “High Tech" is an architectural movement that emphasizes the technological dimension of the building as a 
means of expression. Its research includes the diverse structures composing the building: resistance, closing, 
services, distribution and communications. (Manterola and Fernández Casado, S.A. 1987) 

http://www.google.com/trends
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simple search on the ISI Web of Science (WoS) database (topic = tensegrity) gives 675 results. The 

tendency line during the last years is shown in blue in Figure 4:  

 

Figure 4. Number of documents about Tensegrity published in WoS in the last 15 years 

When the documents related to biotensegrity (and some others that have little or nothing to do 

with Tensegrity, like paleontology or psychology) are excluded, the number of records is reduced 

to just 342. The tendency line in that case is shown in red and corresponds with the denominated 

“Refined Docs”. 

Another interesting fact is that, according to Scopus, 82% of all the documents related to Tensegrity 

since the 1970s have been created during the last decade (Gomez-Jauregui et al. 2011b). 

1.2.5. Applications of Tensegrity 

In this section, some of the current and possible future applications of Tensegrity, in general terms, 

will be discussed. The list will be short because there are several recent publications (Gomez-

Jauregui 2010; Rhode-Barbarigos 2012; Skelton and de Oliveira 2009) pointing out the most 

relevant milestones achieved in the design of these systems. Furthermore, some specific 

applications already proposed for the DLTGs will be summarized in section 1.6. 

In order to illustrate some of the current possibilities of tensegrity structures, the following list gives 

some of the most relevant uses of tensegrity structures for engineering and architectural purposes. 

Some of them are already in existence and some others are on the way: 
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Canopies 

 Tensegrity structures for the Hellenic Maritime Museum (Liapi 2010).  

 
 

 Tensegrity Hemweg in Amsterdam, by Loes van der Horst and Mick Eekout (Eekhout 1989). 

Tubular elements not directly connected, just by means of membranes and cables.  

 

 

 Canoppy for the “Nederlanden van 1870” office in Diemen, by Maarten Grasveld and Mick 

Eekout (Eekhout 1989). A floating space frame suspended and stabilised by a tensegrity 

cable system composed by 4 poles. 
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Roofings 

 Tensegrity Roof Structures for Public Buildings and Spaces (Liapi 2011; Liapi and Kim 2010) 

 
 

 Tensegrity skeletons, supporting a membrane roof in Japan 2001 (Kawaguchi et al. 2011) 

   
 

 Alternate Suspension System For Space Shuttle Avionics Shelf (Biele 2010) 

 
 

 Dismountable steel tensegrity grids as alternate roof structures (Panigrahi et al. 2009) 
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 National Museum of Reggio Calabria Floor. Proposed by Marco Riccobelli and Nicola 

Bissanti from ABDR Architetti Associati. Structure designed by Loris Manfroni. 

 

 

 
 

 Application Of Tensegrity To Tensile-Textile Constructions - Formfinding And Structural 

Analysis (Peña et al. 2011) 

 
 

 A class 2 tensegrity shelter (Skelton and de Oliveira 2009 p. 17) 
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Bridges 

 Kurilpa Bridge, a multiple-mast, cable-stay structure based on the principles of tensegrity. 

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kurilpa_Bridge) 

   
 

 Designing tensegrity modules for pedestrian bridges (Rhode-Barbarigos et al. 2010) 

 
 

 Minimum mass design of tensegrity bridges with parametric architecture and multiscale 

complexity (Skelton et al. 2014) 

 
 

 Design of an experimental tensegrity pedestrian bridge (Tej et al. 2014) 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kurilpa_Bridge
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 Tensegrity Bridge with Prestressed Deck (Briseghella et al. 2010) 

 
 

 Tensegrity bridges. Concept design of pedestrian bridges using tensegrity as load carrying 

system (De Boeck 2013) 

 
 

 Modular Tensegrity Structures: The ”Tor Vergata” Footbridge (Micheletti 2012) 

   

Outer space structures 

 Foldable reflector antennas and masts (Tibert 2002) 

 On an innovative deployment concept for large space structures (Zolesi et al. 2012), design 

concept and prototype testing for a deployable tensegrity ring to unfurl a mesh reflector in 

space for the ESA (European Space Agency) 

 Tensegrity Based Probes for Planetary Exploration Entry, Descent and Landing (EDL) and 

Surface Mobility Analysis (Sunspiral et al. 2013) 
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Architectural Miscellanea 

 Design And Form-Finding Analysis Of Tensegrity Power Lines (Tibert 

2011) 

 Tensegrity Units For A Movable Settlement (Stucchi et al. 2006) 

 Solitary waves on tensegrity lattices for new composite materials 

applied to impact absorption, energy localization and new acoustic 

devices (Fraternali et al. 2012) 

 Tensegrity systems acting as windbreaks: Form finding and fast 

fluid dynamics analysis to address wind funnel effect (Athanailidi et al. 

2014) 

 Futuristic architectural proposals like the "Helios Rehab Sanctuary" 

by Team CLS, “Splash” (A Building to Building Bridge formed by 

exploding glass) by Joel Cullum or the “Tensegrity Tower” by Gustav 

Fagerström. 

 

Robots 

There are many specialists and research groups working on this subject. As this is out of the scope 

of this thesis, refer to the following authors to find good examples of what has been done in recent 

years: Juan, Mirats Tur, Hirai, Shibata, Paul, Valero-Cuevas, SunSpiral, Agogino, Iscen, Vasquez, 

Skelton, Oliveria, etc. 

Of course, there are many other variants of applications that are not 

related to architecture or engineering, like camping tents, children toys 

(tensegritoy, skwish), furniture (lamps, tables, chairs, hammocks, etc.), 

children playgrounds, wind turbines, etc. 

 

1.3. Aim and Objectives 

1.3.1. Aim of this thesis 

This thesis aims to examine the potential of certain software methods as a means of obtaining new 

typologies of tensegrity grids. Thus, it has been developed in order to reply to a simple motivating 

question: 

Is it possible to generate new catalogues of DLTGs by means of CAD/CAE methods? 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-oE1WIoOjImo/TkKdYYfhlEI/AAAAAAAAARw/nT1LlRyI0bc/s1600/pic1.jpg
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1.3.2. Research questions 

In order to point out the specific objectives of this thesis, the next bullet points will outline the most 

important research questions that were established at the beginning of the investigation and some 

others that arose later when trying to develop the main core of this research work. 

Based on the few different examples of DLTGs found in the literature review, and the lack of 

deployability of some of them, this thesis aims to examine whether it is possible to easily find new 

typologies or not.  

The main questions that this thesis aims to reply are the following: 

- Is it possible to obtain in a straightforward manner new classes or families of DLTGs? 

- Is there any way of applying any methodology to find them in an automatic or semi-

automatic way? 

- Is it feasible to find a systematic and unambiguous way of naming the DLTGs, DLGs and the 

tessellations that compose them? 

- Are there CAD/CAE tools suitable for performing such a task? 

- Is it possible to find new or better applications than those already in existence for DLTGs? 

- Is it conceivable to design and build a new DLTG that could be folded and unfolded to find 

some of those new applications?  

1.4. Scope 

Tensegrity systems have been recently considered as a universal principle and have been applied 

to many fields of knowledge, not always with the degree of accuracy required for a certain scientific 

area. 

The origins of tensegrity are linked to sculpture; subsequently, they were related to architecture and 

mathematics and at present, mainly civil, aeronautical and mechanical engineers are trying to 

research their properties and applications. However, in recent years, tensegrity had a huge 

influence in other areas of science, like Biochemistry, Genetics, Molecular Biology, Medicine, 

Biological Sciences and the Health Professions. The contents of such researches are included in the 

so-called field of “biotensegrity”, which will not be considered as a part of the scope of this thesis. 

In order to keep it clear, this thesis will take into consideration only Motro’s definition (1.2.1). 

It is important to clarify the following aspect, with relation to that definition: Compressed elements 

can be contiguous as long as they are only and always under compression and pin jointed; in that 

case, it could be considered that there are not several simple elements under compression, but just 

one complex component constituted by an assembly of elementary elements in compression 
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(Motro 2003). When this happens, k>1, where k is the class of the tensegrity, which is the maximum 

number of struts concurring at one node of the structure (Skelton et al. 1998). 

Therefore, in this thesis the aforementioned definition of the class of the tensegrity will be 

accepted, as well as the tensegrities of any class (k=1 and higher). In fact, it has been stated that 

contiguous strut (k>1) tensegrity structures present much better structural efficiency over non-

contiguous strut (k=1) configurations (Wang 2004). 

Furthermore, even though the main focus of the research work will be pointing at the DLTGs per 

se, a relevant nuance is always present but sometimes hidden in this approach: the use of CAD/CAE 

tools for their study, design, analysis, calculation and representation. Although in some parts of the 

storyline that approach could seem like it is missing, the application of suitable CAD/CAE methods 

is one of the ultimate objectives of this thesis. 

1.5. Research Planning 

The implementation of an appropriate methodology encompassing the specific research aims and 

objectives proposed in section 1.3 was an unavoidable requirement for the successful completion 

of this thesis.  

1.5.1. Original project for the thesis 

The first step before starting this PhD program was to find a topic for the thesis. It is very well known 

that, from the original proposal to the final result, there is usually an abysm of incertitude, 

derivations, alternatives, crossroads and variations. Thus, it would be interesting, as it is 

recommended by some authors (Eco 1977), to compare the original plan designed four years ago 

with the final outcome that is presented now in this research dissertation. 

The original title of the project for the thesis was “Tensegrity structures applied to large space 

enclosures”. There were three possible alternatives or subjects for the research: one was to focus 

on working on DLGs and their evolution to DLTGs; another was open to lines of research launched 

by other research groups (e.g. University of Montpellier); and the last one was related to the 

analysis of the feasibility of applying tensegrity principles to panel structures. Finally, the first option 

was chosen, discarding the other two. The basic idea was to analyze the 56 innovative DTGs found 

by Otero (1990) in order to determine a method of obtaining, from them, new and efficient DLTGs. 

The process was designed as follows:  

 Preliminary research:  

o Revision of precedents in the field 

o Creation of a database with basic information 

o Study of the relationship between existing DLG and DLTG. 

o Comparison of methodologies for form-finding of tensegrity structures. 

o Developing new tools or adapting existing tools for form-finding. 

o Comparison of CAE tools for analysis of structures. 
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o Adapting existing CAE tools to tensegrity structures. 

o Construction of preliminary models and mock-ups. 

o Preliminary design with CAD tools and analysis with CAE tools. 

 Advanced research: 

o Advanced design of a catalogue of new tensegrity structures. 

o Analysis of structural efficiency of each new design. 

o Comparison of the different solutions. 

o Conclusions and selection of optimal designs. 

 Applied research: 

o Advanced analysis of the selected designs. 

o Computational simulation of geometrical configuration and structural behavior. 

o Development of a software tool for generating automatically the geometrical 

definition of the designs.  

o Construction and testing of prototypes in the lab.  

o Comparison of theoretical and empirical results. 

1.5.2. Variations from the original planning 

As can be observed in the following sections, the scheme of the original plan has mostly been 

achieved, although with slight variations.  

For instance, some of the tasks have not been undertaken (yet) because the time required for their 

implementation would overpass the reasonable duration of a PhD thesis. That is the case of the 

developing of the software tools for the automatic generation of new designs or the comparison of 

theoretical and empirical results. However, they are currently included in other frameworks and 

academic programs (Master’s Final Projects). 

Some other works could be bypassed, due to the fact that there were tasks that substituted them 

or made them avoidable. For example: comparing CAE tools for analysis of structures, developing 

new tools for form-finding or adapting existing CAE tools to calculate tensegrity structures. In those 

cases, the reason is that the use of an existing optimal software, ToyGL, designed and developed 

by Julien Averseng (2012), unified some of the several tasks required for the design and analysis of 

these structures. 

On the contrary, there were some tasks incorporated additionally to the original planning, 

including the works produced in relation to tessellations, including the new nomenclature for their 

univocal generation and the software to delineate them automatically. Also, a new software tool 

(STICCI.eu) was designed, developed and divulgated; it was intended for improving and converting 

citation indices used during the literature review, and thus enhancing the uniformity of the 

bibliographic databases. 

In conclusion, the original scheme for the thesis was quite reasonable and the final research works, 

developments and results are in the line of what could have been expected at the start.  
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1.5.3. Thesis by Publication 

The implementation of the above explained methodology was formulated around several scientific 

research papers. Each one of these focused on a specific stage of the process with the respective 

results and conclusions needed for the generation of new DLTGs. The overall methodology and 

development of these scientific communications in the context of the research project is depicted 

in chapter 1. Detailed descriptions of the linkages between the publications listed in the following 

table (in chronological order) are provided in section 1.5.4.  

 

No. 
Paper 

Section Paper title Publication Source Impact Publication 
status 

1 3.1 Generation and 
nomenclature of tessellations 
and double-layer grids 

Journal of Structural Engineering-
ASCE. Vol. 138, nº 7, pp. 843–852. 
(2012) 

JCR: 
1,488 
Q1,  
SJR Q1 

Published 

2 3.2 Novel technique for obtaining 
double-layer tensegrity grids 

International Journal of Space 
Structures. Special Issue 2-3 Vol.27, 
pp. 155-166. (2012) 

SJR Q1 Published 

3 3.3 Mallas tensegríticas de doble 
capa y manipulaciones de 
Rot-Umbela 

Informes de la Construcción. jul-sep 
2012, Vol. 64, nº 527, pp. 331-344. 
(2012) 

JCR: 
0,260 
Q4,  
SJR Q2 

Published 

4 3.4 Innovative Families of 
Double-Layer Tensegrity 
Grids: Quastruts and Sixstruts 

Journal of Structural Engineering - 
ASCE. Vol 139, nº 9, pp. 1618-1636. 
(2013) 

JCR: 
1,488 
Q1,  
SJR Q1 

Published 

5 3.5 Comparison between new 
families of Double-Layer 
Tensegrity Grids 

Proceedings: New proposals for 
transformable architecture, 
engineering and design. In the honor 
of Emilio Pérez Piñero. Editorial 
Starbooks. ISBN 978-84-939565-3-0, 
pp. 201-206. (2013) 

- Published 

6 3.6 Information Management 
and Improvement of Citation 
Indices 

International Journal of Information 
Management, Vol. 34 nº 2, pp. 257–
271. (2014) 

JCR: 
1.843 
Q1, 
SJR Q1 

Published 

 

1.5.4. Linkage of scientific papers 

The starting point of the research was to study in depth the precedents in the area related to the 

DLTGs. At the beginning of the research, this task was performed by means of manual searches; 

the main sources were found in the databases that host the most important and relevant scientific 

journals, i.e. Web of Science (WoS) and Scopus. However, it was necessary to obtain a more 

systematic way of pointing out the most influent authors, papers, journals, countries, institutions, 

etc. dealing with DLTGs. The main problem was that those databases were full of mistakes and 

inconsistencies, and did not allow straightforward homogenization of the information that we 

needed to gather and analyze. Therefore, it was convenient to develop a modest and simple 

software tool to standardize the bibliographic data, i.e. the author’s names, affiliations, journal 

titles, denomination of full citations, etc. At the end, that in-house program was developed further 
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until it reached a point where the possibility was considered of sharing it with the scientific 

community. This process and the performances of our software are explained in Paper 3.6, 

Information Management and Improvement of Citation Indices. The last section of that publication 

is a case study where we show the findings of our initial aim: the most relevant journal, authors, 

papers, etc. related to DLTGs. 

Consequently, after doing the literature review, it was necessary to find out if it was possible to 

obtain DLTGs from non-tensegrity DLGs. To do this, it was necessary to analyze the most common 

DLGs first, and then some other non-usual grids in order to understand perfectly the configuration, 

geometry and topology of the seed structures that we were going to “tensegritize”. This task was a 

continuation of previous research and discoveries performed in EGICAD (Otero 1990; Otero et al. 

1992). The first published communication, Paper 3.1, Generation and nomenclature of tessellations 

and double-layer grids, tried to establish a systematic methodology for generating automatically 

different DLGs following a newly defined, specific nomenclature. When the DLGs are simple, the 

geometry of their upper and lower layers is based on regular tessellations, i.e. made uniformly by 

squares, regular triangles, hexagons and dodecagons. However, more complex structures have 

semi-regular and demi-regular mosaics, and it was found that their denominations were not 

unambiguous and biunique. Thus, in this paper we propose a particular nomenclature that defines 

the notation of mosaics and DLGs in a synthesized and unique manner, and can generate and design 

them after the parameters expressed in their own names. 

The next step of the research was to create a process to generate new DLTGs from conventional 

DLGs. Paper 3.2, Novel technique for obtaining double-layer tensegrity grids, shows Otero’s rules 

for generating original DLGs following the methodology for their composition. As exposed in the 

previous paper, they rise from the mosaic of the bracing members and additional laws. Finally, from 

them, a new technique, known as Rot-Umbela Manipulation, is applied to obtain their tensegrity 

form, opening and endless catalogue of DLTGs. This new technique is also explained in Paper 3.3 

Mallas tensegríticas de doble capa y manipulaciones de Rot-Umbela, where apart from explaining 

the origins of DLTGs, it is clarified that a Rot-Umbela Manipulation consists of opening a vertex in 

the plane for obtaining a certain polygon, which is then rotated by a determined angle. 

Furthermore, it also proves that some of the existing DLTGs can be considered as grids composed 

by juxtaposed modules of four struts each. 

By means of applying Rot-Umbela Manipulations to two already existing tensegrity grids, it was 

possible to obtain two new DLTGs, as it is shown in Paper 3.4, Innovative Families of Double-Layer 

Tensegrity Grids: Quastruts and Sixstruts. Their analysis permits us to identify, inside these novel 

grids, the modules that compose them, which were unknown until that moment. These novel 

modules (Quastrut, Sixstrut, Octastrut, Decastrut, etc.) belong to a family, all of them with similar 

characteristics in terms of geometry and topology, and can be used to generate a wide catalog of 

DLTGs. The main discoveries of this work are also gathered in an International Patent Application 

(Gomez-Jauregui et al. 2012b), also accessible in Appendix 1. Some of these new feasible structures 

were composed and analyzed by means of CAD and CAE methods respectively, as shown in Paper 

3.5, Comparison between new families of Double-Layer Tensegrity Grids. A good number of 

tensegrity grids composed of Quastruts distributed in different positions and configurations were 

studied and calculated. The main conclusion of this comparison was that the most stable and rigid 
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behavior, from a structural point of view, corresponded to the original DLTG obtained directly from 

the Rot-Umbela Manipulation.  

Taking all this information and background into account, the obvious and natural way of conclude 

this investigation was to build a full-scale prototype. The final validation would prove its structural 

behavior and its foldability (as it was prognosticated in previous papers). This work was carried out 

in collaboration with the University of Limerick (Ireland), during the summer of 2014; the 

methodology and part of the results are explained in section 2.4, Experimental activities and 

validation. Even though the deflections of the grid were important (as predicted), it was possible to 

confirm the feasibility of an easy deployment of the DLTG, which opens a wide range of possible 

applications to these kinds of structures. 

1.6. State of the Art 

1.6.1. Literature review 

Most of the literature review is included in the scientific papers that compose the main core of this 

thesis by publication. A general state of the art, more extended but only updated to 2010, is also 

described in the book Tensegrity Structures And Their Application To Architecture (Gomez-Jauregui 

2010). 

Furthermore, the most important references to the applications of tensegrity structures, especially 

those related to architectural and engineering purposes, have also been reviewed in section 1.2.5.  

In particular, the scientific and academic background related to tessellations and DLGs is essentially 

summarized in Paper 3.1, Generation and nomenclature of tessellations and double-layer grids.  

An extensive literature review in relation of DLTGs is presented, in Spanish, in the Paper 3.3, Mallas 

tensegríticas de doble capa y manipulaciones de Rot-Umbela. There is also a short analysis of the 

state of the art, in English, in the Paper 3.2, Novel technique for obtaining double-layer tensegrity 

grids. However, the long and more completed version of this introduction can be found in another 

conference paper: “New configurations for double-layer tensegrity grids” (Gomez-Jauregui et al. 

2011a). Due to this paper is not being included in the compendium of publications of this thesis, in 

the following section, “Historical Background of DLTGs”, we include what was written for an 

introduction in that communication.  

1.6.2. Historical Background of DLTGs4 

Since the controversial discovery of Tensegrity (Gomez-Jauregui 2009) in the 1940s-50s, many5 

configurations of tensegrity grids have been proposed. In the early years, mainly Fuller (Fuller 

                                                           
4 Excerpt from “Gomez-Jauregui, V., Otero, C., Arias, R., & Manchado, C. (2011b). New configurations for 
double-layer tensegrity grids. In Structural Engineers World Congress 2011 (p. 67). Como (Italy).” 
5 “Many” tensegrity grids have been proposed from a geometrical point of view (especially by Emmerich) 
but few have been validated from a structural approach. 
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1962), Snelson (Snelson 1965) and Emmerich (1964a; b), started to design and create models of 

several tensegrity planar pieces, utterly different from the more typical spherical or prismatic 

tensegrity systems. Some of them (Burkhardt 2008; Snelson 2010), were not shown publicly until 

recent years, even though they could be of interest for study and analysis. In the 70s, mainly Pugh 

(1976) and Vilnay (1977) proposed some other tensegrity nets, although it was not until the next 

decade when Hanaor (1987, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997; Hanaor and Liao 1991) and Motro 

(Maurin et al. 2008b; Motro 1987, 1989, 1992, 2003, 2009) took a more structural and mechanical 

approach and studied the form-finding, resistance and stability of the double-layer tensegrity grids 

(DLTGs), where the bars are confined between two parallel layers of cables. The former experienced 

basically with the juxtaposition of tensegrity prisms (for planar pieces) and truncated pyramids (for 

domical configurations), avoiding contacts between struts like Emmerich did; meanwhile the latter 

studied the same tensegrity pyramids (mainly the same half cuboctahedrons showed by Emmerich 

(1964a) in his first patent) but for planar grids, by means of joining the ends of some struts. Besides, 

Nestorovic (1987, 1993), also developed some proposals for integrally tensioned domes made of 

tensile double-flanged network. 

Analogously, Emmerich (1988, 1990, 1996) published a complete and resourceful compendium of 

the theories, structures, models and projects carried out by himself and his students. One of the 

sections of that book was dedicated exclusively to "self-stressed planar nets", although in a very 

restrictive manner, taking into consideration just some of the possible kinds of DLTGs. There, he 

enumerated many configurations based on prismatic, anti-prismatic, anti-pyramidal, interlaced and 

inter-penetrated tensegrity modules creating several and variable tessellations. 

Following their steps, at the end of the last century, some other studies were undertaken; although 

not very different to the pre-existing configurations, they have made an important contribution to 

the different manners of analyzing these kinds of structures. One of the most prolific authors, Wang 

B.B. (1998a; b, 1999, 2004; Wang and Liu 1996; Wang and Li 2002, 2003a; b, 2005) has been since 

1996 analyzing thoroughly the combinations of modules to generate several types of DLTGs, 

depending on the kind of simplex to use, the connection between them, the contiguity of the struts, 

the rigidity of the systems, the location of the supports, etc. In other words, he continued 

Emmerich's task from a more structural rather than architectural approach. 

Hilyard and Lalvani (2000) called attention to some basic grids based on the filling of several 

tessellations with space cells, which they called Emmerich-type structures, constructed from 

prismatic tensegrity modules.  

At the same time, Kono and Kunieda (Kono et al. 1997, 1999; Kono and Kunieda 1996, 1997a; b, 

2001) experimented with a single kind of tensegrity grid, based on the use of tripods or truncated 

pyramids of 3 bars each, somehow similar to design #4 of Emmerich's patent (Emmerich 1964a) 

(although with some vertex-to-vertex connections) (Figure 5.a) and Snelson's abandoned patent 

(Burkhardt 2008) (Figure 5.b). Different geometries were tested, depending on the attachments of 

the wires of the bigger base (direct to the edges of the struts, to the GC of the base or to some 

intermediate points of the bisectrices of the base). A big-scale model composed by 33 triangular 

modules, with an 80m2 covered area, was constructed at the end of the experiment, including for 

their assembly a newly proposed member joint system. Finally, the study ended with the grant of a 
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patent (Kono and Kunieda 2001) which also included configurations of 4 strut modules and domical 

representations of that specific DLTG.  

 

 

Figure 5. Double-layer tensegrity grids by Emmerich (a), Snelson (b) and Kono&Kunieda (c) based on tensegrity 
tripods. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. a) Snelson's 2-way planar piece (1960). b) 2-way DLTG. c) Half-cuboctahedron DLTG 

Working on the same line, the Mechanics and Civil Engineering Laboratory (LMGC) of Montpellier 

University, leaded by Motro, has been hosting, directing and supervising since 1997 some other 

students working on the same field of planar tensegrity grids: Quirant (Quirant 2000; Quirant et al. 

2003a; b), Smaili (Smaili 2004; Smaili and Motro 2005a; b, 2007), Sánchez (Sánchez et al. 2002, 

a b c 

a b c 

Fig. in AR (see App. 3) Fig. in AR (see App. 3) 
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2003, 2007), Bouderbala (Bouderbala and Motro 2000), Vassart (Vassart 1997), Averseng (Averseng 

2004; Averseng et al. 2005; Averseng and Crosnier 2004a; b), Djouadi (Djouadi 1998; Djouadi et al. 

1998), Kebiche (Kebiche 1998; Kebiche et al. 1999), Le Saux (Le Saux 2002), etc. Their essays were 

focused on different aspects, like form-finding methods, self-stress states, deployable 

configurations, construction and active control techniques, optimal dimensioning, etc. In any case, 

all of them were mainly applied to just two classes of DLTGs: one built with a 2 way grid structure 

(Figure 6.b), similar to one of Snelson's planar pices from the 60s (Figure 6.a) and another one made 

of auto-stable half-cuboctahedron modules (Figure 6c). 

Among all those researches, one of the most relevant essays about DLTG was written by Raducanu 

(2001) as a part of his PhD thesis in 2001 and the main subject of the Tensarch project. After briefly 

exposing the main concepts and characteristics of tensegrity systems, and resuming precedent 

similar works dealing with DLTGs, he explained his own approach to find new configurations. The 

methodology, original and systematic, was based on the use of inter-depending expanders rather 

than auto-stable modules, applying topological and geometrical relationships between them. This 

innovative technique lead to a break-through, obtaining new forms never found before, 

materialized on 15 new grids and a new line of research for future studies. This theoretical effort 

was carried out by different means and integrating powerful tools like Formian, AutoCad, Matlab, 

Abaqus, etc. It was finally applied to the construction of a full-scale prototype, in order to find a 

feasible way of incorporating tensegrity structures into new architecture. As a result, Raducanu and 

Motro (2001) filled that same year an application for a patent exposing the outcomes of the 

research. 

There have been some other interesting proposals, like Passera and Pedretti's (Pedretti 1998) 

project for Swiss Expo 2001 or grid shells designed by Addriansens and Barnes (2001); however they 

will not be taken into account for not being proper DLTGs but compositions of octahedral cells like 

originally exposed Pugh (1976). 

In any case, it is remarkable that researches on conventional DLTGs have not decreased, and 

recently some authors have been undertaking studies on these kinds of structures. It is the case of 

Panigrahi, Gupta and Bhalla (2008, 2009), constructing and testing a dismountable tensegrity grid 

for possible deployment as light-weight roof structures; or Tran and Lee (Tran and Lee 2010a; b; c), 

dealing with the form-finding and initial self-stress of tensegrity grids (essentially the same ones 

studied in the LMGC of Montpellier). 

1.6.3. Most relevant sources 

In order to revise the existing literature related to the different topics of this work, it was necessary 

to browse around a wide range of bibliographic resources. While dealing with them, a time-

consuming task was to distinguish which of them were the most relevant to the theme of the thesis, 

pointing out the most common journals publishing about the subject, the most influential authors, 

the most cited papers, etc. As explained in section 1.5.4, one of the works carried out during this 

thesis was to create a software tool to standardize the author’s names, affiliations, journal titles, 

denomination of full citations, etc. The methodology for doing so is explained in Paper 3.6, 

Information Management and Improvement of Citation Indices. The last section of that publication 
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is a case study where we show which are the most relevant journals, authors, papers, etc. related 

to DLTGs. In this section, we list a ranking (in descendent order of importance) of the findings 

obtained in that case study.  

# Cites Most relevant Papers  

20 Motro, R. (2003). Tensegrity : Structural systems for the future. London (UK): Kogan Page 

Science. 

11 Pellegrino, S., & Calladine, C. R. (1986). Matrix analysis of statically and kinematically 

indeterminate frameworks. International Journal of Solids and Structures, 22(4), 409–

428. 

10 Quirant, J., Motro, R., & Kazi-Aoual, M. (2003). Designing tensegrity systems: the case of 

a double layer grid. Engineering Structures, 25(9), 1121–1130. doi:10.1016/S0141-

0296(03)00021-X 

9 Motro, R. (1992). Tensegrity systems: the state of the art. International Journal of Space 

Structures, 7(2), 75–83. 

8 Fuller, R. B. (1975). Synergetics : explorations in the geometry of thinking. Collier 

Maccnillan Publishers. London. 

7 Hanaor, A. (1993). Double-layer tensegrity grids as deployable structures. International 

Journal of Space Structures, 8(1-2), 135–143. 

7 Tibert, A. G., & Pellegrino, S. (2003). Review of form-finding methods for tensegrity 

structures. International Journal of Space Structures, 18(4), 209–223. 

7 Kebiche, K., Kazi-Aoual, M. N., & Motro, R. (1999). Geometrical non-linear analysis of 

tensegrity systems. Engineering Structures, 21(9), 864–876. doi:10.1016/S0141-

0296(98)00014-5 

7 Snelson, K. (1973). Tensegrity Mast. Bolinas, California: Shelter Publications. 

7 Motro, R. (2002). Tensarch - A Tensegrity Double Layer Grid Prototype. In Space 

Structures 5 (Vols. 1-2, Vol. 1, pp. 57–66). Guildford, UK: Thomas Telford. 
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# Cites Most relevant Journals (in Scopus)  

89 International Journal of Space Structures 

53 International Journal of Solids and Structures 

28 Journal of the International Association for Shell and Spatial Structures 

25 Engineering Structures 

23 Journal of Structural Engineering-ASCE 

12 Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering 

11 Computers & Structures 

8 Journal of the Structural Division-ASCE 

 

# Cites Most relevant groups of authors (eventual collaborations for papers) 

55 Motro R. 

40 Hanaor A. 

36 Wang B.B. 

19 Fuller R.B. 

18 Emmerich D.G. 

12 Snelson K. 

11 Pellegrino S. and Calladine C.R. 

11 Quirant J., Kazi-Aoual M.N. and Motro R. 

10 Wang B.B. and Li Y.Y. 

10 Tibert A.G. and Pellegrino S. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology applied to this thesis is developed around the motivating question of this 

research work: 

Is it possible to generate new catalogues of DLTGs by means of CAD/CAE methods? 

In order to answer this, three kinds of tasks have been carried out in this thesis: documental 

activities (paper 3.6), analytical activities (papers 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5) and experimental 

validation (section 2.4). 

2.1. Documental activities 

This process has already been exposed in section 1.6 and is also addressed in Paper 3.6, Information 

Management and Improvement of Citation Indices. The sources accessed to find the significant 

information related to the fields studied in this thesis are conventional: bibliographic databases, 

physical and online libraries, thesis repositories and specialized web pages. 

2.2. Analytical activities 

The analytical phase was approached initially as an intuitive process, based on the experience with 

other tensegrity structures analyzed, designed and constructed in previous researches. 

During this process there existed certain serendipities (discoveries derived from happy accidents 

and pleasant surprises). They were not very different to those obtained by Friedrich Kekulé with 

the ring shape of the benzene molecule (after having a reverie or day-dream of a snake seizing its 

own tail) or the atom model by Bohr (based on a dream of sitting on the sun with all the planets 

hissing around on tiny cords). Something similar happened while defining the Rot-Umbela 

Manipulations, inspired by the Umbela manipulations established by Gancedo (Gancedo Lamadrid 

1988; Gancedo Lamadrid et al. 2004). 

2.2.1. Analysis of tessellations and DLGs 

The first steps to analyzing and understanding existing tessellations were developed manually by 

means of sketches and manual drawings. However, this procedure was not appropriated for the 

replication of complicated mosaics or, even less, for generating new proposals. Therefore, the use 

of CAD was essential in order to operate systematically and methodologically.  

One of the most wide spread CAD tools in the world is AutoCad, developed by Autodesk, which was 

chosen also due to the easiness for implementing user-defined functions (with Visual Basic for 

Application - VBA). Thus, after designing in 2D the common mosaics according to the current 

nomenclature (by Cundy & Rollet), it was necessary to prove that the new proposed nomenclature 
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for generating tessellations (Paper 3.1 Generation and nomenclature of tessellations and double-

layer grids) was consistent and efficient. For doing so, a new program was designed and written: 

ANTWERP (Application for Nets and Tessellations With Edge-to-edge Regular Polygons), which will 

be shown in section 2.3.1. Consequently, it was possible to prove that the automatic generation of 

mosaics was correct and reliable. 

The creation of DLGs was not implemented yet in that program, but it was very easy to state 

manually that the application of the modified Otero’s rules permitted the renaming of the existing 

DLGs and the generation of new DLGs unknown until present. 

2.2.2. Searching for new DLTGs 

Furthermore, as it is explained in Paper 3.2 Novel technique for obtaining double-layer tensegrity 

grids, by means of applying Rot-Umbela Manipulations to DLGs and DLTGs, luck appeared again 

because it was possible to find new grid typologies, innovative tensegrity modules and also already 

existing DLTGs that had already been proposed by other authors from a different approach. The 

fact that they had already been discovered meant that the methodology was on the right track.  

The application of this new technique, Rot-Umbela Manipulation, requires an iterative process 

explained graphically in the first scheme of section 2.2.6, Workflow of analytical process. 

2.2.3. Static Analysis and Form-Finding 

During the last years, many techniques have been used to calculate and analyze tensegrity 

structures. There are already some very interesting reviews on the subject (Juan and Mirats Tur 

2008; Mirats Tur and Juan 2009; Tibert and Pellegrino 2003). Since then, some other form-finding 

techniques have been explored (Zhang et al. 2014). 

The studies carried out to identify the structural behavior of the tensegrities have mainly involved 

static analysis. Even though using a static approach could mean an overestimation of the load 

carrying capacity of the structure (Shekastehband et al. 2011), the purpose of these studies was to 

make sure that the new structures were stable and that any analytical comparison between the 

different DLTGs was consistent and trustworthy. 

The main CAE methods used for these purposes have been two: ToyGL, developed by Julien 

Averseng, and some Matlab/Octave codes. More information about both methods will be provided 

in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.4 respectively. It was necessary to create an intermediate platform to 

exchange data and information between both tools, the ToyGL Processor, based on user-defined 

functions written in VBA for Microsoft Excel (section 2.3.3). 

In order to be sure about the accuracy of the analysis, the methodology was validated by comparing 

the results obtained by both software tools. In fact, they were also compared with some 

commercial software for general purposes (Midas Civil), although the latter was not eligible due to 

lack of conversion to other formats, complexity and economic factors. The results showed that 
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ToyGL is perfectly accurate in terms of the definition of geometry, distribution of tensions and 

forces, reactions, states of self-stress, mechanisms, etc. 

The general scheme of tasks carried out for completing the static analysis of these structures is 

explained graphically in the second scheme of section 2.2.6, Workflow of analytical process. 

2.2.4. Representation of results 

Once a new structure was validated and calculated, it was necessary to export the final geometry 

and topology of the DLTG, as well as all the results obtained from the different software tools.  

First of all, ToyGL Processor is able to export the data of the structure from MS Excel to different 

environments: txt files with lengths of elements and position of vertices, scripts for AutoCad (3D 

wireframe, 3D solid model or 3D solid model with visualization of stresses through color gradient), 

Matlab/Octave files, different kind of graphs (distribution of forces/stresses in the structure), etc. 

Then, the basic geometric data and properties of elements could be imported from Autodesk 

Inventor, a CAD/CAE program that allowed carrying out many useful tasks like: 

 Checking the general structure (geometry, topology, relationships, etc.). 

 Counting the number of elements depending on their type and configuration. 

 Applying materials and properties to the elements to calculate volume and weight. 

 Applying realistic restrictions to elements and nodes. 

 Creating simulations of movements (folding and unfolding) depending on the restrictions. 

 Analyzing the most critical parts of the structure (e.g. nodes) by means of FEA (Nastran). 

 Generating more realistic representations of 3D models, customizing options for the display 

of edges, lights, shading, reflections, background and shadows of 3D solids and surfaces. 

Finally, once the configuration of the new structure was proved as stable and in self-equilibrium 

(no needs of external supports), it was always very instructive to build small-scale models to prove 

their stability and deployability. They were usually simple mock-ups made of timber dowels and 

elastic strings. The tendons in tension could also be made of fishing line, in order to avoid large 

deformations and improve the aesthetics and transparency of the models. 

   

Figure 7. Small-scale models made of timber dowels and elastic strings 

Fig. in AR (see App. 3) Fig. in AR (see App. 3) 
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2.2.5. 2D Representations of DLGs and DLTGs 

DLGs and DLTGs are complex structures composed of a bunch of linear elements crossing each 

other in the space. When preparing representations of these constructions from different 

perspectives (e.g. plan view or isometric view), in most cases the bars and cables are visually 

interfering and overlapping. This problem makes it difficult to see and understand their general 

configuration. Therefore, one of the purposes of this work was to find a more efficient 

representation of DLGs and DLTGs.  

In order to do so, during the review of the literature related to flat grids, different styles of 

representations were gathered and analyzed. The main conclusions were that many of them were 

not clear and understandable, especially when dealing with uncommon and complex space frames.  

Related to the representation of the bars of DLGs, some authors (Cuoco 1997) recur to do it with 

plan views but not distinguishing between lower layer, upper layer and bracing (intermediate) layer. 

However, most of them (Eekhout 1989; Hanaor et al. 1989; Lan 1999; Makowski 1981; Savassi et 

al. 2004; Stephan et al. 2003; Tsuboi 1984; Uzgider and Piroglu 1989) used different line styles 

and/or thickness in order to differentiate visually the three types of layers. Sometimes, a front or 

side view was also included. Some other authors (Agerskov 1986; Estévez Cimadevila 1991) 

preferred to show isometric views, which were usually cumbersome and tangled, so they needed 

to recur to an auxiliary plan view to help with the interpretation. 

When dealing with the codification of the nodes, most of the representations do not highlight them 

and show them just as the confluence of the different straight lines. However, it is evident that the 

understanding of the location of the nodes is much clearer if they are represented with symbols, 

e.g. white or black circles depending on the layer where they are situated, as can be appreciated in 

some layouts (Lan 1999; Stephan et al. 2003) 

Furthermore, some authors (Otero 1990) prefered to represent each layer separately, in three 

different plan views, along with a fourth one assembling all of them. In these cases, if the DLGs are 

complex and full of details, sometimes it is difficult to understand the connections between the 

upper and lower chords. In order to solve this problem, Lan (1999) proposed to use a single plan 

view split in four different quarters: upper, lower, bracing layer and another one with the three of 

them together.  

An interesting feature shown in Raducanu’s thesis (2001) was the use of arrows to indicate the 

direction of the diagonals (upwards). This information is not redundant because in this 

representation there is not distinction on the position of the nodes (top or bottom layer). Probably, 

in structures like the DLTG composed by V22 expander, this solution is very useful because every 

vertex of the grid has two nodes (top and bottom) overlapping in the plan view. 

Attending to the benefits and limitations found in all the cases summarized above, in this research 

work and in the publications composing this thesis, the representation of the grids has been 

established as follows: 
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- Differentiation of layers: For distinguishing the upper, lower and bracing layers, three 

characteristics have been defined for each one of them: color, thickness and style. This 

permits their differentiation if they overlap each other and coincide in the same alignment, 

even if the representation is in grayscale or in black & white. 

When three elements, one of each layer, are aligned, the intermediate bracing layer is 

always above the bottom layer and underneath the upper layer, allowing appreciation of 

all of them perfectly. 

As can be seen in Figure 8, the properties for each one are the following: 

o Lower layer: Green color, wide thickness and dashed style. 

o Bracing layer: Orange color, medium thickness, continuous style. 

o Upper layer: Blue color, thin thickness, continuous style. 

Sometimes, an additional representation for special cables in Black color is also used, with 

medium thickness and a dotted style. 

 

 

Figure 8.  Set of symbols for the elements of a DLG 

 

- Visualization of quarters: In order to help with the interpretation of the configuration of 

the grid, the plan view is also split in quarters, in such a way that it is possible to see each 

layer isolated and also in context (overlapped with the other layers). 

- Differentiation of nodes: Vertices are also differentiated by means of two characteristics: 

shape and color. This permits to a perfect appreciation of the existence of vertical elements, 

for which the two nodes are in the same position in the plan view, but both of them are 

easily distinguishable. 
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Figure 9. Proposed representation of the grids in color and in grayscale. 

 

 

In summary, the analytical process for generating DLTGs was organized in three main steps:  

- Rot-Umbela Manipulation Process 

- Structural Analysis 

- Representation of Results 

The general distribution of tasks and workflow for each step is presented in next section. The 

diagrams will help to explain the different tasks carried out at each moment, as well as the 

necessary income data, decision making and outcome results. 

2.2.6. Workflow of analytical process 

In the following pages, different diagrams will show the workflow of the analytical process carried 

out during this research work. 
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2.3. Software Tools 

During this thesis, the use of software tools has been critical, especially those related to CAD/CAE. 

In fact, new code has been written in order to implement some of the functions and capacities of 

the CAD/CAE programs. Therefore, in this section, the already existing programs and the new 

software tools will be discussed in order to explain their functionalities and their relevance to the 

general scheme of this research.  

2.3.1. ANTWERP for AutoCad 

ANTWERP is the acronym of “Application for Nets and Tessellations With Edge-to-edge Regular 

Polygons”. Its main purpose was to prove that the new proposed nomenclature for generating 

automatically tessellations (Paper 3.1 Generation and nomenclature of tessellations and double-

layer grids) was consistent and efficient. For doing so, this program is the materialization of a code 

designed and written by means of user-defined functions (with Visual Basic for Application or VBA) 

applied to AutoCad, version 2012. 

The main dialogue box is very simple, as 

can be seen in next figure. The user only 

needs to fill the text box titled 

“Tessellation to Generate” and press 

“Accept” to obtained the mosaic drawing 

in the AutoCad model space. There is the 

possibility of generating already existing 

mosaics, which can be found in three 

pull-out menus including Uniform 

Tessellations (or Archimedean 

tessellations), 2-uniform tessellations 

and k-uniform tessellations (for k>2). 

Furthermore, there are also some 

options related to the visualization of the 

basic tiling module (mini-tessellation), 

naming of the mosaic, numbering of 

edges, referential axes and their colors, 

auxiliary lines, etc. 

Figure 10. Dialog box of ANTWERP 

 

Some videos showing the performance of the software can be found in the web page about the 

software (http://www.tensegridad.es/DLG-tessellations/DLG-tessellations.html).  

http://www.tensegridad.es/DLG-tessellations/DLG-tessellations.html
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2.3.1. ANTWERP for mobile devices 

ANTWERP was also created for used outside of the CAD 

environment. The main idea was to represent the tessellation 

or DLG in a digital mobile device (e.g., PDA, smartphone, 

tablet, etc.), so as to generate the whole grid just by reading 

a certain tag (bar code, QR code, etc.), which could be easily 

printed on a paper or sticker. A QR code like the one shown in 

Figure 11, for instance, could host the DLG denomination 4^4-

Be1-Tm12a^(0,90) and the URL of the web page with the 

program for downloading the software code, executable file, 

or 3D generator and viewer.  

Figure 11. QR code: (4,6,12)-Ba1a^3[12]1-Ta1a^4[12]1 

Once the tag is scanned or read, the program represents the design in the reader device, which in 

this case was an iPhone, interpreting the name and generating the 3D structure along with its 

correspondent visualization (Figure 12). Furthermore, once the grid is shown in the screen, it is 

possible to use the command zoom or orbit with the fingers to visualize it from different points of 

views. Options to show directly the plan view (Planta), front view (Alzado) and side view (Perfil) are 

also available. 

An example of the performance of the software is shown in the following figures. An illustrative 

video is also shown in the web page about the software (http://www.tensegridad.es/DLG-

tessellations/DLG-tessellations.html). 

   

Figure 12. ANTWERP for mobile devices operated with an iPhone 

2.3.2.  ToyGL 

ToyGL is a graphical simulation program developed by Averseng (2012), used to perform the form-

finding and calculations of most of the structures presented in this thesis. It permits traditional and 

http://www.tensegridad.es/DLG-tessellations/DLG-tessellations.html
http://www.tensegridad.es/DLG-tessellations/DLG-tessellations.html
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new structures to be designed and, once defined, it allows interaction in real time by changing, with 

the mouse and keyboard, the length of members, weights, supports, and position of the nodes. 

More information about this CAE tool can be found in (Averseng et al. 2011, 2012). 

 

Figure 13. Representation of a DDLTG in ToyGL 

 

The first version used during this research work was the one released in December of 2009. Since 

then, many improvements and revisions were implemented; in fact, some of the structures created 

for this thesis were used for the debugging and developing of the software tool. The last and current 

version was released in December of 2012 (Figure 13).  

2.3.3. ToyGL Processor 

Even if ToyGL is extremely useful and intuitive, there were some needs that were not addressed by 

this tool. For instance, the geometric definition of a whole structure from scratch is much more 

easy and effectively carried out by conventional CAD programs, like AutoCad. ToyGL would perform 

much better during the edition of the structure once it has been generated and imported.  

Therefore, an additional software tool, “ToyGL Processor”, was created to operate and exploit the 

benefits of ToyGL in a more efficient manner. It was designed by means of user-defined functions 

(with Visual Basic for Application or VBA) applied to Microsoft Excel (Figure 14). 

Fig. in AR (see App. 3) 
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Figure 14. Main dialog box of ToyGL Processor 

 

The ToyGL Processor was an essential link in the process of designing, calculating and representing 

the existing and new DLTGs analyzed in this thesis, as was illustrated in section 2.2.6, Workflow of 

analytical process. 

Some of the features of this tool are given as follows: 

- Importing the geometry of the structure from AutoCad to MS Excel, by means of the 

interpretation of its geometry, topology, boundary conditions, types and properties of the 

elements, etc. 

- Editing the structure and its elements, changing parameters like geometry, topology, 

supports, sections, representation (color, thickness, etc.), pre-stress, etc. 

- Exporting the geometry and properties of the structure to .txt files that can be read and 

managed by either ToyGL or Octave/Matlab. 

- After the analysis of the structure with those calculation programs, importing the results 

and the modified structure again to MS Excel.  
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- Analyzing those results (state of self-stress, tensions, forces, deflection, buckling, etc.) in a 

visual and direct manner. 

- Representing the results by means of lists or graphics (distribution of forces, tensions, etc.). 

- Exporting the final geometry and properties of the modified or deflected structure to a 

script file that can be read by AutoCad in order to represent it as a 3D wireframe, 3D solid 

model or 3D solid model with visualization of stresses through color gradient. 

2.3.4. Codes for Matlab / Octave 

GNU Octave is a high-level interpreted language, primarily intended for numerical computations. It 

provides capabilities for the numerical solution of linear and nonlinear problems, for performing 

other numerical experiments and for data visualization and manipulation. The Octave language can 

be used for free, being quite similar to Matlab so that most programs are easily portable (Eaton and 

Contributors 2011). 

Several codes written with this language have been used for analyzing different types of structures. 

Due to their extension and capabilities exceed the scope of this section, just a summary of their 

performances and applications will be enumerated in following lines: 

 Own codes: Several codes were written for this thesis in order to implement the analytical 

methodologies and algebraic calculations proposed by different authors (Maurin et al. 

2008a; Pellegrino and Calladine 1986; Tran and Lee 2010a; b; Zhang and Ohsaki 2006, 

2007). In summary, the main results obtained from each structure were their mechanisms 

and states of self-stresses (number and distribution), unidirectional mechanisms, forces 

and tensions in elements, form-finding, etc. Furthermore, specific functions were created 

to calculate the minimum distances between the struts of the Quastrut’s family or to 

visualize graphically the mechanisms of the structures. 

 Code by IMAC at EPFL (Bel_Hadj_Ali et al. 2011) generously shared by Rhode Barbarigos 

and Smith. This software tool for Matlab was designed to perform a nonlinear static analysis 

by dynamic relaxation for clustered tensegrity structures with discontinuous or continuous 

cables, springs and bars. 

 Code by Gómez-Estrada. Included as an appendix of his Master’s thesis (Gomez-Estrada 

2007), these functions were an implementation of a form-finding method, as a proof of 

concept, that calculates a vector of tension coefficients to self-equilibrate a tensegrity 

structure in 3D. 

2.3.1. Autodesk Inventor 

Another commercial CAD/CAE software used for the representation and analysis of DLTGs was 

Autodesk Inventor, version 2012. This is a 3D mechanical design software for creating digital 

prototypes used in the design, visualization and simulation of structures (in this case).  

The main uses of this software tool were for the design, analysis and representation of our 

structures already presented in section 2.2.4. However, it is remarkable to admit that this software 
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package permits many more operations and performances with mechanical products in general, 

although some of them were out of the scope of this research work.  

2.3.2. STICCI.eu 

Finally, another program designed and developed for the specific purpose of this thesis was 

STICCI.eu, which means Software Tool for Improving and Converting Citation Indices - enhancing 

uniformity. It started as a very simple and humble program to convert a bibliographic set from 

Scopus database format to WoS database format, but it kept on accumulating features until it 

became a powerful software tool useful for analyzing the state of the art of any field of knowledge 

(Figure 15).  

At this point, no more information is going to be advanced because all the details are outlined in 

Paper 3.6, Information Management and Improvement of Citation Indices. 

 

Figure 15. Main dialog box of STICCI.eu 
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2.4. Experimental activities and validation 

Experimental activities must be performed as a confirmation of the findings obtained theoretically 

by means of analytical methods (in this case, by means of software tools). Apart from the small-

scale models and mock-ups built during the analytical activities, it was convenient to build one of 

these structures in reality in order to test its characteristics. Thus, the summit of this doctorate 

work was focused on the design, fabrication, construction and testing of a specific deployable DLTG 

(DDLTG) at full scale (4x4x1 m) composed by 16 modules of 1x1x1 m. 

The project was carried out in the summer of 2014 (July and August) at the University of Limerick 

(Ireland), thanks to a collaboration with the Department of Civil Engineering and Materials Sciences.  

For a better understanding of the methodology carried out for building the structures, in Figure 16 

it is possible to appreciate the schematic workflow with the different tasks developed during those 

2 months. 

 

Figure 16. Workflow for the construction of the DDLTG 

2.4.1. Design of the grid 

The typology of the DDLTG Quastrut-S1 had already been designed and calculated (Paper 3.5, 

Comparison between new families of Double-Layer Tensegrity Grids). The only modification was the 

decision to use a “closed” or “covered” solution, by addition of cables to the top and bottom layers 

to “fill the gaps” and reinforce the grid, especially at the boundaries (Figure 17). The final 

dimensions of the DDLTG were 4x4 m, distributed in 16 equal modules of 1x1x1 m, 4 in each 

direction X and Y. The resultant grid had then a total number of 86 nodes and 285 components: 64 

struts and 221 cables (62 in upper layer, 62 in lower layer, 76 diagonal bracing cables and 21 vertical 

tensors). 

Under these conditions, the theoretical lengths of the struts would be 1,5 m, which was very 

suitable because the standard length of the tubes supplied in Ireland is tipically 7,5 m; thereby 

allowing 5 struts to be attained from each length and minimizing waste. The cables were contiguous 
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in both directions of the horizontal straight alignments of upper and lower layers and therefore had 

a total length of 4 m each; the bracing cables were also contiguous, although in zig-zag in their 

plane, where each diagonal had a theoretical length of 1,118 m. 

The material for all the elements was steel (=7850 kg/m3). Cables were galvanized high tensile 

steel wire ropes (tensile strength 1770 MPa), with a nominal diameter of 4,75mm (A=17,72 mm2), 

except vertical tensors and lower boundary cables with 6mm diameter (A=28,27 mm2). Steel struts 

(quality S235JR, yield point 330 MPa) had a circular hollow structural section HSS 26,9x3 (A=225,25 

mm2) . Consistent with all these data, the resulting weight of the structure was 233 kg, covering 16 

m2, that is 14,6 kg/m2, which for a space frame is considered a lightweight structure. 

 

Figure 17. Completed design of the DDLTG after adding additional cables at the boundaries. 

2.4.2. Design of the nodes 

Not many details about the nodes are going to be related here, as they are currently the subject of 

an application for a patent. 

There were broadly two main types of connections: an outer node (including boundaries and 

corners) of class k=1) and an inner node of class k=2. The design of the first type was not very 

complex because it only fixes one strut and several cables. However, the inner node needed a more 

specific design because there were several conditions that it had to be fulfilled: 

X 
Z 

Y 

Fig. in AR (see App. 3) 
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- Foldability of the two struts around the centerline of the connection. 

- Strength assuring the integrity of the connection. 

- Concurrency of elements in order to avoid eccentricities of the confluent forces. 

- Standardization of elements to fabricate/purchase (off-the-shelf products). 

- Continuity of the cables passing through the node to facilitate the foldability of the grid.  

- Optimizing the size of the node to avoid large eccentricities, high weight and cost. 

- Multi-direction of the cables (horizontal, diagonal and vertical). 

The design process of the nodes followed a classical route: it started with a conceptual design 

(freehand sketch) that was later converted into a 3D model with CAD software, then validated with 

Finite Element Analysis with a CAE tool, corroborated with plastic prototypes fabricated with 3D 

printers and finally fabricated at full-scale in the laboratory. 

2.4.3. Assembly and erection 

The structure was assembled over a timber frame that served as a datum to level the different 

layers and to precisely locate the node positions (Figure 18). The location of each node point was 

marked on the timber base and a hole drilled to receive a bolt from the node. This ensured that the 

node was kept in the correct position during assembly 

 

Figure 18. Erection of the first chain of struts, connected to the upper layer of cables (over the timber frame). At the 
back, the pre-assambled chains of struts classified by types. 
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The three chords of the grid were assembled separately and then joined together. Firstly, the cable 

net of the upper layer (without the nodes) was set out, tensed to a minimum level and then 

removed. Secondly, the cable net of the lower layer was set-out and kept in place. Then the struts, 

with all the nodes attached t o their end, were placed and joined to the lower cable net (Figure 18). 

Previous to this operation, the struts were assembled together as different subassemblies: four 

simple, four double, four triple and ten quadruple zig-zag contiguous chains of struts (Figure 19). 

 

 

Figure 19. Distribution and location of different chains of zig-zag struts: a) simple; b) double; c) triple; d) quadruple. 

 

The next step was to place the upper cable net over onto the upper nodes of the struts: the 

bidirectional cable clamp fixed the locations where the two horizontal cables had to meet and the 

single cable clamp fixed the ends of the wires to the boundary nodes. The bracing layer of diagonal 

cables was brought together in the structure, in such a way that these elements were contiguous 

and ran through the holes of the nodes. Finally, the 21 vertical tensors, each one of them composed 

of a 6mm cable and a turnbuckle, were attached between the vertical eyebolts of the upper and 

Fig. in AR (see App. 3) 
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lower nodes. These elements were the active cables, providing a state of self-stress to the DDLTG 

by actuating over the turnbuckle and reducing the distance between the upper and lower layers.  

 

Figure 20. Perspective of the DDLTG with the lower, bracing and upper layers. The yellow markers were attached in 
order to survey the nodes before and after loading the structure. 

 

A simple structural test of the DDLTG was carried out before being folded, i.e. in service state, by 

means of adding loads to the bottom nodes and measuring the response of the structure in terms 

of deflection and stresses of its elements. It must be remarked that obtaining the structural 

response to a static load was not an essential objective for this particular project (which was rather 

scantily instrumented) but for future projects to come. 

2.4.4. Folding the structure 

Before working on the full-scale prototype, some simulations were performed with specialized 

software tools to find out the best way to fold the structure (Figure 21). Although it could seem 

complicated, this phase was quite easy and fast, taking approximately 30 minutes to fold and tie 

the structure completely.  

The method to create the mechanisms in the grid, so that it was possible to fold it, was very simple: 

it was only necessary to untie one end of the contiguous cables that conform each diagonal (10 in 

total) and each vertical tensor (21 in total). This task was very easy because the connections were 

very practical, a Gripple clip and a turnbuckle hook respectively.  
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Figure 21. Simulation with software tools: DDLTG 2x2 in its folded and unfolded configuration. 

 

Figure 22. DDLTG in its folded and unfolded configuration. 

Fig. in AR (see App. 3) 
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The grid, in its folded and unfolded configuration, can be seen in Figure 22. At the end of the 

process, the result is a bunch of struts and cables, with a height of a few centimeters more than the 

length of the struts (1,5 m) and a diameter of 178 cm (Figure 23). That means a radius of 28 cm and 

an approximate area of 0,25 m2. Thus, what we have called the coefficient of deployability is 

16m2/0.25m2= 64. 

 

 

Figure 23. Diameter of the bunch of struts and cables forming the DDLTG in its folded configuration. 

 

Thanks to the design of the nodes and grid, the deployment of the grid was also very easy. In the 

folded configuration, the contiguous cables that make up the diagonal bracing tendons were still 

inside the holes of the nodes. Therefore, when unfolding the structure, there was no need to re-

assemble the connections again because in fact they had not been dismantled. 

2.4.5. Results and conclusions 

A procedure to design, fabricate, build and fold a novel DDLTG was planned, executed and analyzed. 

The completion of the project was successful since the main objectives were achieved: the design 

is simple and effective; the fabrication easy and inexpensive; the assembly fast and safe; and the 

folding converts the grid in a very compact packet, even more than some other existing DDLTGs 

analyzed in the introduction of this paper.  

The design of the nodes is robust, suitable for connecting perfectly two struts and several cables 

coming from different directions (horizontal, vertical and/or diagonal). However, when the forces 

are not equilibrated, some nodes tend to rotate, which has to be solved in future designs. The 
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connections permit the deployment of the struts around the nodes; therefore, it is possible to fold 

the chains of struts properly and, consequently, the whole grid.  

Some difficulties arose during the implementation of the state of self-stress and some issues could 

not be solved yet. Moreover, it was difficult to validate the exact value of stress in the different 

elements. A further investigation must be undertaken on this issue. 

In conclusion, we have created a first prototype of a light and inexpensive DDLTG that could be 

easily fabricated and assembled. The design permits it to be folded for storage or for transport and 

erection within short notice. Therefore, it can be employed as a temporary shelter, such as in the 

calamity affected areas, roof structure in fairs, expositions, etc. 

2.5. Methodological critique 

The limitations of the present study will be outlined in this section, always from a methodological 

point of view. 

First of all, it has not been possible to develop appropriately the software tool ANTWERP in its 2nd 

and 3rd phase, dedicated respectively to the generation of DLGs from the tessellations, and the 

application of Rot-Umbela Manipulations to the DLGs and DLTGs. These operations were performed 

manually by means of conventional CAD/CAE tools. The results were satisfactory but an automated 

process would increase the efficiency of the generation method. Nevertheless, the completion of 

those two phases is being carried out as a continuation of this research work in a different academic 

project. 

Another improvement in the methodology would have been building appropriate small/medium-

scale models, on metallic materials, to prove the deployability of these structures. In order to solve 

this problem, recreations were carried out with simpler mock-ups made of timber dowels and 

elastic strings. Also, simulations were created with Autodesk Inventor, which gave an indicator of 

their feasibility, but on a less reliable level.  

As regards the construction to the prototype at full scale, even if it was an edifying challenge, there 

were some restrictions that affected the optimal organization and methodology of the experiment. 

The most important was time; due to several reasons, the project had to be developed in no more 

than two months; this factor was decisive at the time of enabling simplification in terms of design, 

fabrication, building and tests for the prototype. The project would have been benefited if more 

time could have been invested at the construction lab. 

Additionally, the structure was built with a reduced budget, which forced us in a positive manner 

to optimize the design in order to produce inexpensive nodes and the final DLTG; the method to 

validate the results of the experiment was limited by the measuring tools available during the 

project. This factor made it more difficult to quantify accurately and quickly the deflections of the 

structure and the tensions of its members.  

Finally, the lack of experience in the methodology for the construction and erection of these kinds 

of structures was also a challenge that had to be undertaken; the most significant factor was the 
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difficulty of introducing a controlled and specific state of self-stress in the grid before the rising and 

the loading phases. Even though there are some measures to be taken into consideration 

(deflections, displacement of nodes and forces in cables), the comparison of the theoretical and 

empirical results has not yet lead to valuable results; it is an issue that will be undertaken when 

more information data about the tests are properly processed. 
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3. APPENDED PUBLICATIONS 

This chapter recollects the most relevant research works that have been considered for publication 

during the period of the doctorate and that compose the main core of this PhD thesis.  
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tessellations and double-layer grids 
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Resumen en castellano 

Título: Generación y nomenclatura de mosaicos y mallas de doble capa. 

 

El objetivo de este trabajo es establecer una metodología sistemática para generar 

automáticamente diferentes mosaicos y mallas de doble capa (MDC), siguiendo una nomenclatura 

novedosa y específica. Esta particular nomenclatura define la natación de mosaicos y MDC de forma 

sintética y única, pudiendo generarlos y diseñarlos según los parámetros expresados por sus 

propios nombres. Por medio de un algoritmo y ciertos códigos computacionales, es posible recrear 

en 3D cualquier MDC directamente a partir de su propio nombre. La actual nomenclatura utilizada 

para mosaicos es también analizada, encontrando ciertos inconvenientes, como la longitud 

excesiva de sus nombres y su carácter no único (misma definición para mosaicos diferentes). Esta 

nueva propuesta de nomenclatura permite definir y generar teselados n-uniformes de modo 

consistente e inequívoco, conservando la coherencia con la definición de la actual nomenclatura 

empleada para mosaicos arquimedianos (regulares y semiregulares). 
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Introduction to Double-Layer Grids

Double-layer grids (DLGs) may be defined as spatial systems
containing two parallel networks of members forming the top
and bottom chords in the form of tessellations, the nodes of which
are linked by vertical and/or inclined web members (Malla and
Serrette 1996).

Nowadays, there is a severe shortcoming in the configuration
of DLGs, especially concerning the current nomenclature. Most
authors (Eekhout 1989; Makowski 1968, 1981; Cuoco/ASCE
1997; Lan 1999) name the very basic and most common grids
after the disposition of the bottom and top layers, taking some
of these definitions: square-on-square, square-on-diagonal square,
triangle-on-triangle, triangle-on-hexagon, etc. Sometimes, descrip-
tors such as “offset,” “set orthogonally,” “set diagonally,” and/or
“hybrid chordal geometry” are added for contemplating more
variants. However, this classification is not specific enough to em-
brace all the possibilities, which has led to the new proposals we
make here. Along this work, some other names will be taken
into account, according to some of the following illustrations
from Makowski (1968), e.g., Space Deck (il. 69), Wachsmann
(il. 71), Osaka (il. 72), Friedman (il. 73), Le Ricolais (il. 74),
Hexagonal (il. 76.4), etc. Some others respond to designations used

by Otero (1990), like Mero I and Unit IV. All of them will be
referenced to along the text, so they will be illustrated at the
end of the paper in Fig. 12.

Introduction to Tessellations

Regular tilings are those isomorph partitions of the Euclidean plane
that accomplish strictly three conditions related to the polygons that
form them: (1) all the polygons are regular; (2) any vertex can be
mapped to any vertex figure by symmetry operations which are
transitive (i.e., the vertices are congruent); and (3) all the polygons
are equal (i.e., there is only one type of polygon). Thus, both vertex
figures and faces are regular and congruent. Only three mosaics
meet these conditions: those composed exclusively by equilateral
triangles, squares, and regular hexagons.

Semiregular tessellations, also referred to as Archimedean, uni-
form, 1-uniform, or homogenous, meet the first two conditions but
not the third one. Thus, they are polymorphic, that is, they consist
of regular polygons with different numbers of edges concurring to
any vertex and always respecting the same configuration or another
analogous one obtained by means of reflections, rotations, or trans-
lations. Thus, these vertex figures are congruent but not regular, and
their faces are regular but not congruent. It has been consistently
proved that there are only eight exemplars of semiregular tilings
(Critchlow 1969; Grünbaum and Shephard 1986). As an example,
the mosaic 4,6,12 is formed in such a way that there is a square, a
hexagon, and a dodecagon concurring at every vertex.

Demiregular or n-uniform mosaics are those that only meet the
first condition. In all their configurations, the arrangement of the
vertices is not unique and their regular polygons converge in several
different ways (i.e., it is a tessellation with n transitivity classes).
This is why they are also referred to as no uniform, n-uniform, or
n-isogonal (where n is greater than unity).

Aims and intentions

It is important to emphasize that in no way do we presume to create
another algebraic representation, like Formex algebra or Formian
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programming language do. Those provide the tools to generate
data for modeling structural systems in a parametric and concise
manner, or for obtaining their graphical visualization. Those tools
do not name and distinguish the different configurations following
topological and geometrical rules, but, rather, to construct a whole
algebraic basis, including coordinate systems, symmetry operations
(translations, reflections, rotations, etc.), Boolean operations, pro-
jections, transformations to 3D surfaces on the space, and so forth.

The aim of this work is to establish a systematic nomenclature
for defining the notation of tessellations and DLGs in a synthesized
and unique manner, with the advantage that the proposed notation
shows how to generate and design them after the parameters are
expressed in their own names. With this notation, and by means
of an algorithm and some computational codes, it is possible to
recreate in 3D any of these grids directly from their own names.

Current Nomenclature of Tessellations

Cundy and Rollett’s notation

Generally, in the mainstream literature, the notation suggested by
Cundy and Rollett (1981) in the first edition (1951) of their book
Mathematical Models, is often used for naming both the tessella-
tions and polyhedra. The authors explain that this is a modification
of the symbolism of Schläfli, which lists in order, clockwise and
separated by dots (.), the number of sides of polygons surrounding
each different vertex. For simplicity, when these numbers are
repeated, a superscript indicates the number of repetitions of a
given polygon; for example, a regular mosaic 6.6.6 becomes 63.
Although in their original proposal Cundy and Rollett did not
deal with the case of demiregular tiles, it is widely accepted today
that, in the case of different configurations in different vertices,
groups of polygons surrounding each vertex are listed separated
by slashes (/). Cundy and Rollett also suggested adding, as a prefix,
the letter vee and a point (V.) to the notation of any polyhedron or
mosaic to name their corresponding duals.

For example, the central image of Fig. 1 shows the confluence of
three triangles (three sides) and two squares (four sides). Therefore,
its name is 3.3.3.4.4 or (simplified) 33:42. The list of polygons al-
ways begins with the one with the least number of edges, following
the order from smallest to largest. Thus, the above example uses
33:42 instead of 42:33.

Table 1 presents the simplified nomenclature that currently
applies to those tilings that have been incorrectly claimed as the
only 14 existing demiregular tessellations (there are an infinite
number of them), organized according to the numbering used
primarily by Critchlow (1969).

Disadvantages of Cundy and Rollett’s nomenclature

A major disadvantage of the conventional notation is the extensive
length associated with the names of demiregular tessellations. For
example, a certain mosaic (No. 12 of Table 1) would be appointed
as follows: 3:3:3:3:3:3∕3:3:3:4:4∕3:3:4:3:4 #1. In addition to its
quite long name, this denomination is not unique, and indeed
the particle #1 serves to differentiate it from tiling No. 11, which
responds to the same classification but with particle #2.

Another complication in Cundy and Rollett’s designation is that
the generation of mosaics from the two or three basic tessellations
(defined around each vertex) is not at all intuitive or easy. For
example, in the case of mosaic No. 12 above, from the current no-
menclature we get the three-seed stem shown in Fig. 1(a)–1(c). If
we had to generate a tiling from these three figures, the solution
would not be at all intuitive or easy because there is no single

and unique configuration, as explained in the preceding paragraph.
The connection of one module to another is complicated, and the
orientation of the modules may vary significantly. As shown
in Fig. 1(d), the composition of the mosaic in question is not
immediately apparent because the orientation and location of these
units is quite arbitrary.

Proposal for a New Nomenclature of Tessellations

Therefore, our new proposal is to name, define, and generate
systematically and unequivocally demiregular mosaics. This will
(1) shorten the names defining such tiles, and (2) will be sufficient
to allow the generation of a specific and unmistakable geometric
configuration for every one of the tessellations.

This proposal, consistent and coherent with the current notation
used for Archimedean mosaics, is based on the use of symmetries
and translations (all with replicas) which, applied to a minimum
number of suitably chosen polygons, generate the overall result,
which can be extended as much as desirable by repeating these
geometric operations.

Practical methodology from a graphical example

To explain the methodology in a simple manner, we use an example
of a specific 3-uniform mosaic, in this case, the tile No. 12
mentioned above, which corresponds to the following headings:
36∕33:42∕32:4:3:4 #1 after Cundy and Rollett, or 3–4–3,
4–32∕30∕60 after our proposed nomenclature.

Stage 1: Location of the seed polygon
To begin the procedure, the main vertical axis is set up (along the
y-axis usually considered in the Cartesian coordinate system). At
the origin, the seed polygon (usually the one with the larger number
of edges) is placed and is the first digit specified in the proposed
notation (in our example, a triangle, so number 3). The first poly-
gon is placed in such a way that the two sides that intersect the
horizontal x-axis stay perpendicular to that axis (Fig. 2). In the case

Fig. 1. Nomenclature of modules 3:3:3:3:3:3∕3:3:3:4:4∕3:3:4:3:4 after
Cundy and Rollett and composition
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of the triangle, having an odd number of edges, the left-hand edge
will be the one perpendicular to the x-axis and will be aligned with
the vertical y-axis.

Stage 2: Composition of a polygonal sector
In this stage, we distinguish several phases. In each of them, a series
of polygons will be added to the others and the phase separation is
represented by a dash (–). Just as in the conventional nomenclature,
the repetition of adjacent polygons is denoted by a superscript, as
in, for example, 3–4–3,4–33. Once the seed polygon is located at
the origin [Fig. 3(a)], which we considered as the first phase (i), in
the next phase (ii) the next set of polygons is attached to the edges
of the seed polygon, starting from the vertical y-axis and going
clockwise. In our example, a square (4) would be attached to the
first edge of the first polygon (3) [Fig. 3(b)]. In the third step (iii),
polygons are added to the free sides of the polygons of the previous
phase (ii), always in the clockwise direction and into the upper
right quadrant; in this case, a triangle and a square (3.4) will be
built around the square. The third free edge of the square would
remain empty because there are no more specified polygons to
add [Fig. 3(c)]. Finally, in the fourth phase (iv), the last two equi-
lateral triangles (32) are added around the two polygons intro-
duced in the previous step (iii), as shown in Fig. 3(b). When
any of the intermediate edges of a polygon must remain free, this
will be designated with a zero to preserve their exempt status, as in
the mosaic No. 1 of Table 1, named 12–0:3∕45∕90.

Stage 3: Symmetries of a polygonal sector
Having obtained the basic polygonal sector, we proceed to
apply the symmetries [characterized by the slash (/) followed
by the respective angle of symmetry in sexagesimal degrees,
e.g., 3–4–3,4–33∕30], in this case, a reflection on an axis from
the origin at 30° with the vertical [Fig. 3(e)]. This symmetry is re-
peated continuously about the axes that form angles of inclination
duplicating the inclination of the previous one, such as 60°, 120°,
240°, and so on [Fig. 3(e)–3(g)] to complete the 360° mosaic of the
basic module [Fig. 3(h)].

As shown in Fig. 4, in the case of mosaic No. 3 of Table 1,
12–32,4–4,3,0,3∕r90∕r84ð2Þ, the composition of the basic tiling
cell is not achieved by symmetries, but by rotations of 90° of
the initial polygonal sector. This exception is represented in the no-
tation by including an r (rotation) before that angle, as in ∕r90.

Stage 4: Symmetries of the basic tiling module
Finally, we proceed to make the last sequence of symmetries of the
basic tiling modules or cells to obtain the whole tessellation,
following another axis perpendicular to the one forming a certain
number of degrees with the vertical (y-axis); in our case, this is on
an axis that is perpendicular to the one forming 60° with the vertical
axis and passing through the origin, e.g., 3–4–3,4–33∕30∕60. This
axis is used for the reflection of that cell and is located on the edge
of the basic tiling module so that it does not create new polygons
overlapping between the generated and original cells.

Once this symmetry is performed, the process will be similarly
repeated with respect to other axes that are perpendicular to the
multiples of the original, so as to cover the entire plane without
overlaps or gaps (i.e., not possible to be filled with basic polygons).

Our example illustrates how the starting position of the basis til-
ing module of Fig. 3(h) yields the composition shown in Fig. 5(a) by
a reflection about an axis that is perpendicular to the line at 60° with
the vertical and passing through the origin. From this configuration, a
new symmetry about a similar axis, but at 120°, produces Fig. 5(b).
Similarly, working with axes at 180°, 240°, and 300°, we formed the
mosaics shown respectively in Figs. 5(c)–5(f).

It would be possible to substitute the names of these reflection
isometries with different ones, such as those raised by Joyce (1997)
through the 17 plane symmetry groups, or the system adopted

Table 1. Comparison between Cundy and Rollet’s Nomenclature and Our New Proposal

Tile
number

Cundy and Rollet’s nomenclature Tile
number

Cundy and Rollet’s nomenclature

New proposal for nomenclature New proposal for nomenclature

1 3:12:12∕3:4:3:12 8 3:3:3:4:4∕3:3:4:3:4∕3:4:6:4
12–0; 3∕45∕90 6–4; 4–3; 3; 3; 3–0; 0; 4; 3; 4–0; 3; 3; 6–0; 4∕90∕90

2 3:3:3:3:3:3∕3:3:4:12 9 3:3:3:3:3:3∕3:3:4:3:4 #2

12–3; 4–3∕30∕30 3–4; 3–3; 3; 3; 4∕90∕90

3 3:3:4:3:4∕3:3:4:12∕3:4:3:12 10 3:3:3:3:3:3∕3:3:4:3:4 #1

12–3; 3; 4–4; 3; 0; 3∕r90∕r84ð2Þ 3–4–3∕30∕30

4 3:4:6:4∕4:6:12 11 3:3:3:3:3:3∕3:3:3:4:4∕3:3:4:3:4 #2

12–6; 4∕30∕60 4–3; 3–3; 4–4; 3; 3–0; 3; 4; 3∕90∕90

5 3:3:3:3:3:3∕3:3:4:12∕3:3:4:3:4 12 3:3:3:3:3:3∕3:3:3:4:4∕3:3:4:3:4 #1

12–3; 4; 3; 4–3; 3; 3; 3∕90∕90 3–4–3; 4–3; 3; 3∕30∕60

6 3:3:6:6∕3:6:3:6 13 3:4:6:4∕3:4:4:6
6–3; 6∕90∕90 6–4–3; 4–6∕30∕60

7 3:3:4:3:4∕3:4:6:4 14 3:3:3:4:4∕3:4:6:4
6–4–3; 3∕30∕60 6–4–3–3∕30∕30

Fig. 2. Initial disposition of seed polygons
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by the International Union of Crystallography (IUC) in 1952.
However, we would risk again obtaining a not very intuitive, hardly
reproducible solution.

In some of these sets of reflections, small spaces stay blank but
single polygons inserted into these gaps are automatically identified
by the actual shape of the contour. For example, in Fig. 5(b), there
is an empty small portion of the mosaic that is easily identified as an
equilateral triangle, so it is not at all inconvenient to complete the
composition.

Sometimes, generation of the full tessellation is not made by
reflections, but by rotations of 180°. In those cases (e.g., Mosaic
No. 3 of Table 1), this variant will be represented by the inclusion
of an “r” (rotation), followed by a real number. This number is the
angle defining an auxiliary line to be projected from the origin
(e.g., ∕r84). Then, another number in brackets will define the or-
der of the intersection of the auxiliary line with the different lines
of the basic tiling module, in this case the second intersection
[∕r84ð2Þ]. This point will be the first center of rotation (180°)
for the basic tiling module. The operations that were applied
to the polygonal sectors in the previous stage will also be
applied to the first center of rotation to obtain the next points
of rotation. In conclusion, this special mosaic would be named
as 12–3,3,4–4,3,0,3∕r90∕r84ð2Þ.

New denomination of demiregular mosaics

Applying these new rules, we obtain new notations for demiregular
mosaics, which are detailed in Table 1 and are compared with the
current standard nomenclature and following the ordinal numbers
originally used by Critchlow (1969).

Congruency with Archimedean tessellations

As pointed out in previous sections, the nomenclature proposed
here is applicable not only for demiregular tessellations, but is
also compatible with Archimedean [i.e., regular and semiregular
(uniform)] tilings. One peculiarity is that for the latter, there is
no seed polygon tile, so there is no need for a dash (–) to separate
the phases; consequently, there is only one step to perform and the
polygons are cyclically listed, creating just a single type of vertex.
Thus, it is possible to generate automatically, without additional
symmetries, the so-called basic tiling module of the n-uniform case.
From this stage, repetition in the plane is obvious and intuitive, so
the second set of symmetries is also omitted.

In summary, the notation of the 11 Archimedean tiles would
remain unchanged from that of Cundy and Rollet, being sorted
by the number of polygons at each vertex occurring as follows:
3, 122; 4, 6, 12; 4, 82; 63; ð3; 6Þ2; 3, 4, 6, 4; 44; 34, 6; 33, 42;
32, 4, 3, 4; 36.

Fig. 3. Generation in phases of the basic tiling module of mosaic No. 12 of Table 1: 3–4–3; 4–32∕30∕60

Fig. 4. Generation of mosaic No. 3
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Duals: Laves/Catalan mosaics

A dual of a given tiling is formed by joining the centers of the poly-
gons that comprise it. Although duality is not the main subject of
this work, we propose a denomination as a continuation of the
nomenclature proposed above. As previously mentioned, Cundy
and Rollett suggested adding a prefix (V.) to the notation of a poly-
hedron or a mosaic to name its corresponding dual. However,
we prefer to adopt the nomenclature proposed by Grünbaum
and Shephard (1986), using brackets to distinguish a particular
tessellation from its dual. For example, [3–4–3,4–3,3∕30∕60] will
describe the corresponding dual of the mosaic 3–4–3,4–3,3∕30∕60.

Generation of Double-Layer Grids after Otero

According to Otero et al. (1992), approaches to generate new
DLGs are not very straightforward and can be very difficult and
challenging, depending on the ability of the designer, the method
of practice, and luck.

The first important information to know is the number of
degrees of freedom disposed to carry out that task. Otero argues
that with just three sets of information, it is possible to define
the generation of any DLG. They are:
• The mosaic of the diagonal bars;
• The rule of alternations to define which vertices are in which

layer; and
• The law determining the method of joining the vertices on

each chord.
Otero’s contribution was to find a new approach to the generation

of flat mesh, reducing the problem to two dimensions. Until then, it
was a tough three-dimensional formulation on how to fill the space

with polyhedral cells. By doing so, a fertile panorama was accessible
for designing new DLGs, enabling a broad range of possibilities for
defining the laws and rules that he just had started to define.

In what follows, we accomplish a revision of Otero’s work,
complemented by the new approach we take here and a new
and systematic nomenclature to define the generation of DLGs
in a synthesized and unique manner. This methodology will permit
the creation and naming (without uncertainty) of new configura-
tions of DLGs.

Mosaic of diagonal elements

For the selection of the mosaic of diagonal elements, there will
be no limitation to regular tessellations, as there usually is. On the
contrary, we will utilize semiregular and demiregular patterns as well
as their duals: equifacial and semiequifacial, respectively. We will
employ the new nomenclature suggested in the previous paragraphs.

Whereas the previous notation corresponds to a topological
point of view (vicinity), the following variants contemplate a geo-
metrical perspective (taking into account angles and dimensions):
• ðm; n; p;…Þd1 mosaic ðm; n; p;…Þ rotated d1 degrees, like in

the Space Deck grid of Fig. 12(a), which would be ð44Þ45.
• ðm; n; p;… : a∕b∕c∕…Þ mosaic ðm; n; p;…Þ with irregular

polygons whose lengths follow the proportion a∕b∕c∕… An ex-
ample of using this nomenclature would be the Mero I grid of
Fig. 12(e), with bracing members mosaic made of rhombus, al-
ways from a top view, with diagonals in proportion 1 to

ffiffiffi

2
p

,
rotated 45°. Its symbolic nomenclature would be ð44 : 1∕ ffiffiffi

2
p Þ45.

Law for locating the vertices

Once the first element of the term is defined (the tessellation of
diagonal bars), the following laws concerning the disposition of

Fig. 5. Generation by symmetries, with the basic tiling module, of mosaic No. 12: 3–4–3; 4–32∕30∕60
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vertices are used [as provided in Otero’s nomenclature (1990)] and
these abbreviations will be used hereafter:
“b.1”: All the vertices of the mosaic belong to both chords, top and
bottom. As well as trivial, this choice converts the new DLG in a
truss-like structure, not spatial;
“b.2”: The vertices of each polygon of the tessellation are located al-
ternately in the top or bottom string of the grid. This pattern cannot be
followed when any of those polygons has an odd number of sides;
“b.3”: All the vertices of the mosaic belong to one of the chords,
(e.g., lower) while those on the other layer (e.g., upper) are located
alternately. Vertical elements could be suppressed; and
“b.4”: All the vertices of the mosaic belong to one of the chords,
(e.g., lower), and the middle points between them belong to the
other layer (e.g., upper). This option can be especially used in cases
where the option b.2 is not available, such as when there are poly-
gons with an odd number of sides.

Because it is necessary to structure the different possibilities
for defining a DLG following these rules, our proposed a new

nomenclature describes the statements made by Otero (1990)
but in a synthesized and unique manner. This is very important to
avoid ambiguity in the creation of these kinds of structures, espe-
cially the generation of new configurations of DLGs. The symbols
used for defining the graphic configuration of the grids will be
those shown in Fig. 6.

Sometimes it could be useful to know on which layer of the grid
any of these laws are applied (especially concerning cases b.3 or
b.4); b.3 could be considered a conjunction of cases b.1 (for just one
layer) and b.2 (for the other), while b.4 also includes the option b.1
for one of the strings. Therefore, it could be convenient to apply the
different rules to each layer independently. Doing so makes it pos-
sible to formulate the preceding laws for each chord as follows:
“e”: Every one: Every vertex of the mosaic belongs to that parti-
cular layer;
“a”: Alternated: The vertices belong or, alternately, do not belong to
that particular layer. Another variant is applicable only to polygons
with a number of sides (n) that is a multiple of the frequency (v) of
the alternancy. Apart from the usual case (v ¼ 2), the rest of the
cases are just applicable to polygons with n sides, n ¼ k · v
(for k ¼ 2; 3; 4;…)

ðaÞð¼ a2Þ: usual case, frequency v ¼ 2, i.e., alternated normally
(one every two). See case 4; 6; 12-Ba1a3121-Ta1a

4
121 of Fig. 7;

(a3) frequency v ¼ 3, i.e., one every three, etc. See case
4; 6; 12-Ba1a312-Ta1a

4
121 of Fig. 7;

(a4) frequency v ¼ 4, i.e., one every four, etc. See case
4; 6; 12-Ba1a3121-Ta1a

4
121 of Fig. 7;

“m”: Middle: The middle points between the vertices of the mosaic
belong to that particular layer;
“s”: Segregated: In some double-layer tensegrity grids (DLTGs),
like the one in Fig. 8 composed of modules of half cuboctahedron
(or T-4-Pyramid), the location of the nodes is totally different; they
are not always on the vertices, and they are located at every five
positions (s5). This option produces an intertwist or interweaving
of the diagonal members, crossing each other at different levels of
the plane.

Fig. 7 shows that the alternating location of vertices, for
frequencies greater than 2, can form configurations where polygons
of the bottom or top layers are not convex. This is due to the fact
that nodes A, B, C, and D belong to the squares and hexagons, but
not to the dodecagons.

Formulated in this way, Otero’s proposals are observed in this
nomenclature after the disposition of the upper and lower strings,
respectively: b:1 ¼ eþ e; b:2 ¼ aþ a; b:3 ¼ eþ a; b:4 ¼ eþm.Fig. 6. Set of symbols for the elements of a DLG

Fig. 7. Alternate law for locating the vertices with frequencies three (a3) and four (a4)
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It is possible that in some layers the disposition of vertices is a
mix of two options, as in the Friedman grid [Fig. 12(f)], where there
is a combination of options “e” and “m,” so all the vertices of the
diagonal tessellation, as well as the middle points between them,
belong to the top layer.

Occasionally, when polygons are nonregular, the disposition of
nodes in case “a”(alternated order) is not arbitrary, and it is com-
pulsory to decide the distribution of the vertices on the bottom and
top layer. For these cases, like in the Hexagonal grid [Fig. 12(c)], it
will be necessary to explicit as an exponent of the letter “a” either of
these options:
“S”: Alternated vertices are separated by the shortest distance; or
“L”: Alternated vertices are separated by the longest distance.

The need for polygons with an even number of sides for case “a”
(alternated) is shown, for instance, when working with mosaic
3,4,6,4, where an inconsistency is produced due to the lack of sym-
metry of the whole set (Fig. 9).

Law for joining the vertices

The “third degree of freedom” is the law for joining the vertices
on each layer. Otero (1990) proposed two tendencies, just to
expose some of the possibilities, because his main goal was not
to generate an exhaustive list of conceivable connections, but
mainly to account for the two or three directions defined by nearest
nodes:
“c.1”: Connecting each vertex to its neighbors; or
“c.2”: Establishing an alternative connection.

Sometimes, especially in nonregular tessellations, a certain
direction chosen for joining two vertices has no continuity in
the rest of the mosaic (Fig. 10). Thus, it is necessary to find another
methodology for relating any vertex to its neighbors.

In what follows, each law of connection of vertices is assumed
to be different and independent from the bottom chord (which will
be defined after the letter B) to the top chord (preceded by letter T),
so that the whole grid will respond to a combination of the con-
figuration of both laws.

To obtain a more ample approach comprising those two options,
another proposal and symbolic definition is:
“1”: Linking a vertex to the nearest one of each polygon;
“2”: Linking a vertex to the second nearest one of each poly-
gon; and
“n”: Linking a vertex to the n-order nearest one of each polygon.

If the joining rules are different within every polygon of a layer,
the number of the connecting law will have a subscript character-
izing the correspondent polygon. For instance, 14212 means that
the vertices of quadrilaterals are joined to their nearest neighbors,
while the connection of vertices of dodecagons reaches the second
nearest neighbor.

Fig. 8. A DLTG made by modules of half cuboctahedron, plan view (a); perspective (b)

Fig. 9. Inconsistency of grids with an odd number sides polygons
when using law “a”

Fig. 10. Discontinuity of directions joining vertices in DLG 4,6,12-
Ba1-Ta1
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These options are not restrictive, and the connections of vertices
can be combined by overlapping some of them. As an example, in
Fig. 11 some of the basic linking configurations for the diagonal
mosaic (4,8,8) are a1, a28, e1, e2, e3, e4, m1, and m2. From
their combinatory composition, many others can be produced
by superposition: a12, a1428, e12, e13, e14, e23, e24, e34, m12,
m13, and m23. Fig. 12 illustrates some of them.

Moreover, in any of the preceding situations, sometimes the
connection is established only in some directions and not in others.
In those cases, moving again from a topological to a geometrical
point of view, the numbers will have an exponent with the direction
or directions of connection; for example, 145;60 would express that
the node is linked to the nearest vertices aligned 45° and 60° with
itself, as in the Wachsmann grid [Fig. 12(b)]. When not all the
vertices have the same directions of relationship, the exponent will
be expressed as, for instance, 2að45:135Þ, which means that a node is
linked to the second nearest vertices aligned 45° and the adjacent
nodes would do this with the angle 135°. For clarification, refer to
the Friedman grid [Fig. 12(f)].

In some instances (e.g., rhombs composed of two adjacent
equilateral triangles), the nearest vertices could be adjacent or
opposite. To avoid this ambiguity, the choice will be expressed
as an exponent with the nomenclature:
“Op”: Linking a vertex to the opposite one of each polygon; or
“Ad”: Linking a vertex to the adjacent ones of each polygon.

A very clear example is the Unit IV grid [Fig. 12(d)], in which
some of the nodes of the bottom are linked to all six nearest
neighbors, while some others connect only with the three that
are adjacent in the polygon in which they are included.

In some cases, the connection follows a definite pattern dictated
by certain directions inside the polygon. In those cases, the
directions will be indicated as exponents separated by commas.

If those patterns are not the same on each polygon (they are usually
zigzag), the corresponding data will be preceded by the letter “a”
(for alternated) and separated by a dash.

For example, even if we agree that the Friedman grid of
Fig. 12(f) is 44-Be1-Tem12, it could also be written as
44-Be1-Tm12að0;90Þ.
44: Diagonal mosaic is regular, four squares (4 sides) coinciding on
each vertex;
Be1: Vertices of Bottom (B) layer on every (e) vertex of the diag-
onal mosaic. Each one of them is joined to its nearest (1) nodes;
Tm12að0;90Þ: Vertices of Top (T) layer on middle (m) points between
vertices of the diagonal mosaic. Each one of them is joined to its
nearest (1) nodes and to the second (2) nearest neighbors, alter-
nately on the horizontal (0°) and vertical (90°).

To write the complete symbolic generation of a DLG, con-
sider another example of the Wachsmann grid [Fig. 12(b)]:
ð44Þ45-Ba1245-Ta12135.
ð44Þ45: Diagonal mosaic is regular, fourð4Þ squares (4 sides) coin-
ciding on each vertex, and rotated 45°;
Ba1245: Vertices of the Bottom (B) layer on alternate (a) vertex of
the diagonal mosaic. Each one of them is joined to its nearest
(1) nodes and to the second (2) nearest neighbors at 45°;
Ta12135: Vertices of the Top (T) layer on alternate (a) vertex of the
diagonal mosaic. Each one of them is joined to its nearest (1) nodes
and to the second (2) nearest neighbors at 135°.

Conclusion

The main conclusion of this paper is that there is a huge potential
for this new nomenclature, either for tessellations or DLGs, with
the possibility of creating the whole design or structure automati-
cally as a result of the meaning and uniqueness of its denomination.

Fig. 11. Generation of bottom or top layers from the mosaic (4,8,8)
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Automatic design and visualization

A general procedure for the automatic design and visualization of
tessellations and DLGs starts with the introduction of the de-
nomination of the structure by means of a bar code, QR code,
etc., or even manually. This could be easily read by any digital
device (e.g., PDA, phone, or computer), so as to generate
the whole grid just by reading this tag, which could be easily
printed.

Then there are two main alternatives: the first and most ob-
vious is to create the structure with CAD software by means
of the programming code. The second and most immediate is
to construct the design in its own reader device, interpreting
the name and generating the 3D structure along with its corre-
spondent visualization. A QR code, for instance, could host the
DLG denomination 4^4-Be1-Tm12a^(0,90) and the URL of
the web page with the program for downloading the code, pro-
gram, or 3D generator and viewer. An example is shown in
Gomez-Jauregui (2011).

New configurations of double-layer grids

Once this methodology is adopted to create innovative DLGs, it is
essential to apply the procedures described here in a systematic
manner, so as to take full advantage of its intrinsic broad possibil-
ities. Our future research will develop an algorithm to obtain new
designs of grids from nonregular tessellations.
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Resumen en castellano 

Título: Nueva técnica para la obtención de mallas tensegríticas de doble capa (MTDC) 

 

Las mallas tensegríticas de doble capa (MTDC) pueden ser definidas como sistemas espaciales 

tensegríticos formados por dos redes de elementos a tracción, paralelas y horizontales, una 

superior y otra inferior, cuyos nudos están conectados por medio de miembros verticales y/o 

diagonales a compresión y/o tracción. 

En este artículo se describe un nuevo enfoque o técnica de generación de dichas estructuas. Las 

mallas de doble capa (MDC) convencionales están compuestas por tres capas: la superior, la inferior 

y la intermedia. Este trabajo muestra nuevas reglas para generar MDC novedosas siguiendo una 

relativamente reciente metodología para su composición, generándolas a partir de la capa 

intermedia y aplicando adicionales leyes de formación.  

Finalmente, se aplicará una nueva técnica a dichas MDC, denominada Manipulación de Rot-

Umbela, para obtener una nueva versión tensegrítica de las mismas. De este modo, se abre un vasto 

abanico de posibilidades para conformar un amplio catálogo de MTDC. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
Tensegrity is a principle based on self-stressed and
auto-stable structures composed by isolated
components in compression inside a net of continuous
tension, in such a way that the compressed members
(usually bars or struts) do not touch each other and the
pre-stressed tensioned members (usually wires or
even tensile membranes) delineate the system
spatially [1]. Based on this concept, double-layer
tensegrity grids (DLTGs) are defined as tensegrity
spatial systems containing two parallel horizontal
networks of members in tension (top and bottom
chords), whose nodes are linked by vertical and/or
inclined bracing members in compression and tension.

These kinds of structures are being taken into account
in the last years with increasing frequency for the
construction of several canopies, roofs, covers and even
bridges (like the Kurilpa Bridge in Brisbrane, Australia).
Even though some of them could not be considered as
pure tensegrity structures, there is a rising sensibility to
their application with engineering and architectural
purposes. It is remarkable that researches on Tensegrity
have not decreased. In fact, for all the publications about
Tensegrity since the 70s, 83% of them have been
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SUMMARY: Double-layer tensegrity grids (DLTGs) may be defined as
tensegrity spatial systems containing two parallel horizontal networks of
members in tension forming the top and bottom layers, whose nodes are linked
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In this paper, a new approach is described. Conventional double-layer grids
(DLGs) are composed of three layers: top, bottom and bracing members. This
paper shows new rules for generating original DLGs following a recent
methodology for their composition, from the mosaic of the bracing members
and additional laws. Finally, from them, a new technique, known as Rot-
Umbela manipulation, is applied to obtain their tensegrity form, opening and
endless catalogue of DLTGs.
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published during the last decade (according to the
databases of Scopus and Web of Knowledge).

1.1. Organization of the paper
Firstly, relevant precedents on DLTGs over the last few
years, concerned with this work, will be presented
briefly as an introduction to the topic. Then, the basic
two methodologies used at the moment for the
generation of DLTGs will be exposed, based on
composition and decomposition techniques. After that,
a new approach will be proposed, parting from
conventional double-layer grids (DLGs) and applying
to them a new kind of operation, denominated Rot-
Umbela manipulation. It will be explained that some of
the current tensegrity grids could be obtained by Rot-
Umbela manipulations. Finally, some notes about other
future proposals, analysis and conclusions are
presented as part of a research with larger implications.

1.2. Relevant precedents on DLTGs
Since the controversial discovery of Tensegrity [2] in
the 1940s–50s, many configurations of tensegrity
grids have been proposed, starting with the works of
their discoverers: Fuller, Snelson and Emmerich. In
the 70s, Pugh [3] proposed some tensegrity nets,

*Corresponding author e-mail: tensegridad.es@gmail.com



although it was not until the next decade when Hanaor
[4] and Motro [5] took a more structural and
mechanical approach and studied the form-finding,
resistance and stability of some DLTGs. The former
experienced basically with the juxtaposition of
tensegrity prisms, avoiding contacts between struts;
meanwhile, the latter studied the same tensegrity
pyramids (mainly the same half-cuboctahedrons
showed by Emmerich [6] in his first patent) but for
planar grids, by means of joining the ends of some
struts. Emmerich [7] also published a complete book,
where a chapter was dedicated exclusively to “self-
stressed planar nets” from a geometrical point of view.

Following their steps, some other studies were
undertaken. Since 1996, Wang B.B., one of the most
prolific authors, analyzed thoroughly the combinations
of modules to generate several types of DLTGs,
depending on many different factors [8].

At the same time, Kono et al. [9] experimented with
a single kind of tensegrity grid, based on the use of
tripods or truncated pyramids of 3 bars each, somehow
similar to design #4 of Emmerich’s patent [6]
(although with some vertex-to-vertex connections)
(Fig 1.a) and Snelson’s abandoned patent [10] (Fig 1.b).

Working on the same line, the Mechanics and Civil
Engineering Laboratory (LMGC) of Montpellier
University, leaded by Motro, has been hosting,
directing and supervising since 1997 some other
students working on the same field of planar tensegrity
grids, focused on different aspects, like form-finding
methods, self-stress states, deployable configurations,
construction and active control techniques, optimal
dimensioning, etc. In any case, all of them were
mainly applied to just two classes of DLTGs: one built
with a 2 way grid structure (Fig 2.b), similar to one of
Snelson’s planar pices from the 60s (Fig 2.a) and
another one made of auto-stable half-cuboctahedron
modules (Fig 2c).

Among all those researches, one of the most
relevant essays about DLTGs was written by
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N° 1.377.290    M. Emmerich

(a)

A

A

A

A

A A

A

A

C

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. Double-layer tensegrity grids based on tensegrity
tripods by (a) Emmerich; (b) Snelson; (c) Kono et al.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. (a) Snelson’s 2-way planar piece (1960). (b) 2-way
DLTG. (c) Half-cuboctahedron DLTG.
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Raducanu [11] as a part of his PhD thesis in 2001 and
the main subject of the Tensarch project. His
methodology, original and systematic, was based on
the use of inter-depending expanders rather than auto-
stable modules, applying topological and geometrical
relationships between them. This innovative technique
leaded to a break-through, obtaining new forms never
found before, materialized on 15 new grids and a new
line of research for future studies.

2. METHODOLOGIES FOR DESIGNING
DLTGs
Among all the experiences and studies enumerated on
precedent section, two different methods for solving
the configuration of DLTGs have generally been
applied, and will be summarize in next lines:

2.1. Composition
(Creation of grids by means of attaching different
tensegrity modules one to each other). These basic cells
have been mainly n-fold rotational symmetry prisms
and truncated pyramids, constituted by n bars (usually
3 or 4) around a vertical axe. As already exposed,
Emmerich [7] proposed many other types that have not
been considered thoroughly during the last years.
Depending on the type of connection between the
modules, they can be classified as follows:

2.1.1. Non-Contiguous struts
Every compressed member is isolated from each other,
being connected just by means of members in tension.
There are different possibilities:

2.1.1.1. Vertex-to-edge connection
2.1.1.1.1. Unilaterally: (Fig 3.a) Two vertices of both
layers (base and top) of a module contact two edges of
another one (base and top). Type Ia [4] or A [12].
2.1.1.1.2. Bilaterally: (Fig 3.b) A module contacts
with a vertex the edge of another module on one layer
(e.g. top) while at the same time is contacted on its
edge of the other layer (e.g. bottom) with the vertex of
the other module. Type Ib [4] or B [12].

2.1.1.2. Edge-to-edge connection: 
(Fig 3.c) Adjacent modules share a portion of their
edges on both layers (top and bottom). Type II [4].

2.1.2. Contiguous struts: 
(Fig 3.d) Compressed members of one module touch
the extremity of other struts of adjacent modules. It
could be said that they cannot be classified as pure
tensegrity systems due to compressed elements are not
discontinuous; nevertheless, Motro [13] claims that
they could be considered as a continuum of cables

comprising some compressed components not
touching each other, being each component achieved
with a set of several bars.

They are class k tensegrity structures if at most “k”
compressive members are connected to any node [14].
For example, a non-contiguous strut DLTG is a class
k = 1 structure because only one compression member
makes a node. Analogously, structures with contiguous
struts would be k > 1.

Attending some other parameters, DLTGs could
also be categorized as follows:
– Flexible / Rigid, depending on the number of

mechanisms of the modules [8].
– Planar / Domical, depending on the curvature of

the grid [5].
– Central / Oblique, depending on the angle

between axes and bases of the modules.

2.2. Decomposition
(Creation of grids without self-stable subsystems
joined together, but by means of the integration of
bracing members (expanders), composed by
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. Composition by juxtaposition of tensegriy Simplex:
(a) Non-Contiguous V-to-E Unilateral. (b) Non-Contiguous 

V-to-E Bilateral. (c) Non-Contiguous E-to-E. (d) Contiguous.



compressed struts and tensioned cables, between the
top and bottom chords of the grid, obtains a whole
structure in equilibrium).

This original approach by Raducanu [11], proposed
the use of three different types of expanders depending
on their shape: V, Y and Z. The first group was usually
denominated Vmn, being m the number of bars
meeting at the lower node and n the same at the upper
node. For instance, the expander used in the grid of
Fig 2.b is a V22. The Y-expanders don’t really
generate double-layer structures, but triple-layer grids,
because they include additional nodes between the top
and bottom layers. Finally, the Z group, or Zn
expander, is formed by closed chains of n contiguous
struts going zigzag between the upper and lower layer
of the DLTG. See Fig 4 for some more examples.

3. NEW APPROACH TO DLTGs FROM
DLGs
In this paper, a new approach is presented, mainly in
geometrical terms because it gives information about
the general procedure before contrasting the final
geometrics with the self-stress states of the proper
form-finding.

Conventional DLGs are usually a composition of
regular tessellations (triangles, squares and hexagons
filling the space) for either the top, bottom or bracing

members. The composition and representation of
DLGs comes from the integration of the three of them;
however, Otero [15], [16] proposed their geometrical
definition by means of just the mosaic of the bracing
members, along with two other factors: the location on
the mosaic of the nodes on the bottom and top chords,
and the rules of relation for joining them. As a result,
new DLGs were defined from different bracing
members’ tessellations: not only from regular tilings
(made with a single type of regular polygon and
congruent vertices), but also from semiregular
(different types of regular polygons and congruent
vertices), demiregular (different types of regular
polygons and non-congruent vertices), equifacial
(dual of semiregular) and semiequifacial (dual of
demiregular) mosaics.

Another research, by Gómez-Jáuregui et al. [17],
has been carried out on the countless possibilities and
collateral investigations related to that methodology.
Although it is not the main aim of the current paper,
we will refer to it when defining the nomenclature of
the DLGs.

Let’s take, for instance, the tessellation 4,6,12 of
Fig 5.a, composed by squares, hexagons and
dodecagons This tiling will be considered as the
intermediate layer, so the different lines represent the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. (a) V33 expander. (b) V44 expander. (c) Z6
expander, after Raducanu [11].

(a) Bracing
member

Bottom
vertex

4,6,12-Ba-Ta 4,6,12-Ba1-Ta1

Top
vertex

(c)

(b)

Figure 5. Generation of DLG 4,6,12-Ba1-Ta1 from semi-
regular tessellation 4,6,12. (a) Distribution of top and
bottom vertices on the mosaic of bracing members. 

(b) Connection of upper and lower nodes creating top and
bottom layers respectively. (c) Perspective of the final

configuration of the DLG.
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bracing members of the DLG. Then, let’s consider
that the location of the nodes in both layers (denoted
with B for Bottom layer and T for Top layer in 4,6,12-
B-T) is alternate (denoted with an a in 4,6,12-Ba-Ta),
so the vertices belong or not, alternately, to that
particular layer, as it is represented on Fig 5.a (Top
vertices as dark circles, Bottom vertices as light
squares). Note that this option is possible because
every polygon has an even number of sides.
Consequently, another rule needs to be followed to
join the vertices of each chord; in this case, it will be
the easiest and most evident, i.e. connecting to the
closest nodes of each polygon (denoted with the
number 1 after the a in 4,6,12-Ba1-Ta1), obtaining the
Fig 5.b. The final result is shown in of Fig 5.c in a
perspective view.

Henceforth, different methodologies of geometrical
configurations can be undertaken: Rot-Umbela
manipulation, composition from Emmerich modules,
intuitive configuration, truncation and decomposition
of nodes, selective consideration of diagonal and
vertical members, etc. Special attention is paid to
definition of edges and corners, in order to assure the
correct stability of the assembly and the transmission
of loads to the supporting system.

3.1. Umbela Manipulation
Applied to polyhedra, conventional Umbela
manipulation was originally defined as an operation
that consists on opening a given direction in the space
in such a way that we can obtain a regular polygon
with its vertices placed in a plane perpendicular to the
chosen direction (Gancedo, [18]). This operation is
defined by means of different parameters (Fig 6): a
number of new vertices in each direction (p), a
semiangle of the regular cone whose vertex is the
origin of the tryhedron having a base formed by the
new vertices (α) and the orientation of the regular
polygons when opening the new vertices (ai = bi = …
= fi). Umbela manipulation permits different polyhedra
to be generated from an initial polyhedron, depending
on the number of new vertices and the direction of the
opening. As is shown in Fig 7, from an octahedron,
depending on those parameters, it is possible to obtain
a tetrahedron (p = 2, α = 54, 736°, ai = bi = … = fi =
45°), an hexahedron (p = 4, α = 54,736°, ai = bi = … =
fi = 45°) or an icosahedron (p = 2, α = 31,717°, ai = bi

= … = fi = 0°).

3.2. Rot-Umbela Manipulation
In the case of a grid or tessellation, we will define Rot-
Umbela manipulation as a particular Umbela
manipulation in which the direction of the opening

(with a certain amplitude a) is always on the plane of
the net and new polygons could also result irregular
and rotated (with an angle of rotation r). See Fig 8.
Final shape and rotation would be defined by the initial
conditions imposed to geometry and pre-stressed state
applied to the structure. In some ways, this shape on the
vertices of a spatial structure could resemble the ‘fans’
or ‘reciprocal frames’ characteristics of the nexorades
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From V2p + 1to V3p

From Vp + 1to V2p

From V1 to Vp

α

α
α

di

ci

ei

ai

li

bi

Figure 6. Concept and main parameters of Umbela
manipulation (by Gancedo [18]).

Figure 7. Obtaining a tetrahedron, hexahedron and
icosahedron from an octahedron through Umbela

manipulation (by Gancedo [18]).



or reciprocal structures [19], but obviously without
contact between the struts.

For any vertex of valence v, a new polygon of u
sides could be generated around it, saying that it has an
umbela valence u. A vertex has a natural umbela
valence if vertex valence (v) and umbela valence (u)
coincide (u = v). This is the case in Fig 8 (u = v = 6)
and vertex A and B of semi-regular tessellation 3,4,6 in
Fig 9 (u = v = 4). An example of the opposite case is
vertex C of the same figure (v = 4, u = 3).

When talking about DLGs, Rot-Umbela
manipulations can be applied to just one of the two
layers or both, as well as to all the vertices of the grid
or just some ones. Results are countless depending on
the complexity of the DLG, and variety of new DLTGs
is also remarkable.

For another example, from the DLG generated in
Fig 5, let’s apply a Rot-Umbela manipulation with
natural umbela valence (u = v = 3) and initial rotation
r = 150°. The sequence is exposed in Fig 10, where one
of the tripods has been remarked for clearer
visualization. Fig 10.a is the original configuration of
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8. Main parameters and sequence for the Rot-Umbela
manipulation. (a) Original configuration of the DLG. 

(b) Opening (a) of the original upper vertex and generation
of six new vertices. (c) Rotation (r) of the new vertices
around the original vertex. (d) Reorganization of the top

cables to avoid interferences.

(a) (b) (c)

a

a

a a

15
0°

15
0°

150°

15
0°

15
0°

Figure 9. Rot-Umbela manipulation on semi-regular tessellation (3,4,6) with natural umbela valence (u = v = 4) in vertices A and
B, but different umbela valence (u = 3, v = 4) in vertex C.

Figure 10. Detail in a sequence of Rot-Umbela on vertices of DLG 4,6,12-Ba1-Ta1.(a) Original DLG. (b) Opening of the vertex
and creation of new vertices (c) Rotation of the new vertices around the original node.
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the DLG. In Fig 10.b the opening (a) is executed in
every vertex of the grid with natural umbela valence.
In this case, a is 20% of the length of the horizontal
projection of the struts. Finally, Fig 10.c shows the
configuration of the DLTG after the application of the
rotation (r = 150°)

As can be observed in Fig 11.a, this manipulation
generates irregular polygons (triangles with three
different angles). If applied only on the bottom layer,
the tensegrity grid of Fig 11.b would be obtained. Note
that compressed elements are sets of tripods (class k = 3)
not touching each other.

If a similar Rot-Umbela manipulation is applied
also to top layer, a different DLTG would be attained

(Fig 11.c), a non-contiguous configuration (class k = 1),
composed of T-tripods similar to those used in grids of
Fig 1.

It is remarkable that some configurations of DLTGs
already known respond to the final result of a Rot-
Umbela manipulation. It is possible to apply it to DLG
of Le Ricolais, easily obtained after Otero’s rules from
the regular mosaic 63, as illustrated in Fig 12.a and b,
which nomenclature would be 63-Ba1-Ta1. From this
grid, the hexagonal DLTG made of tripods of Fig 1 can
be generated applying the following parameters:
– Natural umbela valence: u = v = n = 3 on upper

and bottom layer, n being the number of struts
concurring at each vertex (Fig 12.c).
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11. DLTG from 4,6,12-Ba1-Ta1: (a) Rot-Umbela manipulation (u = v = 3), plan view (showing just the struts). (b) Rot-
Umbela only on the lower layer, perspective. (c) Perspective of a Rot-Umbela on both layers.

14
3°

30°

143°

(a) (b) (c)

(d)

Figure 12. Obtaining Kono et al.’s DLTG from DLG 63-Ba1-Ta1 (Le Ricolais) with Rot-Umbela manipulation.



– Amplitude (a) of the opening is not crucial in this
case and can be optional.

– Rotation: r = 143° (Fig 12.d).
Another example corresponds to Fig 13, which is

the application of Rot-Umbela manipulations on DLG
(44)45-Ba1-Ta1 (Space Deck or square-on-square grid)
of Fig 13.a-b, with the following parameters:
– Natural umbela valence: u = v = n = 4 on upper

layer, n being the number of struts concurring at
each vertex.

– Amplitude of the opening: a = L • cos (π / n) =
L • �2 /2, L being the length of the horizontal
projection of the struts (Fig 13.c).

– Rotation: r = 90° + 180° / n = 135° (Fig 13.d-e).
As can be observed in Fig 13.a and b, originally

four struts are meeting at each upper vertex. In Fig
13.c, the opening of those vertices is applied with
valence v = 4 so, for instance, vertex 1 becomes

vertices 1a, 1b, 1c and 1d. The next two images show
the rotation of these new nodes in two phases: Fig 13.d
and e present a rotation of 90° and 135° respectively.
Final configuration (Fig 13.f) corresponds to the
DLTGs composed of half-cuboctahedrons already
shown in Fig 2.c.

As already mentioned, final geometry of the DLGs
is usually achieved by means of a rotation of the
polygons opened around the vertices. It is widely
known that in tensegrity prisms or pyramids, there is
always a twist angle α between both bases, depending
on the number of sides or struts of the system (n),
following the well-known formula α = 90°–180°/n. In
Rot-Umbela manipulations there is a twist angle as
well. In any case, as in tensegrity structures, it is
possible to correct that rotation by means of changing
the configuration and/or number of the tendons of the
structure or its initial state of self-stress.
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Figure 13. Obtaining DLTG of half-cuboctahedrons from DLG (44)45-Ba1-Ta1 (Space Deck or s-on-s grid) with 
Rot-Umbela manipulation.
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3.3. Analysis of the grids
In order to achieve the correct and stable configuration
of the DLTGs proposed in precedent sections, it is
essential to prove its stability and equilibrium by
means of a study of the structure. Special attention has
to be paid to edges of the grid and boundary
conditions, because their configuration is critical for
providing the stability and equilibrium to the whole
system.

Analysis of the structures has been done with three
different approaches in order to compare results: firstly,
a numerical method for calculating the number of
mechanisms and states of self-stress by consecutively
solving two homogenous linear systems, strongly
inspired on the studies on the subject [20] and the
numerical methods developed by Tran and Lee [21];
then, a real time implementation of a discrete element
method with mass-spring systems [22]; and finally, a
modified dynamic relaxation algorithm applied to
clustered tensegrity structures [23].

Structural behavior of the grids used as examples in
this paper will be exposed in further communications
(e.g. deflections, reactions, response to external loads,
etc.). However, it is noteworthy the fact that
differences between the grid by Kono et al. (Fig 14.b)

and DLTG obtained by Rot-Umbela manipulation on
DLG 4,6,12-Ba1-Ta1 (Fig 14.a) are not significant in
terms of internal mechanisms and states of self-stress.
While the first grid has m = 18 infinitesimal internal
mechanisms with 10 tensegrity tripods, the second one
has almost the same number of mechanisms (m = 19)
with nearly the double of tensegrity tripods (18).
Analysis of unilateral mechanisms was done according
to Maurin et al. [92], but not one was found in any of
the grids. In addition, both of them have only one
feasible state of self-stress.

DLTG obtained from Rot-Umbela manipulation on
4,6,12-Ba1-Ta1 leads to a structure composed by 108
nodes (54 in each layer) and 300 elements (54 bracing
struts, 96 lower cables, 96 upper cables and 42 bracing
wires), as can be observed in Fig 15. Moreover, some
distinctions have been made between some elements
of each layer: triangular wires respond to the short
tendons that form small triangles in each layer; inner
upper wires are those of the internal dodecagon of the
top layer; outer upper wires are those of the external
dodecagon of the top layer.

From this distribution and with the geometry shown
in Fig 15, a form-finding analysis was carried out in
order to obtain a feasible state of self-stress and the
final location of the nodes. Using the three calculation
methodologies exposed above, it was possible to solve
this questions. Firstly, it was obtained the Equilibrium
Matrix and, after applying an iterative method, the
kernel or null space of the matrix was obtained. Being
a one-dimensional space, that was the only feasible
state of self-stress. Then, with the dynamic relaxation
algorithm, modified coordinates (with very small
variations compared to the original position of the
nodes) and internal forces (shown in Fig 16) were
obtained.

It can be observed that the solution is compatible
with the rigidity of struts, i.e. in compression (first
group of elements with negative values) and with the
cables, i.e. only tension (rest of the members, all with
non-negative values). Thus, the mechanical validity of
the obtained configuration is proved.

In the particular case of this flat DLTG, values of
some tensions at inner and outer members (elements
151 to 191 of Fig 16) are very low compared to
tensions in other elements of the grid. However, they
are important in order to minimize the number of
internal mechanisms. For example, without those 12
extra inner and outer upper wires, the internal
mechanisms (m) would be 30 instead of 18. Besides,
there could be some other occasions (domical
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(a)

(b)

Figure 14. (a) Rot-Umbela manipulation on 4,6,12-Ba1-Ta1. 
(b) Rot-Umbela manipulation on 63-Ba1-Ta1.



configurations or external loading cases) where those
elements could have higher values. Nonetheless, this
situation of having very small tensions on some
members of the grid is common to some other DLTGs.
For example, the one by Kono et al. (Fig 14.b), whose
internal forces are presented in Fig 17, where elements
101 to 116 and 121 to 126 are barely in tension in
comparison with the other cables of the grid.

The other case exposed on this paper, DLTG
composed of half-cuboctahedrons (Fig 13.d), is very
different due to the fact that it is not class k = 1 and,
thus, as bars are in contact, it is much more rigid.
Some other authors have already studied this grid in
depth [5], [21], [24], whose results coincide with the
one obtained here (several states of self-stress and just
one internal mechanism m = 1).
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4. FUTURE RESEARCH
Analytical comparison between conventional and
tensegrity double-layer grids are also being established
depending on different factors: weight, resistance,
deformation, clearance, economy of materials, etc.
Obviously, important advantages and disadvantages
are argued depending on the application of the final
mesh. Thus, some conclusions about the possible
application of the new DLTGs are being arisen and
will also be presented in the future.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Even though for the last years there have been several
proposals for designing DLTGs, most of them have been
obtained with a methodology based on composition,
attaching tensegrity modules one to each other. As
shown by Raducanu, there are other possibilities with
interesting geometry and applications. A new approach
is shown in this work, parting from tessellations that
originate conventional DLGs, which lower and/or upper
layers are modified with Rot-Umbela manipulations.
From this point, a new catalogue of possibilities is open
for creating new arrangements of DLTGs.
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RESUMEN 

Las mallas tensegríticas de doble capa 
(MTDC) son estructuras de Tensegridad 
que contiene dos mallas traccionadas 
paralelas, unidas por otra capa intermedia 
compuesta por elementos comprimidos y 
traccionados verticales y/o diagonales.

Este trabajo presenta inicialmente un 
breve repaso sobre las propuestas de 
MTDC que se han realizado hasta el 
momento, exponiendo luego una nueva 
metodología, eminentemente geomé-
trica, para la generación de este tipo de 
estructuras tensegríticas. 

Tras aplicar la propuesta de Otero para 
generar mallas de doble capa (MDC) 
convencionales, se procede a realizar 
Manipulaciones de Rot-Umbela en las 
capas inferior y/o superior para conver-
tir dicha estructura en una MTDC. Las 
Manipulaciones de Rot-Umbela consis-
ten en la apertura de cada vértice en un 
cierto polígono, al cual se le aplica una 
rotación o giro particular. Se consigue así 
un potente sistema para “tensegritizar” 
MDC convencionales y abrir una línea 
de investigación muy interesante en el 
campo de la Tensegridad.

458-9

SUMMARY

Double-layer tensegrity grids (DLTGs) 
are tensegrity spatial systems contain-
ing two parallel networks of members 
in tension forming the top and bottom 
chords, whose nodes are linked by verti-
cal and/or inclined web members under 
compression and tension.

This paper presents, as an introduc-
tion, a brief perspective of the historical 
proposals for DLTGs over the last years, 
describing later a new approach for gen-
erating these kinds of structures, mainly 
in geometrical terms.

After applying Otero’s proposal for 
designing conventional double-layer 
grids (DLGs), a new technique, known 
as Rot-Umbela Manipulation, is applied 
to their upper and/or lower layers for 
generating DLTGs. Rot-Umbela Manipu-
lation consists of opening a vertex in the 
plane for obtaining a certain polygon, 
which is then rotated by a determined 
angle. This powerful operation opens an 
endless catalogue of DLTGs and a very 
interesting line of research in the field of 
Tensegrity.
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1. INTRODUCCIÓN

Las estructuras tensegríticas son unas gran-
des desconocidas en el campo de la in-
geniería y la arquitectura, aunque en los 
últimos años, gracias a las numerosas inves-
tigaciones que se están realizando en ciertos 
centros tecnológicos, se están abriendo ca-
mino paulatinamente. La Tensegridad, pese 
a no tener una definición universalmente 
aceptada, puede ser considerada como un 
principio estructural basado en el empleo 
de componentes aislados comprimidos que 
se encuentran dentro de una red tracciona-
da continua, de tal modo que los miembros 
en compresión (generalmente barras) no se 
tocan entre sí y están unidos únicamente 
por medio de elementos traccionados (ha-
bitualmente cables) que son los que delimi-
tan espacialmente dicho sistema, que está 
en equilibrio y es estable por sí mismo (1). 

En otras palabras, las tensegridades son es-
tructuras desnudas que muestran inequívo-
camente los esfuerzos que sufren sus ele-
mentos. Una ilustración sencilla de dicho 
principio puede verse en la escultura de 
Kenneth Snelson de la Figura 1, en donde 
se puede apreciar que los cables están so-
metidos única y exclusivamente a tracción, 
mientras que los tubos trabajan específica-
mente a compresión.

Qué duda cabe que, independientemente 
de las posibilidades que estas estructuras 
pueden ofrecer en ámbitos más prácticos, 
existe una componente formal o plástica 
que supone un gran atractivo para cual-
quier sistema que comulgue con estos prin-
cipios. Como ejemplo paralelo, a modo de 
representación de la estética propia de es-
tos elementos lineales colocados arbitraria-
mente en el espacio, se podrían mencionar 
algunos de los trabajos de Kenneth Martin 
(2), en los que el caos lógico y sistemático 
originado por la interpretación del orden de 
un determinado entramado genera esque-
mas como el de la Figura 2. Es curioso el 
parecido relativo que tiene con las configu-
raciones tensegríticas.

En su libro “Godel, Escher, Bach-An Eternal 
Golden Braid”, Douglas Hofstadter incluye 
una frase relativa a la Teoría de Números, 
afirmando que es la más pura de las ramas 
de las matemáticas por ser la única que no 
tiene aplicaciones. Del mismo modo, tam-
bién se podría decir que la Tensegridad es la 
más pura de las tipologías estructurales por 
no contar tampoco con ninguna aplicación 
relevante. Siguiendo con la analogía, se 
podría considerar que los números enteros, 
objeto de estudio de la Teoría de Números, 
son elementos aislados, separados por infi-
nitos números fraccionales e irracionales, y 

relacionados únicamente por medio de ti-
rantes leyes aritméticas. Sin embargo, como 
se está demostrando en los últimos años, 
ambos campos de la ciencia están contan-
do con utilidades en número creciente.

La compresión flotante, como también se 
denomina a la Tensegridad, está siendo 
considerada cada vez más frecuentemente 
por parte de arquitectos e ingenieros para 
la construcción de cubiertas, pasarelas e 
incluso puentes (como el Kurilpa Bridge, 
en Brisbrane, Australia). Paradójicamente, 
cualquier estructura compuesta por cables 
y montantes empieza a ser considerada ten-
segrítica por algunos profesionales (legos 
en la materia), lo cual induce a error; pero 
no cabe duda de que hay una creciente 
sensibilidad en la aplicación de estas es-
tructuras en el ámbito de la construcción. A 
este respecto, es importante aclarar que no 
se pueden considerar como tensegridades 
“puras” a todas aquellas estructuras que no 
son auto-estables y no pueden mantenerse 
en equilibrio por sí mismas; en otras pala-
bras, estructuras que necesitan un elemen-
to exterior arriostrante, un anclaje externo 
o una cimentación que le dé soporte. Es el 
caso de, por ejemplo, las grandes cubiertas 
de cables radiales o de rueda de bicicleta 
(como la Georgia Dome en Atlanta, la más 
grande del mundo de este tipo), que se an-
clan en todo su perímetro en un anillo de 
compresión de hormigón armado. De este 
modo, dejan de cumplir una de las con-
diciones de la definición aportada inicial-
mente, la de que han de ser los elementos 
traccionados (bien cables, bien membranas) 
los que delimiten espacialmente el sistema.

Basándonos en la definición de Tensegridad 
aportada inicialmente, podemos definir las 
Mallas Tensegríticas de Doble Capa (MTDC) 
como un sistema espacial tensegrítico con-
sistente en dos mallas traccionadas parale-
las, una superior y una inferior, unidas entre 
sí por otra capa intermedia compuesta por 
elementos verticales y/o diagonales (barras 
comprimidas y/o cables traccionados). Para 
comprender este concepto más fácilmente, 
en este artículo se revisarán las propuestas 
que a lo largo de las últimas décadas se han 
ido realizando en lo concerniente a MTDC, 
desde el origen hasta nuestros días, para de 
este modo poder analizar los dos métodos 
básicos (por composición y descomposi-
ción) que se han venido empleando para la 
generación de estas mallas.

A continuación, se introducirán dos con-
ceptos importantes. Por una parte, se ex-
plicará la técnica aportada por Otero para 
la generación de Mallas de Doble Capa 
(MDC) convencionales, también denomi-
nadas simplemente estructuras espaciales; 

1. Flat Out. Escultura tensegrí-
tica de Kenneth Snelson (1979).

2. Bocetos realizados por Ken-
neth Martin.

1

2
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y por otra parte, se definirá brevemente lo 
que suponen las manipulaciones por Um-
bela. A partir de este punto, ya estarán esta-
blecidas las bases para presentar una nueva 
propuesta para la generación de MTDC a 
partir de MDC convencionales: las Mani-
pulaciones de Rot-Umbela. Se comprobará 
que algunas de las mallas tensegríticas más 
comunes se pueden obtener mediante este 
método y se mostrarán algunos ejemplos 
nuevos que ilustren la potencia y utilidad 
de esta nueva metodología.

Finalmente, se apuntarán brevemente algu-
nas posibles aplicaciones de las MTDC, se 
expondrán propuestas futuras y se explica-
rán las conclusiones principales obtenidas 
tras este análisis, que supone tan solo una 
parte del completo estudio al que se están 
sometiendo este tipo de estructuras.

2. CONTEXTO HISTÓRICO

Desde el controvertido descubrimiento de 
la Tensegridad (3) a finales de la década de 
los 40, numerosas configuraciones de ma-
llas tensegríticas se han propuesto por parte 
de diversos investigadores. Durante esos 
primeros años y comenzando con sus pro-
pias patentes, fueron principalmente Fuller 
(4), Snelson (5) y Emmerich (6) (7) los que 
empezaron a diseñar y construir modelos 
y maquetas de estas tensegridades planas, 
esencialmente diferentes de las más tradi-
cionales estructuras esféricas, prismáticas 
o longitudinales. Algunos de esos diseños 
(8) (9) no fueron mostrados públicamente 
hasta fechas recientes, pese a que podrían 
haber resultado de indudable interés para 
su análisis y estudio.

Ya en los años 70, Pugh (10) de manera 
predominante, y también Vilnay (11) pro-
pusieron otros tipos diferentes de mallas 
de Tensegridad desde un punto de vista 
eminentemente geométrico. No obstante, 
no sería hasta la siguiente década cuando 
Hanaor (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) y 
Motro (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) tomaron 
una perspectiva más estructural y analíti-
ca, profundizando en otros aspectos como 
la búsqueda de forma, resistencia, estabili-
dad, deformación, etc. El primero de ellos, 
Ariel Hanaor, experimentó de modo más 
intensivo con la yuxtaposición de prismas 
tensegríticos (para mallas planas) o pirámi-
des truncadas (para configuraciones abo-
vedadas) evitando en lo posible el contac-
to entre barras de modo similar a como lo 
hiciera Emmerich (tensegridades de clase 
1, por confluir en cada nudo tan sólo un 
elemento a compresión). Por su parte, 
René Motro estudió mallas compuestas 
por pirámides tensegríticas truncadas de 
cuatro barras, también denominados “ten-

segrity quadruplex” (ver Figura 3a, esen-
cialmente los mismos semicuboctaedros 
mostrados por Emmerich (6) en su primera 
patente, tal y como muestra la Figura 3b), 
pero anexionándolos de tal forma que los 
extremos de sus barras se tocaran entre sí 
(obteniendo tensegridades de clase 2 y 4). 
Paralelamente, Nestorovic (25) (26) de-
sarrollaba sus propias propuestas para lo 
que él denominaría cúpulas de integridad 
tensional.

Durante esa misma época, más concreta-
mente en 1988, Emmerich (27) (28) (29) 
publicaba un completo y exhaustivo com-
pendio de teorías, estructuras, modelos y 
proyectos llevados a cabo por él mismo y 
por sus estudiantes. Uno de los capítulos de 
su libro está dedicado exclusivamente a lo 
que él denominaba “redes planas autoten-
sadas”, aunque de manera restrictiva, pues 
solo tendría en cuenta las MTDC compues-
tas por yuxtaposición de módulos estables. 
No obstante, consiguió aglutinar numero-
sísimas mallas compuestas por módulos 
prismáticos, piramidales, antiprismáticos, 
antipiramidales, entrelazados e interpene-
trados, generando diversas y variadas es-
tructuras espaciales de doble capa.

Siguiendo este ejemplo, a finales del si-
glo pasado, otros estudios se han llevado 
a cabo por parte de diversos autores, que 
aunque no hayan modificado en esencia 
el modo de componer nuevos sistemas, sí 
que han contribuido de modo significativo 
a analizar y calcular el comportamiento de 
estas estructuras. Uno de los más prolíficos 
sería Wang B.B. (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) 
(36) (37) (38), quien desde 1996 se dedicó 
a estudiar de manera rigurosa diferentes 
construcciones tensegríticas modulares, y 
más concretamente MTDC. En particular, 
diferenció dichas estructuras según fuera 
su módulo básico, la yuxtaposición y tipo 

3. Mallas de “quadruplex” pira-
midal o semicuboctaedros tense-
gríticos propuestos por Motro (a) 
y por Emmerich (b).

3a

3b
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de unión entre ellos, la conexión o aisla-
miento entre elementos a compresión, la 
rigidez o flexibilidad del conjunto, la ubi-
cación y tipo de los apoyos, etc. En otras 
palabras, continuó la labor que iniciara 
Emmerich pero desde un punto de vis-
ta más estructural que geométrico. En la 
misma línea, Hilyard and Lalvani (39) se 
dedicaron a la creación de otros entrama-
dos bidimensionales tomando como punto 
de partida el modo de cubrir el plano me-
diante células espaciales, las cuales bauti-
zarían como “estructuras tipo Emmerich”, 
pues no eran otra cosa que módulos pris-
máticos tensegríticos.

Paralelamente, Kono y Kunieda (40) (41) 
(42) (43) (44) (45) experimentaron con otro 
tipo de mallas de compresión flotante, ca-
racterizadas por su sencillez y elegancia, 
y basadas en el empleo de trípodes inter-
conectados o, lo que es parecido, pirámi-
des truncadas tensegríticas, de tres barras 
cada una. Curiosamente, y como se puede 
apreciar en la Figura 4, eran muy similares 
al diseño nº 4 de la patente de Emmerich 
(6) (aunque ésta tenía algunos vértices co-
nectados directamente) así como a la pa-
tente abandonada de Snelson (8). Durante 
su proyecto, probaron diferentes geome-
trías, que dependían fundamentalmente de 
cómo estuvieran conectados los cables de 
la base mayor de dichos módulos: bien di-
rectamente a las barras, bien al ortocentro 
de éstas o bien a algún punto intermedio de 
sus bisectrices. Como resultado, construye-
ron un prototipo a gran escala, compuesto 
por 33 trípodes modulares que cubrían una 
superficie de 80 m2, empleando además un 
diseño novedoso para el sistema de enlace 

en cada uno de los nudos. Así mismo, todo 
el trabajo se vio reflejado en la concesión 
de una patente (45) que incluía también el 
diseño de MTDC abovedadas y de mallas 
compuestas por prismas de 4 barras. 

Por su parte, aunque trabajando en la mis-
ma línea de conseguir dar aplicación a las 
MTDC, el Laboratorio de Mecánica e Inge-
niería Civil (LMGC) de la Universidad de 
Montpellier, liderada por René Motro, ha 
estado albergando, dirigiendo y supervi-
sando desde 1997 a numerosos estudiantes 
de doctorado, máster y grado dedicados a 
esta misma temática: Quirant (46) (47) (48), 
Smaili (49) (50) (51) (52), Sánchez (53) (54), 
Bouderbala (55), Vassart (56), Averseng (57) 
(58) (59) (60), Djouadi (61), Kebiche (62), 
Le Saux (63), Raducanu (64), etc. Sus tesis 
y proyectos han estado enfocados a muy 
diversos aspectos, como metodologías de 
búsqueda de forma (form-finding), estados 
de pretensado, configuraciones desplega-
bles, técnicas constructivas, control activo 
del sistema, dimensionamiento óptimo, etc. 
Aun y con todo, la mayoría de esos trabajos 
han estado aplicados a, básicamente, tan 
sólo dos configuraciones de mallas: la pri-
mera es la misma composición de semicu-
boctaedros tensegríticos que estudiara Mo-
tro en los años 80 (Figura 3b); y la segunda 
está compuesta por varias alineaciones, en-
trelazadas y perpendiculares entre sí, con 
las barras en zigzag (Figura 5a) o, lo que es 
lo mismo, formadas por separadores en for-
ma de V en dos direcciones, que por lo tan-
to denominaron V22 Expanders (Figura 5b). 
Se puede apreciar una curiosa similitud con 
algunas de las mallas planas que construye-
ra Snelson en los años 60 (Figura 6).

4. Mallas Tensegríticas de Doble 
Capa de Emmerich (a), Snelson 
(b) y Kono&Kunieda (c) basadas 
en trípodes tensegríticos.

4a 4b 4c

5a 5b

5. Patente de Raducanu y Motro:
a) MTDC formada por separadores 
V22, b) Detalle de separadores 
V22.
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Destaca entre todos esos trabajos de inves-
tigación, por su originalidad y potencial, la 
tesis doctoral escrita por Raducanu (64) 
en el año 2001, y que tomó parte impor-
tante del proyecto Tensarch que se estaba 
llevando a cabo en dicho laboratorio de 
Montpellier. El autor analizó los sistemas 
tensegríticos y las MTDC existentes hasta 
entonces para, desde ese punto de partida, 
realizar sus propias propuestas de modo 
original y sistemático. Su aportación esen-
cial fue la incorporación de separadores 
característicos (en forma de V, Y o Z) entre 
las dos redes de cables tensados superior 
e inferior, asegurando adicionalmente la 
estabilidad del conjunto mediante conexio-
nes adecuadas en el contorno de las ma-
llas. Esta innovadora técnica propició la 
generación de 15 nuevas configuraciones 
de mallas, no todas ellas de doble capa 
propiamente entendidas, y lo que es más 
importante, un nuevo método que no es-
taba basado en la yuxtaposición de módu-
los ya estables de por sí, sino de elementos 
dependientes unidos mediante relaciones 
geométricas y topológicas. Durante dicho 
proceso de estudio, se construyeron y tes-
taron diferentes prototipos a gran escala, y 
como resultado se desarrolló una patente 
(extracto en Figura 5) mostrando las inno-
vaciones esenciales originadas a partir de 
esta línea de investigación.

Además de la realización de estos estudios 
eminentemente teóricos, también ha ha-
bido interesantes realizaciones prácticas, 
como el proyecto de Passera y Pedretti's 
(65) para la Expo de Suiza de 2002, con la 
construcción del Blur Building (Figura 7), 
un pabellón que emanaba vapor de agua 
para convertirse en una “nube habitable” 
sobre un lago. Pero como ocurre también 
con las cúpulas diseñadas por Addriansens 
y Barnes (66), este tipo de estructuras no 
son propiamente consideradas MTDC por 
ser composiciones de octaedros tensegríti-
cos como los que ya expusiera Pugh (10).

En todo caso, es interesante reseñar que 
hoy en día no ha decrecido en absolu-
to el interés por las MTDC; tal es así que 
diversos equipos de investigación, como 
Panigrahi, Gupta y Bhalla (67) (68), han 
estado construyendo y poniendo en carga 
para su análisis estructural prototipos de 
mallas desmontables para su aplicación 
en cubiertas desplegables. También sirve el 
ejemplo de Tran y Lee (69) (70) (71), que 
han seguido investigando diversos aspectos 
relacionados con la búsqueda de forma y 
los estados iniciales de pretensado de los 
dos tipos de mallas más comunes hasta el 
momento. O finalmente, las labores de Lia-
pi y Kim (72), que continúan indagando en 
nuevas aplicaciones arquitectónicas para 
las mallas de compresión flotante.

3. METODOLOGÍAS DE DISEñO DE MTDC

Como corolario de las experiencias enume-
radas en el apartado anterior, se puede de-
ducir que son dos los métodos básicos para 
diseñar MTDC que se han venido emplean-
do hasta el momento, y que a continuación 
resumiremos:

3.1. Composición

La creación de mallas se realiza median-
te la unión de varios módulos tensegríti-
cos, estables por sí mismos. Las células 
básicas consideradas son habitualmente 
prismas o pirámides truncadas tensegríti-
cas, de simetría cilíndrica o axial, cons-
tituidas generalmente por 3 o 4 barras 
(“simplex” o “quadruplex” de las Figu-
ra 8 y 9). No obstante, también existen 
otras configuraciones dignas de análisis, 
como las planteadas por Emmerich (27), 
que podrían reabrir una fructífera línea 
de investigación. 

Dependiendo de los tipos de conexiones 
entre módulos, los sistemas así generados 
se pueden clasificar como sigue:

6. Malla plana de Snelson pro-
puesta en la década de los 60.

6

7

7. Blur Building, con estructura 
similar a una MTDC, para la Expo 
de Suiza de 2002.
(Foto de Norbert Aepli)

8. Simplex:
a) Perspectiva, b) Planta.

9. Quadruplex:
a) Perspectiva, b) Planta.

8a

9a

8b

9b
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3.1.1. Barras Aisladas (k=1)

Los elementos comprimidos no se tocan 
entre sí, estando unidos únicamente me-
diante elementos traccionados. Se dan las 
siguientes variantes básicas:

3.1.1.1. Conexión Vértice-Arista

3.1.1.1.1. Unilateral 

(Tipo Ia (12) o topología A (73)): dos vérti-
ces de ambas capas superior e inferior de 
un mismo módulo intersecan dos aristas, 
superior e inferior respectivamente, de 
otro módulo (Figura 10a).

3.1.1.1.2. Bilateral 

(Tipo Ib (12) o topología B (73)): el vértice 
de un módulo interseca la arista de otro 
en una de las capas (p. ej. superior) mien-
tras que a su vez una arista suya es con-
tactada por un vértice del otro módulo en 
la otra capa (p.ej. inferior) (Figura 10b).

3.1.1.2. Conexión Arista-Arista

Dos módulos adyacentes comparten la 
misma arista parcialmente (los vértices no 
coinciden) en ambas capas (superior e infe-
rior). Tipo II según Hanaor (12) (Figura 10c).

3.1.2. Barras Contiguas (k>1)

Los miembros en compresión de un mó-
dulo entran en contacto directo con los 
de módulos adyacentes por medio de sus 
vértices (Figura 10d). Mientras que algu-
nos autores no consideran estos sistemas 
tensegridades puras, otros como Motro 
(22) reivindican su integridad tensegrítica 
puesto que se trata de un sistema continuo 
de cables dentro del cual hay un conjun-
to de componentes comprimidos aislados, 
considerando componente a un grupo de 
barras comprimidas y articuladas.

Son pues consideradas estructuras tensegrí-
ticas de clase k, pues al menos k miembros 
comprimidos confluyen en el mismo nodo 
(74). Por ejemplo, una MTDC de barras ais-
ladas es una tensegridad de clase k=1 por-
que a cada nodo llega tan solo una barra.

Atendiendo a otros parámetros, las MTDC 
también podrían ser clasificadas teniendo 
en cuenta las siguientes características:

•	Flexibles / Rígidas, dependiendo del nú-
mero de mecanismos de los módulos (37).

•	Planas / Abovedadas, dependiendo de la 
curvatura de la malla (19).

•	Centrales / Oblicuas, dependiendo del 
ángulo entre el eje y las bases de cada 
módulo.

3.2. Descomposición

La creación de mallas no se realiza por me-
dio de la anexión continuada de subsiste-
mas estables, sino mediante la integración, 
entre las redes traccionadas inferior y su-
perior, de elementos intermedios denomi-
nados separadores, que son inestables por 
sí mismos y están compuestos por barras 
comprimidas y tensores traccionados, tanto 
diagonales como verticales, para obtener 
de ese modo un conjunto en equilibrio.

La original propuesta de Raducanu (64) se 
basa en el empleo de tres de estos tipos de 
conectores, que según su forma son tipi-
ficados como separadores en V, Y o Z. La 
nomenclatura de los primeros es del modo 
Vnm, siendo m el número de barras que 
confluyen en el nodo inferior, y n su aná-
logo en el vértice superior. Se muestran 
algunos ejemplos adicionales en las Figu-
ras 11a y 11b. Por su parte, los separadores 
en Y no constan realmente de dos capas 
perfectamente diferenciadas, sino que se 
asemejan a aglomeraciones de trípodes 
rígidos e incluyen nodos en una capa in-
termedia.

10a 10b 10c 10d

10. Tipos de conexiones. Con 
barras aisladas: a) Vértice-Arista 
Unilateral, b) Vértice-Arista Bilate-
ral, c) Arista-Arista, d) Con barras 
contiguas.

11. a) Separador V33, b) Separa-
dor V44, c) Separador Z6, según 
Raducanu (64).

11a 11b 11c
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Finalmente, la tipología Zn está formada 
por n barras que, zigzagueando entre las 
dos capas, configuran un contorno polié-
drico, como se puede ver en la Figura 11c.

Particularmente, durante la presente inves-
tigación se ha podido comprobar que, por 
ejemplo, la malla compuesta por los sepa-
radores V33, que se muestra en la Figura 
12a, también puede ser generada a partir de 
la yuxtaposición de módulos estables como 
el de la Figura 12b. Dicho módulo está en 
equilibrio incluso sin la inclusión de uno 
de los tendones diagonales de la capa supe-
rior o inferior (aunque el estado de tensión 
y compresión de sus miembros se alteraría 
ostensiblemente), y no como aparece en 
la Figura 4 de la patente de Raducanu (sin 
ninguna de las dos diagonales) pues de ese 
modo colapsaría. Siempre y cuando cuente 
con ellos, la estructura será independiente-
mente estable. Este hecho se puede confir-
mar en la Figura 13a con el módulo que 
permite generar la malla formada por sepa-
radores V44 (Figura 13b), en el cual la topo-
logía es exactamente igual (evidentemente, 
la geometría final difiere de la Figura 12b 
debido a que las longitudes y tensiones de 
los elementos son diferentes).

4.  NUEVA METODOLOGÍA PARA 
OBTENER MTDC A PARTIR 
DE MDC CONVENCIONALES

El principal objetivo de este artículo es el 
de presentar un nuevo método para “tense-
gritizar” mallas de doble capa (MDC) con-
vencionales. El enfoque será eminentemente 
geométrico y conceptual, pues el proceso de 
búsqueda de forma definitivo y el proceso 
de cálculo de estados de tensión es subse-
cuente y dependiente de esta primera etapa.

Las MDC convencionales, comúnmente 
llamadas estructuras espaciales, son ge-
neralmente una composición de mosaicos 
regulares (triángulos equiláteros, cuadra-
dos o hexágonos que rellenan el plano) 
ubicados en las capas superior e inferior, 
y en las que luego se conectan los vértices 
de ambos entramados mediante otra capa 
intermedia de conectores diagonales y/o 
verticales. Por lo tanto, ése es el proceso 
habitual, por ser el más intuitivo, para la 
obtención de dichas estructuras.

No obstante, Otero (75) (76) propuso un 
nuevo método para definirlas geométrica-
mente, basado en el empleo de un mosai-
co que representara la capa intermedia de 
diagonales y, a partir de él y aplicando una 
serie de reglas, obtener el resto de nodos 
de la malla completa. Dichas normas son 
fundamentalmente dos, y rigen por una 
parte el modo de colocar los nodos en la 

capa superior y/o inferior basándose en la 
disposición de los vértices del mosaico dia-
gonal, y por otra parte la manera de enlazar 
o unir dichos nodos en cada capa para así 
constituir los teselados inferior y superior 
que terminan de definir totalmente la MDC. 
Como resultado de aplicar este método, se 
consigue un sistema mucho más flexible 
y potente que permite partir de mosaicos 
diagonales no sólo regulares, sino también 
semirregulares, hemirregulares, equifacia-
les (duales de los semirregulares) y semie-
quifaciales (duales de los hemirregulares).

Actualmente se está llevando a cabo otra 
investigación colateral acerca de las nume-
rosas posibilidades que arroja este plantea-
miento (77), pero que obviaremos por no 
ser ése el objeto del presente escrito.

Con el fin de ilustrar esta metodología, en 
la Figura 14a se muestra el teselado semi-
rregular 4, 6, 12, formado por cuadrados, 
hexágonos y dodecágonos. Para proceder 
con el método expuesto, consideraremos 
dicho mosaico como la capa de diagona-
les, para sobre él ubicar los vértices de la 
capa superior (círculos azules) alternados 
con los de la inferior (cuadrados verdes). 
Esta alternancia es tan sólo una de las op-
ciones que plantea la ley de localización de 
nodos, lo mismo que podría haberse usado 
la de puntos medios de las aristas en una 
capa y todos los puntos de los vértices en la 
otra, etc. Del mismo modo y arbitrariamen-
te, se define la norma de unión entre nodos 
de la misma capa, que será en este caso la 
de establecer conexiones entre los vértices 
más cercanos dentro del mismo polígono, 
generando las redes finas azules continuas 
en la capa superior y las verdes más gruesas 
y discontinuas en la inferior (Figura 14b). 
Como resultado, si trasladamos dicha dis-
posición al espacio tridimensional, obten-
dríamos la MDC de la Figura 14c.

A partir de este punto, se podrían aplicar 
diferentes metodologías para convertir estas 
mallas rígidas en nuevas MTDC: Manipu-
lación de Rot-Umbela (78), composición 
a partir de módulos estables de Emmerich, 
nuevos diseños intuitivos mediante sustitu-
ción de barras diagonales por cables, etc. 

12a

12b

13a 13b

12. a) Malla compuesta por los 
separadores V33, b) Módulo 
estable que también compone 
dicha malla.

13. a) Módulo estable que tam-
bién compone dicha malla, 
b) Malla compuesta por los sepa-
radores V44.
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Sea como fuere, merece especial atención 
el tratamiento que se le dé a los elemen-
tos de borde, pues en buena medida serán 
estos los que aseguren la estabilidad final 
de la nueva malla tensegrítica y la correcta 
transmisión de esfuerzos a los apoyos.

4.1. Manipulación de Rot-Umbela

El presente concepto se deriva de otro ya 
existente propuesto por Gancedo (79) (80), 
a finales de los años 80, pero que tan sólo 
se había aplicado a los poliedros: se define 
Manipulación en Umbela a la operación 
que consiste en abrir una dirección (d) dada 
en el espacio de tal modo que se obtenga 
un polígono regular con sus vértices ubica-
dos en el plano perpendicular a dicha di-
rección (Figura 15).

Análogamente, aplicado a mosaicos y 
MDC, definiremos como Manipulación de 
Rot-Umbela a una manipulación en Um-
bela convencional en la cual la dirección 
dada (d) es siempre perpendicular al plano 
en el que esté definida dicha red, pero con 
las salvedades de que los polígonos gene-
rados no tienen por qué ser regulares y que 
pueden girarse tomando como eje de rota-
ción dicha dirección original (d). 

Considerando que un vértice tiene valencia 
v cuando en él confluyen v aristas del mismo 
plano, si tras sufrir una Manipulación de Rot-
Umbela se convierte en un polígono de u la-
dos, su “valencia de umbela” será u. Si en un 
nodo concreto la valencia de vértice coinci-
de con la valencia de umbela (u=v), como 
sucede en los nudos A y B de la Figura 16, se 
dirá que tiene una “valencia de umbela na-
tural”. En dicha imagen se puede comprobar 
que el vértice A consta de valencia 4 que se 
convierte en valencia de umbela 4, por lo 
que se trata de una valencia de umbela na-
tural. Lo mismo ocurre con el vértice B, con 
la diferencia de que éste sufre así mismo una 
rotación de 120º en torno al centro del nue-
vo polígono. Por último, el nodo C, de va-
lencia 4, sufre una Rot-Umbela de valencia 
3, por lo que se genera un triángulo en vez 
de un cuadrilátero como en los otros casos.

En lo concerniente a las MDC, para obtener 
mallas tensegríticas a partir de éstas, se toma 
la consideración de que la capa intermedia 
está compuesta por barras a compresión 
mientras que las capas inferior y superior 
son redes tensadas compuestas por elemen-
tos a tracción. Desde esta configuración, 
la Manipulación de Rot-Umbela puede ser 
ejecutada tanto a una capa como a ambas, 
del mismo modo que se puede aplicar a 
todos los vértices o sólo a una fracción de-
terminada de ellos. De modo natural se han 
de añadir conexiones adicionales entre los 
nuevos nodos así originados, que serán por 
norma general enlazados mediante nuevos 
tendones traccionados. Consecuentemente, 
las combinaciones y por tanto los resultados 
obtenidos en forma de MTDC son nume-
rosísimos, dependiendo directamente de la 
complejidad de la MDC a la que se aplique.

14a 14b 14c

15

16a 16b 16c

14. Generación de una MDC a 
partir del mosaico semirregular 
4,6,12.

15. Representación gráfica de 
una Manipulación en Umbela 
según Gancedo.

16. Manipulaciones de Rot-Um-
bela en un mosaico semirregular.
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Tomando como ejemplo la MDC de la Fi-
gura 14c, si se aplica una Manipulación de 
Rot-Umbela de valencia 3 (u=3) en la capa 
de abajo y se le aplica un determinado giro, 
tal y como muestra la Figura 17a, se gene-
ra automáticamente una MTDC compuesta 
por trípodes rígidos (k=3) comprimidos y 
aislados entre sí, representada en la Figura 
17b. Si adicionalmente se manipula tam-
bién la capa superior siguiendo la misma 
técnica, se obtiene la malla tensegrítica de 
la Figura 17c, donde se puede apreciar que 
todas las barras están aisladas (k=1) e in-
mersas en una red continua de elementos 
traccionados. La agrupación de barras, con-
formando trípodes tensegríticos, es similar 
a la que ya emplearan Snelson, Emmerich y 
Kono, como se vio en la Figura 4.

Este importante apunte sirve de catalizador 
para inferir que podría haber una similitud 
relevante y reveladora entre estos tipos de 
mallas y procesos constructivos. Para inten-
tar responder a este interrogante, diferen-
tes mallas convencionales fueron testadas 
para comprobar si eran capaces de generar 
mallas tensegríticas conocidas en la actua-
lidad. Como primer hito, se consiguieron 
resultados satisfactorios a partir de una ma-
lla de Le Ricolais (que se puede generar a 
su vez siguiendo la metodología de Otero 
aplicando leyes de alternancia a una malla 
regular hexagonal, como se ve en la Figura 
18a y 18b). Aplicando una Rot-Umbela de 
u=3 con rotación media de 150º a ambas 
capas superior e inferior (Figura 18c), el re-
sultado final no es otro que la obtención de 
la MTDC de Kono & Kunieda's (Figura 18d) 
de la cual ya habláramos y reseñáramos en 
párrafos precedentes (ver Figura 4c).

Siguiendo esta línea de investigación, tam-
bién se ha podido deducir que existe otro 
caso especial en el que se pueden obte-
ner derivaciones análogas. Esta vez, la es-
tructura de origen es una de las MDC más 
empleadas en la arquitectura e ingeniería, 
la Space Deck, también denominada es-
tructura espacial de semioctaedros, malla 
de base cuadrada, square-on-square, etc. 
(Figura 19a). A partir de ella, y aplicándole 
en la capa superior una Manipulación de 
Rot-Umbela de valencia natural 4 (v=u=4) 
(Figura 19b) sucedida por un giro de 135º 

en torno a cada vértice (Figura 19c-e), se 
obtiene la misma malla tensegrítica de la 
Figura 3, compuesta por semicuboctaedros 
tensegríticos contiguos, con la que comen-
zara su análisis de propuestas René Motro 
en los años 80.

Como ya se ha mencionado, la geometría 
final depende de varios parámetros, a sa-
ber, radio de apertura de los vértices, ángu-
lo de giro de los nuevos polígonos creados, 
estado de pretensado de la estructura, etc.

Es comúnmente sabido por parte de los 
duchos en la materia, que tanto en las 
tensegridades cilíndricas o prismáticas, 
como en las piramidales truncadas, existe 
un ángulo de giro (α) entre ambas bases 
que depende directa y exclusivamente del 
número de barras de la estructura (n), si-
guiendo la fórmula α = 90º-180º / n. En 
las Manipulaciones de Rot-Umbela, como 
comentado previamente, también aparece 
un ángulo de giro dependiente de otros 
tantos factores, pero que no es el objeti-
vo de este texto desarrollar ahora. Aun así, 
como en todas las estructuras de compre-
sión flotante, es posible corregir la geome-
tría final variando el estado de pretensado 
o añadiendo tendones adicionales a la 
propia estructura.

17. MTDC a partir de MDC de 
mosaico 4,6,12: a) Manipulación 
de Rot-Umbela (u=3), b) Resultado 
aplicado a capa inferior, c) Resul-
tado aplicado a ambas capas.

18. Obtención de la MTDC de 
Kono&Kunieda's a partir de la 
malla de Le Ricolais con Manipu-
laciones de Rot-Umbela.

17a

18a

17b

18b

17c

18c

18d
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4.2. Análisis estructural de las mallas

Con el fin de conseguir configuraciones 
estables y plausibles de las MTDC en ge-
neral, y de las presentadas previamente en 
particular, es esencial probar su estabilidad 
estructural y su equilibrio por medio de un 
estudio analítico riguroso del modelo (81) o, 
como vía adicional o alternativa, mediante 
la construcción correcta de una maqueta o 
modelo de dicho ejemplar. Siendo este el 
caso, durante la presente investigación se 
han llevado a cabo ambas alternativas, con-
tando la primera con el empleo de procesos 
numéricos basados inicialmente en el méto-
do de densidad de fuerzas (82), algoritmos 
de relajación dinámica modificada (83), y 
más adelante con herramientas específicas 
desarrolladas para el análisis de estructuras 
espaciales reticulares ligeras, como son las 
tensegridades, más concretamente mediante 
el software ToyGL (84). Existe abundante bi-
bliografía con ejemplos numéricos relativos 
al primer método, por lo que no ahondare-
mos en el tema para no incrementar innece-
sariamente la extensión de esta exposición.

De todos modos, huelga decir que siempre 
se habrá de prestar especial atención y de-
tallado cuidado a la geometría del contorno 
de las mallas tensegríticas, pues su disposi-
ción es crítica a la hora de proveer de equi-
librio estable al sistema en su conjunto.

5. APLICACIONES

No cabe duda que estando enmarcados 
en un contexto arquitectónico e ingenie-
ril, es necesario ir más allá de las propias 
funcionalidades que ostentan per se las 
Manipulaciones de Rot-Umbela; estas son 
esencialmente el descubrimiento de nuevas 

configuraciones de estructuras espaciales 
planas tensegríticas, y la generación de las 
ya existentes de modos alternativos. 

Una vez superado el plano teórico, es im-
prescindible darle una aplicación concreta 
a este tipo de estructuras para poder justi-
ficar los esfuerzos que tantos especialistas 
están invirtiendo en ellas. Aunque en este 
apartado no se entre en detalle en este as-
pecto, sí que es conveniente, por lo menos, 
esbozar levemente algunas propuestas que 
se están planteando a este respecto.

Diversos estudios de arquitectura (ABDR, Lift 
Architects, Orambra, Blue Office Architectu-
re, etc.) están incorporando en sus propues-
tas, con más y más frecuencia, MTDC para 
la cubrición de espacios públicos, desde 
pequeñas marquesinas, hasta tejados ex-
tensos integrados en centros de exposición, 
bibliotecas, museos, estaciones de tren, etc. 
También hay proyectos en los que estructu-
ras tensegríticas planas se habilitan como 
paredes técnicas o muros de separación sin 
requerimientos de función portante. Algunas 
“pseudo-tensegridades”, como ya se expuso 
en la introducción, ya son realidad en cu-
biertas de estadios deportivos, llegando a dis-
tancias que baten records de luz salvada. Y 
aunque hay otros planteamientos que no son 
MTDC propiamente dichas, también se están 
haciendo propuestas para ser aplicadas a lí-
neas eléctricas de media y alta tensión (85). 

6. PROPUESTAS DE ANÁLISIS POR TRATAR

Decía Ramón y Cajal que no hay cuestio-
nes agotadas sino hombres agotados en las 
cuestiones. Afortunadamente, el campo de 
estudio de la Tensegridad es amplísimo y de 
implicaciones notorias, por lo que no hace 

19. Obtención de la MTDC de 
“quadruplex” piramidal a partir de 
la malla Space Deck con Manipula-
ciones de Rot-Umbela.

19a 19b 19c

19d 19e 19f
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falta ir a buscar preguntas adicionales, éstas 
acuden a uno directamente sin llamarlas.
Por citar sólo algunos de los temas que 
se estudian y/o estudiarán en línea con esta 
investigación, merecen especial atención la 
comparación analítica del comportamiento 
estructural, eficiencia material, económica 
y constructiva entre las MDC y las MTDC, 
tras la “tensegrización” de éstas, o bien en 
función de sus luces, masas o capacidades 
portantes similares de unas y otras. Es obvio 
que las principales ventajas o inconvenien-
tes de ambas tipologías entrarán en liza de-
pendiendo de la aplicación final que se les 
dé. Por lo tanto, entre los objetivos priorita-
rios estará el de encontrar funcionalidades 
eficientes y propias a las MTDC, que hasta 
el momento no se están hallando de mane-
ra totalmente satisfactoria.

6.1. Otras líneas de investigación

Como añadido a todo lo expuesto en sec-
ciones precedentes, se están llevando a 
cabo paralelamente otras vías de estudio 
para la búsqueda de nuevas configura-
ciones de MTDC, que serán expuestas en 
futuros trabajos, de forma más extensa y 
detallada. Como apunte, decir que algunas 
de ellas nacen de la variación de MDC con-
vencionales, otras surgen directamente de 
la combinación de mosaicos tradicionales 
que conforman las distintas capas de las 
mallas tensegríticas a obtener, mientras que 
otras por ejemplo aparecen como superpo-
siciones de MTDC ya existentes.

En cuanto a aplicaciones, no se descarta el 
intento de análisis de MTDC como pasare-
las de un solo vano, en las que algunos de 
sus cables sean sustituidos por membranas, 
de modo similar a otras experiencias que se 
están llevando a cabo en nuestro país (86).

7. CONCLUSIONES

Aunque durante los últimos años se han 
realizado diversas propuestas para diseñar 

MTDC, la mayoría de ellas se han basado 
en una metodología de composición, es 
decir, consistente en agrupar módulos ten-
segríticos básicos, ya de por sí estables de 
manera independiente. Tal y como demos-
tró Raducanu, existe un camino importan-
te por recorrer a lo largo de las diferentes 
variantes que se pueden obtener mediante 
metodologías de descomposición. 

En este artículo se ha realizado una nue-
va propuesta basada en Manipulaciones 
de Rot-Umbela, tanto para generar nuevas 
mallas de compresión flotante, como para 
demostrar que dos de las más importantes y 
empleadas durante las últimas décadas son 
también el resultado de aplicar este método 
a MDC convencionales. Este hecho abriga 
la idea de que nuevas e interesantes confi-
guraciones se pueden obtener eligiendo co-
rrectamente la malla espacial de origen y la 
Rot-Umbela adecuada, abriendo un sinfín 
de posibilidades a un catálogo de MTDC 
que está lejos de agotarse.
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Resumen en castellano 

Título: Innovadoras familias de mallas tensegríticas de doble capa: Quastruts y Sixstruts. 

 

Las mallas tensegríticas de doble capa (MTDC) son sistemas espaciales reticulados, basados en 

principios tensegríticos, que han sido estudiadas con cierto detalle en los últimos años. Las 

investigaciones más relevantes llevadas a cabo en este campo se han limitado a analizar una gama 

muy reducida de mallas tensegríticas. Este artículo explica, por medio de ejemplos concretos, cómo 

utilizar las Manipulaciones de Rot-Umbela, una singular técnica desarrollada para generar 

novedosas tipologías de estructuras de tensegridad. Se analiza su aplicación a dos mallas 

tensegríticas ya existentes, obteniendo de este modo dos nuevas MTDC. Analizando estas 

estructuras recién descubiertas, se consigue identificar, dentro de ellas, los módulos de tensegridad 

que las componen, los cuáles son también novedosos en sí mismos. A continuación, se muestra una 

breve descripción de dichos módulos así como información desprendida del análisis estructural 

estático al que se les somete (p. ej. número de estados de pretensado, número de mecanismos 

infinitesimales, etc.). Estos novedosos módulos pertenecen a una familia cuyos miembros 

comparten similares características en lo referente a geometría y topología, permitiendo por tanto 

generar un amplio catálogo de nuevas MTDC. Se presentan algunos ejemplos de composiciones de 

este tipo, describiendo la metodología mediante la que obtener más modelos y realizaciones por 

parte de diseñadores interesados en crear y estudiar nuevas estructuras de este tipo. 
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Abstract: Double-layer tensegrity grids (DLTGs) are spatial reticulated systems based on tensegrity principles, which have been studied in
detail over recent years. Themost important investigations have been carried out focusing on a short list of tensegrity grids. This paper explains,
using real examples, how to use Rot-Umbela manipulations, a unique technique developed for generating innovative typologies of tensegrity
structures. It is applied to two already existing tensegrity grids to obtain two new DLTGs. Their analysis permits us to identify, inside these
novel grids, the modules that compose them, which were unknown until now. A brief description of these components and some information
about their static analysis, for example states of self-stress and internal mechanisms, is provided. These novel modules belong to a family, all of
them with similar characteristics in terms of geometry and topology, and can be used to generate a wide catalog of DLTGs. Some examples of
new grids are presented, describing the methodology on how to obtain more models for other designers interested in creating and studying
innovative DLTGs. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)ST.1943-541X.0000739. © 2013 American Society of Civil Engineers.

CE Database subject headings: Structures; Stress; Tension; Grid systems.

Author keywords: Tensegrity; Structures; Double layer; Grids; Rot-Umbela; Self-stress; Tension; Mechanism; Quastrut; Sixstrut.

Introduction

Double-layer tensegrity grids (DLTGs) are tensegrity spatial re-
ticulated systems containing two parallel networks of members in
tension forming the top and bottom chords, whose nodes are linked
by vertical and/or inclined web members under compression and
tension. Even if this concept is clear, the definition of tensegrity has
always been very ambiguous, and important differences arise
depending on different authors. In this paper, tensegrities will be
considered as self-stressed and autostable structures composed by
isolated components in compression inside a net of continuous
tension, in such a way that the compressed members (usually bars or
struts) do not touch each other and the prestressed tensioned mem-
bers (usually wires or even tensile membranes) delineate the system
spatially (Gomez-Jauregui 2010). Compressed elements can be
contiguous as long as they are only and always under compression
and pin jointed; in that case, it could be considered that there are not
several simple elements under compression, but just one complex
component constituted by an assembly of elementary elements in
compression (Motro 2003).When this happens, k. 1, where k is the
class of the tensegrity, which is the maximum number of struts
concurring at one node of the structure (Skelton et al. 1998).

Tensegrity structures and,more specifically,DLTGs havebeen the
center of attention of several kinds of engineers (civil, mechanical,
electronic, etc.) and architects because of their lightweight, efficiency,
deployability, and flexibility, among other benefits. Although there
are also some disadvantages (cost, complex assembly, high deflec-
tions, vibrations, etc.), they have been taken into account frequently
for many recent studies and projects (Dalilsafei and Tibert 2012;
Knight et al. 2000; Rhode-Barbarigos et al. 2010; Stucchi et al. 2006).
Main researches have dealt with their application to roofs (Panigrahi
et al. 2009), but some have tried to incorporate them to architecture
as double-glazing walls (Mitsos et al. 2011).

A perspective of the historical proposals for DLTGs over their
relatively short history (60 years) has been presented recently
(Gomez-Jauregui et al. 2011). However, some important projects
in the 1980s should be remarked upon, such as the grid composed
by half-cuboctahedrons, by Motro (1987), who studied a grid
composed by quadrangular tensegrity pyramids [mainly the same
modules showed byEmmerich (1964) in hisfirst patent] bymeans of
joining the ends of their struts. The possibilities, offered by the
juxtaposition of simple tensegrity modules (with three, four, five,
and six struts), were analyzed byHanaor (1991), experimentingwith
the composition of tensegrity prisms (for planar systems) and
truncated pyramids (for domical configurations), avoiding contacts
between struts. A large catalog was created by Emmerich (1988)
by combinational assembly of tensegrity prisms and pyramids,
which is also an inspiration for the development of the last section
of this paper. Emmerich mainly used prismatic, antiprismatic,
antipyramidal, interlaced, and interpenetrated tensegrity modules,
creating several and variable tessellations. In the next decade, Kono
and Kunieda (1996) designed an original DLTG composed by
tripod-like modules and patented it, along with some of its varia-
tions. Different geometries were tested, depending on the attach-
ments of the wires of the bigger base (direct to the edges of the struts,
to the gravity center of the base, or to some intermediate points of the
bisectrices of the base). A big-scale model composed by 33 tri-
angular modules, with an 80-m2 covered area, was constructed at the
end of the experiment, including a newly proposed member joint
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system for their assembly. However, maybe one of the most important
breakthroughs was achieved by Raducanu (2001), who was integrated
into the Tensarch Project at the Laboratoire de Mécanique et Génie
Civil (LMGC)of theUniversity ofMontpellier,Montpellier, France. In
hisPh.D. thesis, he proposedanewmethodology for creating tensegrity
grids by means of the use of interdependent expanders instead of
independent autostablemodules, applying topological and geometrical
relationships between them. This innovative technique led to an im-
portant step forward, obtaining new forms never found before, ma-
terialized on 15 new grids, and a new line of research for future studies.

Recently, the authors have also proposed a new approach for
generating new DLTGs (Gomez-Jauregui et al. 2012a), which will
be subsequently described in more detail. Known as Rot-Umbela
manipulations, they open an endless catalog of different types of
DLTGs and a very interesting line of research in the field of ten-
segrity. At the same time, the authors have also developed a systematic
methodology for generating automatically different tessellations and
double-layer grids (DLGs), following a defined and specific nomen-
clature proposed originally for such a task. This particular nomen-
clature,whichwill be used in this paper, defines the notationofmosaics
and DLGs in a synthesized and unique manner, with the advantage
that it shows how to generate and design them after the parameters
expressed in their own names (Gomez-Jauregui et al. 2012b).

It is not the intention of this paper to analyze the structural be-
havior of new DLTGs in full detail, but to show a new family of
tensegrity modules obtained after the application of Rot-Umbela
manipulations to some other tensegrity grids. Following this, com-
binatorial composition with that family of modules is straightfor-
ward; thus, the creation of many novel DLTGs is possible.

The paper is organized as follows. First, there is an introduction
to the concept of Rot-Umbela manipulation and then an explanation
to this operation applied to two different DLTGs made by means of
expanders. The next section discerns the subproducts obtained on
the new grids and analyzes their properties; furthermore, it for-
mulates new structures of the same family, taking into consideration
the geometry and topology of the precedent modules. The main
advantages of these new modules over other existing similar con-
figurations will also be exposed. Then, possible modifications and
changes of the original elements are studied to formulate more
variations in the family. Some examples of innovative DLTGs are
given to illustrate the wide range of possibilities that the proposed
method offers; this paper does not attempt to be exhaustive and
leaves many combinations open for other designers to choose from.
The conclusions are then summarized, which points out further re-
search to be done on this subject.

Generation by Rot-Umbela Manipulation

Applied to polyhedra, Umbela manipulation is defined as “an
operation that consists on opening a given direction in space,” that

is, generating a spatial radiation around a certain axis “ in such
a way that we can obtain a regular polygon with its vertices placed
in a plane perpendicular to the chosen direction” (Gancedo
Lamadrid et al. 2004). In the case of a grid or tessellation, the
authors will define Rot-Umbela manipulation as a conventional
Umbela manipulation in which the direction of the opening (with
a certain amplitude a) is always on the plane of the tessellation and
new irregular and rotated polygons (with an angle of rotation r)
could also result (Gomez-Jauregui 2012). Final shape and rotation

Fig. 1. Rot-Umbela manipulation on a tessellation with vertex valence v5 4 and umbela valence u5 4 (Nodes A and B) and u5 3 (Node C)

Fig. 2. DLTG 44-Be1-Te1; plan view and perspective (with detail
of an Expander V22)
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would be defined by the initial conditions imposed to geometry and
state of self-stress applied to the structure. For any vertex of valence
v, a new polygon of u sides could be generated around it, saying that
it has an umbela valence u. If vertex valence and umbela valence are
coincident (u5 v), as seen in Vertexes A and B of the demi-regular
tessellation in Fig. 1, the vertex has a natural umbela valence. An
example of the opposite case is Vertex C in the same figure (v5 4,
u5 3).

Rot-Umbela on DLTG
44-Be1-Te1 (Expander V22)

Rot-Umbela manipulations, parting from some existing grids,
depending on each case, permit a newDLTG to be obtained. A novel
case among them is the application of Rot-Umbela manipulations to
DLTG 44-Be1-Te1 (Fig. 2), according to nomenclature by Gomez-
Jauregui et al. (2012b). This grid was originally patented by
Raducanu and Motro under the name two-way grid; it is composed
by Expanders V22, which are identical V-shape subsets of struts and
wires distributed inside the grid, between both layers (detail of
Fig. 2). This DLG can be modified by means of a Rot-Umbela
manipulation with the following parameters:

• Natural umbela valence: u5 v5 n5 2 (where n is the number of
struts concurring at each vertex) in both upper and lower nodes;

• Amplitude: a5 L3
ffiffiffi

n
p

=25 L3
ffiffiffi

2
p

=2 (where L is the length of
the cables of the top and bottom layers); and

• Rotation: r5 270�=n5 135�
With these considerations, a new DLTG is obtained, class

k5 n5 2, where cables are not aligned in plan view with the struts
(which have twisted too) and form 18� with them (not as in the
original grid of Fig. 2, where all cables are aligned with the struts).

In the original grid, the class is k5 2; therefore, there are two struts
concurring at any vertex. In the case of struts, it is unambiguous to
define how to operate the Rot-Umbela, that is, how to split, open, and
rotate their common nodes, which is provided in Fig. 3.

In contrast, in the top and bottom layers, there are four wires
arriving at each node. Therefore, there are several possibilities to
modify original cables and change their positions when the first
operation of the Rot-Umbela manipulation is done, that is, when
opening the vertex. Consequently, which edge of each cable is going
to follow the edge of which strut needs to be decided. The best
method to explain the implications of this situation is to show
examples, taking into consideration the cables of one of the layers,
for example the top layer. In thefirst example [Fig. 4(a)], edges of the

Fig. 3. Evolution of struts during Rot-Umbela on DLTG 44-Be1-Te1: (a) initial position: L 5 length of cables; (b) opening with amplitude
a5 L3

ffiffiffi

2
p

=2; (c) rotation process: r 5 angle of rotation; (d) final position: r5 135�

Fig. 4. Two options for the evolution of cables of the top layer during Rot-Umbela on DLTG 44-Be1-Te1: (a) S-shape configuration; (b) Z-shape
configuration
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cables (dashed lines) follow the edges of the struts (not shown in the
figure for clarity) in such a way that at the end of the rotation those
wires (A–B, C–D) are shorter than the amplitude of the opening
(Wire B–C). On the contrary, in the second example [Fig. 4(b)], at
the end of themanipulation,CablesA–BandC–Dare longer than the
inner Cable B–C. In both examples, an extra Cable B–C has been
included, joining the edges of the bifurcation, forming a Z-shape net
that is rotated continuously until it becomes a S-shape [Fig. 4(a)] and
vice versa [Fig. 4(b)].

As a result, two different grids are obtained with the same con-
figuration of struts but different distribution of wires. The first one
generates a top layer with cables forming a S-shape (three stretches
A–B, B–C, and C–D forming 90� between them), whereas the

second one produces a Z-shape (the same stretches forming 45�
between them).

Finally, the result for thefirst configuration of cables [Fig. 5(c)] is a
module composed by four struts (continuous thick lines) overlapping
each other, a S-shape net of cables on the top layer (A–B, B–F,
and F–E, forming 90� between them, in thin solid dark lines), and

Fig. 5.Evolution of all elements during Rot-Umbela onDLTG 44-Be1-Te1: (a) openingwith amplitude a5 L3
ffiffiffi

2
p

=2; (b) rotation process: r5 angle
of rotation; (c) final position: r5 135�; (d) final position with additional peripheral wires

Fig. 6. DLTG obtained from Rot-Umbela Manipulation of DLTG 44-
Be1-Te1. Plan view and perspective

Fig. 7. DLTG 36-Be1-Te1: plan view and perspective (with detail of
an Expander V33)
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another S-shape net of cables on the bottom layer (C–D, D–H, and
H–G, in thick solid clear lines) rotated by 180� relative to the su-
perior one.

This configuration is not stable, because there are no members in
tension between both layers. In Fig. 5(d), it is obligatory to add four
more wires in the periphery of the module (B–C, D–E, F–G, and

H–A, in thin boundary lines), closing the square shape of themodule
in the plan view.

The final grid obtained after the application of the Rot-Umbela
manipulation to the DLTG 44-Be1-Te1 is shown in Fig. 6, follow-
ing the same pattern of lines for struts and wires. Only elements
affected by the Rot-Umbela are shown, for clarity of the image.

Fig. 8. Evolution of struts during Rot-Umbela on DLTG 36-Be1-Te1: (a) initial position: L 5 length of cables; (b) opening with amplitude
a5 L3

ffiffiffi

3
p

=2; (c) rotation process: r 5 angle of rotation; (d) final position: r5 90�

Fig. 9. Two options for the evolution of cables of the top layer during Rot-Umbela on DLTG 36-Be1-Te1; the second one is not feasible because
wires interfere with each other

Fig. 10. Evolution of all elements during Rot-Umbela on DLTG 36-Be1-Te1: (a) opening with amplitude a5 L3
ffiffiffi

3
p

=2; (b) rotation process:
r 5 angle of rotation; (c) final position: r5 90�; (d) final position with additional peripheral wires
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Rot-Umbela on DLTG 36-Be1-Te1 (Expander V33)

In the same way as in the precedent case, if the Rot-Umbela ma-
nipulation is applied in both layers to DLTG 36-Be1-Te1 (Fig. 7),
which is composed by Expanders V33 (similar to Expanders V22,
but each subset is composed by joining at the same vertex three struts
instead of two), another novel tensegrity grid is found. In this oc-
casion the following are true:
• Natural umbela valence: u5 v5 n5 3 (where n is the number of

struts concurring at each vertex) in both the upper and lower nodes;
• Amplitude: a5 L3

ffiffiffi

n
p

=25 L3
ffiffiffi

3
p

=2 (where L is the length of
the cables of the top and bottom layers); and

• Rotation: r5 270�=n5 90�.
Analogously to the Rot-Umbela on DLTG 44-Be1-Te1, the

manipulation of the struts would follow the opening and rotation, as
provided in Fig. 8.

The two possible connections of the top wires are illustrated in
Figs. 9(a and b). Opposite to the Rot-Umbela on DLTG 44-Be1-Te1,
when applied to DLTG 36-Be1-Te1, the second alternative (ho-
mologue to the Z-shape configuration) is not feasible in this case,
because the wires of the bases cross each other and the connections
are not clear and net, as given in Fig. 9(b).

As a result, the behavior of all the elements together, following
the first option, would look like Fig. 10. If the same procedure, as in
the precedent example, is taken, additional cables would need to be
attached in the periphery of the new form to give stability to the
system. The final configuration of the arrangement allows us to
identify a new module that can be isolated, as given in Fig. 10(d).

The final grid obtained after the application of the Rot-Umbela
manipulation to DLTG 36-Be1-Te1 is provided in Fig. 11, fol-
lowing the same pattern of lines for struts and wires. Only elements
affected by the Rot-Umbela are shown, for clarity of the image.

Independent Modules

Quastrut

As has just been proven, by means of doing a Rot-Umbela manip-
ulation to DLTG 44-Be1-Te1, it is possible to generate two new
shapes inside the original grid. These subsystems, when isolated,
produce two innovative module configurations. Because they are
composed of groups of four struts, we will call them Quastrut
(Fig. 12). As was shown in precedent figures, there are two ways of
connecting the cables of the layers: forming a S-shape, with three
stretches forming 90� between them (Fig. 12), or forming a Z-shape,
with three stretches forming 45� between them (Fig. 13). At the
moment of their discovery, they were totally novel tensegrity
structures. However, thanks to information provided by Simon
D. Guest (personal communication, Aug. 15, 2011), it can be stated
that a figure similar to the Quastrut-S was previously illustrated by
Grünbaum and Shephard (1975). The Image 19 of Grünbaum and
Shephard (1975) shows a plan view of an analogous structure with
the same topology but different geometry; however, no further
comments about it appear in the Lectures on lost mathematics.

Both modules are chiral or enantiomorphic, that is, they are non-
superimposable on their mirror images. Thus, a dextrorse module
(right handed) and sinistrorse module (left handed) of each one of
them exists. Henceforth, when no reference is made, the authors will
be referring to the dextrorse module.

At this point, the authors are going to focus on the S-shape con-
figuration, Quastrut-S, leaving the Z-shape module, Quastrut-Z, which
will be subsequently discussed along with other variations. The
Quastrut-S is composed of four struts, three bottom wires, three top
wires, and four diagonal cables,whose shape is square fromaplan view,

rectangular (dependingon the height of the grid) fromanelevationview,
and trapezoidal from a side view. As can be verified in the comparison
made inFig.14, it is similar toa tensegritymoduleofhalf-cuboctahedron
(pyramidal four-strut module, different to the quadruplex, which is the
prismatic four-strut configuration), studied originally by Motro (1987).
However, the orientation of the struts and the connectivity of the wires
is slightly different. Besides, Quastrut-S needs fewer cables (10 instead
of 12) than the half-cuboctahedron to achieve stability.

Static Analysis of Quastrut-S

The geometry of Quastrut-S corresponds to coordinates, numbering,
and connections of nodes given in Fig. 12. The usual fundamental

Fig. 11.DLTG obtained from Rot-Umbela manipulation of DLTG 36-
Be1-Te1: plan view and perspective
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Fig. 12. Perspective and plan view of Quastrut-S

Fig. 13. Perspective and plan view of Quastrut-Z

Fig. 14. Comparison of the different views: (a) Quastrut-S; (b) half-cuboctahedron
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assumptions for static calculation in tensegrity structures take into
account that the members are connected by pin joints, that there are
no external loads, and that the self-weight of the structure is
neglected; therefore, only prestress acts in the structure. The authors
will also consider that the structure has no external supports, it is
self-supported, and additionally, that forces in the members are
independent of their sections, materials, and dimensions, as is
usually done when doing static analysis of these kinds of autostable
systems. The analysis of the structure has been done with three
different approaches to compare results.

First, a numerical method is used for calculating the number of
mechanisms and states of self-stress by consecutively solving two
homogenous linear systems, strongly inspired by the studies on the
subject (Pellegrino and Calladine 1986; Pellegrino 1993) and the
numericalmethods developed byTran andLee (2010). By analyzing
the equilibrium Matrix (A), and more specifically its rank, it is
possible to obtain the number of mechanisms (m) and states of self-
stress (s), defined as

s ¼ nullðAÞ ¼ e2 rankðAÞ (1)

m ¼ dim � b2 j2 rankðAÞ (2)

where nullðAÞ5 dimension of null space of the equilibrium Matrix
(A), e 5 number of members, b 5 number of nodes, dim 5 di-
mension (two-dimensional [2D] or three-dimensional [3D]), and

j 5 number of restrictions of the structure. Because tensegrity
structures are self-stable, j could be perfectly null (as is this case)
in such a way that the total number of mechanisms would also
include the rigid body motions (six in 3D, three in 2D).

The two linear homogeneous systems of self-equilibrium equa-
tions are defined by

A� q ¼ f ¼ 0 (3)

D� ½x y z� ¼ 0 (4)

whereq5 force-density vector, inwhich each component is the ratio
of the normal effort over the length of the element (known as force
density or self-stressed coefficient), f 5 vector of external forces
(considered as zero), [x y z] 5 vectors of nodal coordinates, and
D 5 force-density matrix. If the following three conditions are
satisfied, then the dim-dimensional tensegrity structure is stable
independently of the selection of materials and the level of self-
stresses (Zhang and Ohsaki 2007):
1. The force-density matrix D has minimum rank deficiency

(dim1 1);
2. D is positive semidefinite; and
3. Rank of the geometry matrixG is dim3 ðdim1 1Þ=2 [in 3D,

rankðGÞ5 6].
A second step in the analysis is that the calculation of the state of

self-stress was carried out by means of a real-time implementation

Fig. 15. Screen capture, in software ToyGL, of the Quastrut-S (ToyGL is created by Julien Averseng)

Table 1. Initial State of Self-Stress Depending on Type of Elements of Different Quastruts

Type of element Quastrut-S
Rigid

Quastrut-Z
Rigid

Quastrut-S-Z
Octagonal Quastrut-S-Z

(short element/long element)

Struts 23.00000 21.34164 21.34164 22.15045/21.31189
Additional struts — 21.26491 21.26491 —

Bottom original wires 2.00000 1.34164 1.34164 1.09626/1.05606
Top original wires 2.00000 1.34164 0.89443 1.09626/1.05606
Diagonal wires 2.23607 1.00000 1.00000 1.67552/1.00000
Additional bottom wires — 1.00000 1.00000 —

Additional top wires — 1.00000 — —
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(by a software application) of a discrete-element method (mass-
spring systems) (Averseng et al. 2012). This is an explicit dy-
namic nonlinear analysis; although, for the authors’ purpose, it was
used as a versatile method for the design and static analysis of
tensegrity systems. Because these systems are assimilated to discrete
mass-spring systems, the simulation of their dynamic behavior can
be implemented efficiently. Associating the calculations (based on
C11 GLUT library) with an interactive visualization interface
[OpenGL Averseng et al. (2012)], it becomes possible to create and
modify structures in real time, with direct feedback on their behavior
(Fig. 15). This graphical simulation program developed byAverseng,
named ToyGL (version December 2009), is the tool used by the
authors to work out the form finding and calculations of the structures
presented. It permits traditional andnew structures to be designed and,
once defined, allows interaction in real time by changing, with the
mouse and keyboard, the length of members, weights, supports, and
position of the nodes.

Their dynamics are determined using an explicit fourth-order
Runge-Kutta (RK4) time integration scheme. The system is de-
fined kinetically by its dynamic state XðtÞ, which is the set of the
positions and the speeds of the nodes at a given time t, defined by

XðtÞ ¼
�

XiðtÞ
Xi9ðtÞ

�

(5)

During the RK4 processing, the dynamic state XðtÞ is successively
computed from the combination of first-order derivatives of the state
of the system X9ðtÞ5 f ðX, tÞ, which actually relies on the de-
termination of forces to the nodes, defined by

f ðX, tÞ ¼ dXðtÞ
dt

¼
�

Xi9ðtÞ
Xi99ðtÞ

�

¼

8

>

<

>

:

Xi9ðtÞ
1
m

P

Fi

9

>

=

>

;

(6)

Finally, the third step was developed using a modified dynamic
relaxation (DR) algorithm applied to clustered tensegrity structures

Fig. 16. Rigid Quastrut-S with four cables (1–2, 3–4, 5–6, and 7–8) added to the Quastrut-S

Fig. 17. Perspective and plan view of Sixstrut

Fig. 18. Disposition of nodes of Quastrut-S
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(Bel Hadj Ali et al. 2011). This method, implemented in aMATLAB
code and modified slightly by the authors with the open license
software Octave (version 3.6.1), was used to assess and define the
real movements of the nodes of the structure when the state of self-
stressed was applied. From this, it was possible to verify that the
force-density vectors, obtainedwith the classical approach inEq. (3),
were correct and precise. The algorithm also calculates the modi-
fication of the coordinates of the nodes, lengths, and forces of all
members and some other performances that were not fully used for
this purpose, such as the effect of continuous cables on the structural
behavior (which reduces the number of independent states of self-
stress and the number of internal mechanisms).

The general DR method (Bel Hadj Ali et al. 2011) implements
static equilibrium equations [Eq. (7)] by means of considering in-
ertial (M) and damping (C) expressions [Eq. (8)]

FintðuÞ ¼ Fext (7)

FintðuÞ þ
n

M� _vþ C� v
o

¼ Fext (8)

where Fint and Fext 5 vectors of internal and external forces, re-
spectively, u and v5 vectors of nodal displacements and velocities,
respectively, and M and C 5 mass and damping matrix, re-
spectively. Eq. (8) could also be expressed as

M� _vt þ C� vt ¼ Rt (9)

whereR5 residual force vector obtained as the difference between
the external and internal forces at any time t. From this point, the
DR basic equations are obtained by following central difference
approximations (Eq. 10), used for temporal derivatives, and then by
rearranging Eq. (9) in the form of Eq. (11)

vt ¼ vtþDt=2 þ vt2Dt=2

2
; _vt ¼ vtþDt=22 vt2Dt=2

Dt
(10)

vtþDt=2 ¼ vt2Dt=2
�

Mi,x=Dt2Ci,x=2
Mi,x=Dt þ Ci,x=2

�

þ Rt
i,x

�

1
Mi,x=Dt þ Ci,x=2

�

(11)

where subscript i, xmeans the ith node and direction x (respectively,
for directions y and z). Finally, displacements at time (t1Dt) are
obtained from velocities

utþDt
i,x ¼ uti,x þ Dt � vtþDt=2

i,x (12)

Calculations, carried out with the first methodology, prove the ex-
istence of five mechanisms (m5 5) and just one state of self-stress

(s5 1). Themodule is not only stable, but also super stable, becauseof
the fact that the force-density matrix is positive definite (Connelly
1999). The only feasible self-stress mode is the one where tensions
in bars, top/bottom cables, and diagonal cables are23, 2, and 2.236,
respectively (Table 1). Comparison of the results of the state of self-
stress of thefirstmethodwith the second and thirdones diverges in less
than 0.004 and 0.01%, respectively.

Those five internal mechanisms correspond to the relative dis-
placements of the four nodes where just two wires concur, and the
rotation between bases superior and inferior. In fact, every time that
additional wires are added to the bases of the module between those

Fig. 19. Plan view and perspective of Octastrut

Fig. 20. Prototype of Quastrut-S built with wooden dowels and elastic
stripes: (a) unfolded position; (b) folded position
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nodes (1–2, 3–4, 5–6, and 7–8 of Fig. 16), the number of mecha-
nisms is decreased continuously until having just the typical one
(relative rotation of the bases). Paradoxically, in this rigidQuastrut-S
module of Fig. 16, the state of self-stress is the same as in the flexible
or original one, because the additional cables are barely taking any
tension.

Sixstrut

Using the same procedure that has been applied for obtaining the
Quastrut, but working with a different grid, (i.e., applying Rot-
Umbela manipulation to DLTG 36-Be1-Te1), it is possible to
generate another new tensegritymodule inside the original grid. This
novel structure, which analogously to the Quastrut will be called the
Sixstrut, because of the number of bars that it composes, is given in
Fig. 17.

Analogously to Quastrut-S, this tensegrity module is super stable
and has just one state of self-stress (s5 1). Its six mechanisms
(m5 6) correspond to the inextensional displacements of the six
nodes where just two wires concur.

Octastrut, Decastrut, and so Forth

The topology and geometry of the Quastrut and Sixstrut modules,
and especially the connections of the bars inside the prism, are of
particular interest.

Let’s take, as an example, the Quastrut-S of Fig. 18, naming its
vertices as A, B, andC, being those of the top layer At, Bt, Ct. . . and

those of the bottom layer Ab, Bb, Cb. . . Thus, the edges of the
prism are Ab–Bb–Cb, Cb–Db–Eb, Eb–Fb–Gb, and so forth. In the
Quastrut module, the struts go from, for instance, Vertex Ab of an
edge (Ab–Bb–Cb) of one base of the prism (e.g., bottom layer) to
the midpoint (Dt) of an adjacent edge Ct–Dt–Et (opposite to
the vertex of Origin Ab) of the other base of the prim (e.g., top
layer).

Inspired by the characteristic topology of theQuastrutmodules, it
is also possible to define some new configurations with different
prisms whose bases have an even number of sides, that is, hexagons,
octagons, and decagons. The new structures will be named fol-
lowing the same pattern of the Quastrut, that is, Sixstrut (already
obtained by Rot-Umbela manipulation of DLTG 36-Be1-Te1),
Octastrut, Decastrut and so forth.

The higher the number of struts of these kinds of structures, the
more instable they are, because of the increasing number of mech-
anisms arising in the system. To avoid this, it is possible to include
additional wires in the boundary of the prisms to stiffen them ac-
cordingly. This would be considered the rigid variation of those
modules.

Besides, because of the way of defining the geometry of these
modules, when the number of sides of the bases is increased, the
struts get closer and it is easier that they have interferences and touch
each other.

As an example, Fig. 19 shows an Octastrut (s5 1, m5 10)
where, even if the struts do not collide, at least they are very close.
Additional diagonal wires have been introduced at the periphery to
assure its stability.

Fig. 21. Comparison of distribution of stresses between half-cuboctahedron and Quastrut-S
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However, differently to what could be thought, it is not possible
to obtain the Octastrut from the application of Rot-Umbela ma-
nipulation to DLTG 4,8,8-Be1-Te1 [Raducanu’s (2001) four-ways
grid, composed by Expanders V44, similar to Expanders V22, but
with four struts at each vertex, instead of two], which generates
a different grid but not containing the Octastrut. Following the
same rules in precedent cases, if the grid is manipulated using the
following points, a new DLTG of class k5 n5 4 cannot be
obtained:
• Natural umbela valence: u5 v5 n5 4 (where n is the number of

struts concurring at each vertex) in both the upper and lower
nodes;

• Amplitude: a5 L3
ffiffiffi

n
p

=25 L3
ffiffiffi

4
p

=25 L (where L is the
length of the cables of the top and bottom layers); and

• Rotation: r5 270�=n5 67:5�.
This is because in precedent cases, the same polygons of the

Quastrut (squares) and the Sixstrut (hexagons) were parting from
a tessellation, but in this case a mosaic of squares occurs while the
polygon at the bases of the module is an octagon.

Advantages of New Modules

Advantages of Quastrut-S

The Quastrut has several advantages over other four-bar tensegrity
modules. First, the need of fewer elements (10 elements in tension
instead of 12) provides more lightness, easier construction assem-
bly, and more sense of transparency. Total length of the members of
a H2C of dimensions 13 13 1 units (unit model) is 17.3 units,
whereas a Quastrut with the same dimensions is 14.5 units (16%
lower). Besides, all the modules of the family are characterized for
having some nodes with just two wires meeting at them, which
simplifies the configuration of the nodes (and their costs) and makes
any type of deployment of the module easier. Quastrut-S in a folded
and unfolded position is given in Fig. 20, and even if it cannot be
appreciated in pictures, release of the element that fixes the module
in that flat configuration makes the module come back to its original
unfolded shape automatically thanks to the elastic behavior of the
tendons.

Additionally, in Fig. 14, the half-cuboctahedron module and
some other four-bar tensegrity prisms are characterized for having
a twist angle of 45� between the upper and lower polygons of the
prism. This fact means that the projection of the grid of wires of the

Fig. 22. Prototype of Sixstrut built with wooden dowels and elastic
stripes

Fig. 23.Quastrut-Z and disposition of the four nodes (Numbers 2, 3, 5,
and 7, marked with circles) with just two cables concurring at them

Fig. 24. Rigid Quastrut-Z with four cables added to the Quastrut-Z on the top layer (5–6 and 7–8) and bottom layer (1–2 and 3–4); the original wires
1–4 and 6–8 became struts to give stability to the structure
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upper layer is not parallel or perpendicular to the wires of the lower
layer, not giving, in plan view, the same feeling of order and sym-
metry as the Quastrut does.

Conventional four-bar tensegrity prisms have a rotational sym-
metry of 90�, that is, the modules have exactly the same configu-
ration when rotated 90� about their vertical center axis. However,
rotational symmetry of the Quastrut is 180�; therefore, when rotated
90�, the alignment is not the same, which is very helpful when
conforming different DLTGs, as will be subsequently shown. Fi-
nally, distribution of stresses is more homogeneous in Quastrut-S, as
provided in Fig. 21.

Advantages of Sixstrut

The Sixstrut has also some advantages over other six-bar tensegrity
prisms. The total length of members of a prism composed by six
bars, with polygonal bases made of hexagons of a side 1 unit and
height of the prism also 1 unit is 32.5 units, whereas a Sixstrut with
the same dimensions is 28.6 units (12% lower).Moreover, the length
of the six members under compression is also much lower (17%),
which helps the structure even more in terms of volume of elements,
lightness, and risk of buckling.

Sixstrut is also easily foldable thanks to the configuration of the
nodes, where in six of them only two wires are concurring (Fig. 22).
This fact is analogous to the example shown in Fig. 20 for the case
of the Quastrut-S.

Similarly to what happens with four-bar modules, conventional
six-bar tensegrity prisms have a rotational symmetry of 60�, whereas
rotational symmetry of the Sixstrut is 120�; therefore, when rotated
60�, the alignment is not the same,which givesmore versatility to the
design of different types of DLTGs.

For the rest of the family (Octastruts, Decastruts, etc.), the con-
clusions of the analysis are similar to those of the Sixstrut.

Variations of Quastrut

As previously shown, when applying the Rot-Umbela manipu-
lation to the original DLTG 44-Be1-Te1, there are two possibil-
ities for doing the connection of the wires on the bases of the
modules.

Z-Shape: Quastrut-Z

The second variation, obtained in Fig. 4(b) and exposed in Fig. 13,
occurs when horizontal wires form a Z-shape, having the long wires
in the diagonal of the square in plan view. Coordinates are the same
as those of Quastrut-S, but the topology is different and corresponds
to the connections given in Fig. 23. However, this original con-
figuration, also called Quastrut-Z, is not stable by itself, having four
internal mechanisms (m5 4) and no state of self-stress (s5 0) ca-
pable to stiffen the structure. Thus, it cannot be considered a ten-
segrity structure.

This is because of the fact that, in this structure, there are four
nodes (Numbers 2, 3, 5, and 7, marked with circles in Fig. 23) at
which are concurring just two cables along with the strut. To be in
equilibrium, the resultant of the three lines of forces must be zero;
thus, the three elements must be in the same plane. In Fig. 23, it does
not happen in the Z-shape configuration, and the system must
modify the position of its nodes to achieve that equilibrium
condition.

There are some other examples, apart from Quastrut-S, Sixstrut,
and Octastrut, of these kinds of structures where there are only one
strut and two cables concurring at a node, perfectly maintaining the
stability of the system, for instance, the Skylon structure sculpture
(Francis 1980), many of Pars’ tensegrity fans (Pars 2008), and the
stella octangula (Emmerich 1988).

To keep the original shape of Quastrut-Z, it is necessary to add
extra wires, especially at the nodes where there are two and not
three cables concurring. The system illustrated in Fig. 24, the rigid
Quastrut-Z, has additional parallel cables in diagonal in both layers
(1–2, 3–4, 5–6, and 7–8). Such a structure has one mechanism
(m5 1) and one state of self-stress (s5 1), which is shown in

Fig. 25.Quastrut-S-Z and disposition of the two nodes (Numbers 5 and
7, which are circled) with just two cables concurring at them

Fig. 26. Perspective and plan view of the octagonal Quastrut-S-Z and disposition of nodes
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Table 1. There are six negative stresses (corresponding to elements
under compression), two more than the four struts of the initial
system. This is because the two diagonals of the Z-shape of the
bases (1–4 and 6–8), one in each layer, must be under compression.
In such a way, it is possible to keep the stability as a whole. Because
there are struts in contact, the structure switches to class k5 2,
creating two enchained set of struts doing zigzag between opposite
vertices.

S-Z-Shape: Quastrut-S-Z

Moreover, there is a third variation, the S-Z-shape, created when
both previously exposed configurations are mixed together. In
this case, the bottom wires form a Z-shape, whereas the top
wires form an S-shape (or vice versa). In this module, the position
of its nodes changes sensitively to reach the equilibrium condi-
tions previously mentioned, which mainly affects the two vertices
(Numbers 5 and 7, circled in Fig. 25) of the layer with cables having
a Z-shape.

One of the feasible conversions from the theoretical shape to
a real configuration, without adding extra elements, is the octag-
onal Quastrut-S-Z, with coordinates of nodes shown in Fig. 26. It is
verifiable that the new module acquires an irregular octagonal
shape when projected in the horizontal plane. Regular octagonal
configuration is impossible because of geometric reasons. The
symmetry of the structure would create interferences between
the struts. The main condition to obtain the equilibrium is that the
two struts, where only two wires are concurring (At–Db and Ft–
Cb), are in the same plane as their contiguous cables. In Fig. 26,
Strut At–Db, for instance, must be in the same plane of cables
arriving at Vertex At (At–Hb and At–Bt) and Vertex Db (Db–Cb
and Db–Et).

It is possible to find, in this configuration, five mechanisms
(m5 5) and one state of self-stress (s5 1), which is presented in
Table 1 (values are shown depending on the length of the con-
nections: short elements/long elements).

Obviously, as in the case of the Quastrut-Z, it is also possible to
fix the original geometry S-Z (given in Fig. 25 with the same
coordinates as Quastrut-Z) by means of including extra cables in the
base where cables form a Z-shape. The result, shown in Fig. 27, is
found by switching the diagonal cable in themiddle of the base for an
extra strut to achieve stability. In this case the structure has three
infinitesimal mechanisms (m5 3) and only one independent self-
stress mode (s5 1), exposed in Table 1.

Fig. 27. Rigid Quastrut-S-Z with two cables added to the Quastrut-S-Z

Fig. 28. DLTG Quastrut-S Number 1s, monogyre (dextrorse mod-
ules), rotation 0�, semi-closed configuration
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DLTG Quastrut

The final grid obtained after the application of the Rot-
Umbela manipulation to DLTG 44-Be1-Te1 was presented in
Fig. 6. As has been previously claimed, it is the same as

considering the juxtaposition of Quastrut-S dextrorse modules
aligned 0�.

In Fig. 6, where a certain state of self-stress has already been
applied, the DLTG is stable, even if it looks like there are some wires
missing. The designer would like the boundaries of the upper and

Table 2. Some Variations of DLTG Quastrut-S and Characteristics

13 1 23 2 33 3 43 4

Number Module Gyre Rotation Variation k s m s m s m s m

1 Quastrut-S Mono 0 Open 2 1 5 4 20 9 33 17 45
1s Quastrut-S Mono 0 Semi-closed 2 1 5 5 9 13 17 25 25
1c Quastrut-S Mono 0 Closed 2 1 5 5 5 13 9 25 13
1r Quastrut-S Mono 0 Rigid 2 1 5 5 1 17 1 37 1
2 Quastrut-S Mono 0–90 Open 4 1 5 4 17 9 33 16 53
3 Quastrut-S Racemic 0 Open 4 1 5 4 13 9 21 16 29
4 Quastrut-S Racemic 0–90 Opena 2 1 5 2 27 4 56 8 93
aSome diagonal wires changed for vertical wires to avoid intersections between them.

Fig. 29. DLTG Quastrut-S Number 2 (monogyre, rotations 0 and 90�,
open configuration)

Fig. 30. DLTG Quastrut-S Number 3 (racemic, rotation 0�, open
configuration)
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lower layers to be closed, along with some of the diagonal wires of
the periphery. In that case, after the addition of those extra elements
at the boundaries, the new grid would be more rigid and stable.
Henceforth, these cases will be denominated closed arrangements.

In case the addition of extra elements is applied just to the bottom
and top layer (horizontal cables), and not to the web layer (diagonal
cables), they will be called semi-closed, as appears in Fig. 28.
Moreover, there are some other variations, such as the rigid con-
figurations, where extra wires are also included not only in the
periphery of the grid, but also in the interior parts of the bottom, top,
and web layers of the DLTG.

Some Other Variations of the DLTG

Emmerich (1988) proposed the generation of many DLTGs, com-
posing themwith some basic modules and their variations. Emmerich
generated the variations by means of using the tensegrity anti-
prisms (cylinder-shape simplex modules), antipyramids (tensegrity
truncated-pyramid modules), and interpenetrated modules. It is also
possible to do the same with the modules obtained here.

As with the tensegrity basic systems studied by Emmerich, the
modules in this paper are enantiomorphic; therefore, it is possible to
use a monogyre composition with either dextrorse or sinistrorse
modules, or a racemic arrangement, that is, using both dextrorota-
tory and levorotatory forms of the modules.

Besides, the different enantiomers can be rotated, aligning them
at 0, 45, 60, and 90� (depending on the geometry of the module),
and thus conforming different grids by combining their several
variations.

As a result, taking the whole list of modules exposed until this
point, it is possible to create a wide-range catalog of different
DLTGs attending to the combinations of all of them. For ex-
ample, some of the different possibilities offered by the juxta-
position of the Quastrut-S are exposed in Table 2. In that chart,
additional configurations have been added to the simplest grid,
the Quastrut-S monogyre, that is, semi-closed, closed, and rigid
grids. The same variations are also applicable to the other grids,
but they are not included for simplifying the exposition of the
data. Some graphical examples of these potentials are shown in
Figs. 29–31.

Table 2 also presents some additional information about these
grids, such as the tensegrity class (k), the number of internal mech-
anisms (m), and the states of self-stress (s) for several square com-
positions of N3N modules. It is not the intention of the authors to
give explanations in full detail about these properties because of
length limitations. All the research related to this point will be pre-
sented in more detail in further communications.

Analogously, it is straightforward to generate some other
DLTGs, considering as a starting point tessellations created by
combinations of polygons with the same number of edges as the
modules originated, as previously shown. Another example is pre-
sented in Table 3 and Fig. 32, with some possibilities for grids
composed by modules of Sixstruts. Fig. 6 would correspond to
the DLTG Sixstrut Number 1 (monogyre, rotation 0� and open
configuration).

Fig. 31. DLTG Quastrut-S Number 4 (racemic, rotations 0 and 90�,
open configuration)

Table 3. Some Variations of DLTG Sixstrut and Characteristics

1 module 7 modules

Number Module Gyre Rotation Variation k s m s m

1 Sixstrut Mono 0 Open 3 1 6 7 28
1s Sixstrut Mono 0 Semi-closed 3 1 6 7 10
1c Sixstrut Mono 0 Closed 3 1 6 7 4
2 Sixstrut Mono 0–60 Open 3 1 6 7 28
3 Sixstrut Racemic 0 Open 2 1 6 7 43
4 Sixstrut Racemic 0–60 Open 3 1 6 7 19
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Finally, to show the combination of different kinds of modules,
Table 4 exposes some variations of the DLTG 6-4-3-Strut com-
posed by Quastrut-S (four sides) and the Sixstrut (three sides),
leaving between some of them empty spaces with triangular shape
(three sides). Fig. 33 is an illustration of the rigid configuration. The

same exercise could be done with many other tessellations (e.g.,
4-8-8 and 3-4-6-4).

Conclusions

It has been proven that the use of Rot-Umbelamanipulations applied
to DLTGs produce some new and unknown, until now, tensegrity
grids. In this paper, these operations have been applied to grids
composed by Expanders V22 and V33.

A closed observation of the new grids permits new kinds of
tensegrity modules to be obtained, Quastruts and Sixstruts, which
are integrated in the novel grids. The analysis of these modules, and
some of their variations, shows that they belong to a new family of
tensegrity systems based on rotational symmetry. Thus, the use of
Rot-Umbela manipulations on conventional or tensegrity structures
may lead to the discovery of innovative tensegrity systems un-
identified at the present time.

Finally, it has also been proven that the combination of these new
tensegrity structures can produce new DLTGs attending to their
different variations, ways of composing them, and methodologies
for stiffening them.

Further Research

This paper exposes a particular methodology for obtaining in-
novative DLTGs. It also deals with the static analysis of the new
modules and the grids composed with them, albeit in not much
detail. The next steps lead to a more complete and full research on
the stability, rigidity, resistance, and deformation of these novel
structures and some other variations derived from themethodologies
exposed. Analysis of their mechanisms and states of self-stress will
help to understand their structural characteristics better.

Stiffness of tensegrity structures depends on their geometry, con-
nectivity, material properties, and level of prestress (Guest 2011).
Therefore, special attention must be applied to the self-stress of the
novel modules and the grids derived from them.

Further analysis will be done to compare the behavior between
these new grids (e.g., DLTG Quastrut versus DLTG Sixstrut), their
variations (e.g., monogyre versus racemic; 0 versus 90�), and their
configurations (e.g., open versus closed). It would also be interesting
to compare themwith other grids already existing andwell knownby
the tensegrity researchers.
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Fig. 32. DLTG Sixstrut Number 4s (racemic, rotation 0–60�, semi-
closed configuration)

Table 4. Main Variations of DLTG 6-4-3-Strut and Characteristics

7
modules

Number Module Gyre Rotation Variation k s m

1 6-4-3-Strut Mono 0–60 Open 3 7 33
1s 6-4-3-Strut Mono 0–60 Semi-

closed
3 7 15

1c 6-4-3-Strut Mono 0–60 Closed 3 7 9
1r 6-4-3-Strut Mono 0–60 Rigid 3 13 1
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Notation

The following symbols are used in this paper:
A 5 equilibrium matrix;
a 5 amplitude or length of opening of the Rot-Umbela

manipulation;
b 5 number of nodes;
C 5 damping matrix;
D 5 force-density matrix;

dim 5 number of dimensions;
e 5 number of members;
f 5 vector of external forces;
j 5 number of restrictions;
k 5 class of tensegrity (maximum number of struts

concurring to the same joint);
L 5 length of the cables of the top or bottom layer;
M 5 mass matrix;
m 5 number of internal mechanisms (not including rigid

body mechanisms)
n 5 number of struts concurring at each vertex;
q 5 force-density vector;
R 5 residual force vector;
r 5 rotation of the Rot-Umbela manipulation;
s 5 number of the states of self-stress;
u 5 umbela valence; and
v 5 vertex valence.
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Resumen en castellano 

Título: Comparación entre nuevas familias de mallas tensegríticas de doble capa. 

 

Las Manipulaciones de Rot-Umbela permiten transformar mallas de doble capa (MDC) 

convencionales en mallas de tensegridad. Por medio de este método se consiguió descubrir dos 

nuevos módulos tensegríticos: el Quastrut y el Sixstrut. El objetivo de este trabajo es comparar el 

comportamiento de la nueva familia de mallas tensegríticas de doble capa (MTDC) obtenidas por 

yuxtaposición de módulos Quastrut en sus diferentes variantes: enantomórficas (p.ej. monogiro Vs 

racémico), orientación (p.ej. 0° Vs 90°) y configuración (p.ej. abierta Vs cerrada). Es posible 

determinar, de este modo, cuál de las posibles MTDC se comporta mejor en términos de resistencia, 

eficiencia estructural, deformación, etc. Asimismo, el análisis de sus mecanismos infinitesimales y 

de sus estados de pretensado permiten ayudar a entender mejor sus características estructurales. 

Finalmente, la plegabilidad de estas estructuras se muestra como uno de los potenciales más 

complejos, desafiantes y a la vez interesantes de las MTDC. 
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Summary: Rot-Umbela manipulations permit conventional double-layer grids (DLG) to be transformed into tensegrity 

grids. By means of this method, two new tensegrity modules (Quastrut and Sixstrut) were already discovered. The aim 

of this work is to compare the behavior of the new family of Double-Layer Tensegrity Grids (DLTG) obtained by the 

juxtaposition of the Quastrut in some of its variations depending on enantiomorphic variants (e.g. monogyre Vs. 

racemic), orientations (e.g. 0º Vs. 90º) and configurations (e.g. open Vs. closed). It will be possible to determine which 

DLTG performs better taking into account their resistance, structural efficiency, deflection, etc. Furthermore, analysis 

of their mechanisms and states of self-stress could help to understand their structural characteristics better. 

Deployability will be revealed as one of the most challenging and interesting potentials of these DLTGs. 

 

 

Keywords: Tensegrity, Structure, Deployable, Double-Layer, Grid, Quastrut 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Tensegrity systems are considered as self-stressed and 

auto-stable structures composed by isolated components 

in compression inside a net of continuous tension, in such 

a way that the compressed members (usually bars or 

struts) do not touch each other and the pre-stressed 

tensioned members (usually wires or even tensile 

membranes) delineate the system spatially [1]. 

It has been recently proved that the use of Rot-Umbela 

Manipulations, applied to Double-Layer Tensegrity Grids 

(DLTGs) produces a transformation to some other new 

and unknown, until now, tensegrity grids [2]. A closed 

observation of the new grids permits new kinds of 

tensegrity modules to be obtained, baptized as Quastruts 

and Sixstruts, integrated in the novel grids [3]. 

All the modules of the family are characterized for having 

some nodes with just two wires meeting at them, which 

simplifies the configuration of the nodes (and thus their 

costs) and makes any type of deployment of the module 

easier. A brief description of these components is 

provided, as well as some information about their static 

analysis, states of self-stress and internal mechanisms. 

Nowadays, the principal use taken into consideration for 

Quastruts and Sixstruts is the generation of DLTGs 

(which is actually its origin), but these modules could also 

be implemented for the design of another kind of 

structures, like pedestrian bridges or light canopies. 

The principal aim of this work is to compare the behavior 

of the new families of DLTGs obtained by the 

juxtaposition of the Quastrut in some of its variations 

depending on enantiomorphic variants (e.g. monogyre Vs. 

racemic), orientations (e.g. 0º Vs. 90º) and configurations 

(e.g. open Vs. closed). Besides, it would also be 

interesting to compare them with other DLTGs already 

existing and well known in the tensegrity field. 

In such a way, and after analyzing their advantages and 

disadvantages, it will be possible to determine which 

DLTGs perform better taking into account their 

resistance, structural efficiency, deflection, etc. 

 

ROT-UMBELA MANIPULATIONS 

In the case of a grid or tessellation, a Rot-Umbela 

Manipulation is defined as a transformation of the vertex 

of a grid in such a way that it originates an “atomization” 

of a node, converting it to several nodes linked together 

and usually rotated around the original vertex. Final shape 

and rotation would be defined by the initial conditions 

imposed to geometry and state of self-stress applied to the 

structure. For any vertex of valence v, a new polygon of u 

sides could be generated around it, saying that it has an 

‘umbela valence’ u. Vertex of Fig. 01 is processed with a 

‘natural’ umbela valence (u=v=6) and a rotation of 120º. 

 

Fig. 01 Rot-Umbela manipulation in a grid. 
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GENERATION OF QUASTRUTS AND SIXSTRUTS 

By means of applying a Rot-Umbela Manipulation to the 

DLTG 4
4
-Be1-Te1 (nomenclature according to [4]), 

originally patented by Raducanu and Motro [5] under the 

name “2-way grid” and composed by expanders V22 (Fig. 

02), it is possible to generate three new shapes inside the 

original grid.  

 

Fig. 02 DLTG 4
4
-Be1-Te1 or “2-way grid” 

 

These subsystems, when isolated, produce three 

innovative module configurations depending on the 

arrangement of the cables (struts always keep the same 

position for all types). Because they are composed of 

groups of four struts, they will be baptized as Quastruts 

(Fig. 03).  

Quastrut-S: The first configuration of cables, in Fig. 03.a, 

is a module composed by four struts (1-7, 2-6, 3-8, 4-5) 

overlapping each other, an S-shape net of cables on the 

top layer (1-3, 3-2, 2-4, forming 90º between them, in 

dark blue lines), and another S-shape net of cables on the 

bottom layer (6-7, 7-5, 5-8, in clear green lines) rotated by 

180º relative to the superior one. Four more wires in the 

periphery of the module (1-5, 2-8, 3-6, 4-7), close the 

sides of the module in the plan view. This module is super 

stable, as it is stated by the fact that its force density 

matrix is positive definite [6], having five mechanisms 

(m=5) and just one state of self-stress (s=1). 

Quastrut-Z: The second variation, in Fig. 03.b, occurs 

when horizontal wires form a Z-shape (5-8, 8-6, 6-7 in 

bottom layer and 3-1, 1-4, 4-2 in top layer). Coordinates 

are the same as those of Quastrut-S, but the topology is 

different. However, this original configuration is not 

stable by itself, having four internal mechanisms (m=4) 

and no state of self-stress (s=0) capable to stiffen the 

structure. Thus, it cannot be considered a tensegrity 

structure on its own, but only when combined with other 

modules or stiffen by additional components. 

Quastrut-S-Z: The third variation can be created when 

both configurations exposed above are mixed together. 

For instance, the bottom wires form a Z-shape while the 

top wires form an S-shape (or vice versa). 

Another new tensegrity module can be obtained by 

applying a Rot-Umbela Manipulation to the DLTG 3
6
-

Be1-Te1 or “3-way grid”. The result is the so-called 

Sixstrut (because of the six bars that it composes), another 

super stable tensegrity with just one state of self-stress 

(s=1) and six mechanisms (m=6). Some other new 

analogous structures have been discovered with different 

number of struts (Octastrut, Decastrut, Dodecastrut, etc.) 

 

 

Fig. 03 a) Quastrut-S and b) Quastrut-Z. 

 

COMPOSITION OF NEW DLTGS 

It is easily conceivable to create a wide range catalogue of 

different DLTGs attending to the combinations of all of 

them. However, in this work only compositions made 

with the Quastrut-S and Quastrut-Z will be analyzed, as 

they are interesting enough to develop a significant case 

study. 

All the modules exposed in the previous section, 

including the Quastruts that are being studied, are 

enantiomorphic, so it is possible to use a “monogyre” 

composition with either dextrorse or sinistrorse modules 

(d and s respectively in Fig. 04 and Fig. 05), or a 

“racemic” arrangement, i.e. using both dextrorotatory and 

levorotatory forms of the modules. 

Enantiomers of Quastruts can also be rotated in the grid, 

aligning them at 0º or 90º, and thus conforming different 

grids by combining these two variations. 

Even though there are multiple possibilities to combine 

the Quastruts and their variations, only four different 

possibilities for each one of them (Quastrut-S and 

Quastrut-Z) will be taken into account in order to keep the 

scope of the study manageable.  

 Type 1: Monogyre, rotation 0º. 

 Type 2: Monogyre, rotation 0º and 90º. 

 Type 3: Racemic, rotation 0º 

 Type 4: Racemic, rotation 0º and 90º 

Classification of any tensegrity structure can be done 

depending on its class k (maximum number of struts 

concurring to the same joint). While types 1 and 4 are 

class 2, types 2 and 3 are class 4.
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Fig. 04 DLTGs obtained with Quastruts-S 

 

Fig. 05 DLTGs obtained with Quastruts-Z
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The graphical representations of these grids are shown in 

Fig. 04 (for Quastruts-S) and Fig. 05 (for Quastruts-Z). 

For each of them, two variants have been considered:  

 o) Open or Original one, just by juxtaposition of 

the modules. 

 c) Closed or Covered one, by addition of cables 

to top and bottom layers to “fill the gaps” and 

reinforce the grid.  

For the comparison of the grids, all of them have been 

designed flat and composed by 5x5 modules, each module 

being 2x2m in plan view and a total height of 1,5m. As a 

result, all the grids measure 10x10m with a depth of 1,5m. 

DESIGN CRITERIA 

Oncethe geometry of the DLTGs have been defined, as 

explained in the previous section, the boundary conditions 

must be fixed. Grids are simply supported at all the nodes 

lying on the boundaries of the lower layer. 

After several trials, an initial set of conditions was 

established for accomplishing a feasible comparison of 

the behavior of the structures.  

The material of all elements was steel (E=210000MPa, 

=7850kg/m
3
), with different elastic limits for struts 

(fy=355MPa) and cables (fy=500MPa). Struts were 

defined with a round hollow structural section 

HSS60.3x6.9 (A=1008mm
2
) and cables with a nominal 

diameter of 10mm (A=78.5mm
2
). 

Related to the load hypothesis, a simple combination of 

Ultimate Limited States (ULS) actions are considered: G 

+ Q + S where (G) is the self-weight of the structure, (Q) 

the active loads and (S) the self-stress. As this study is a 

comparison between the behaviors of the DLTGs and not 

a real design process, at this stage no partial safety factors 

were considered. 

Self-weight (G) is applied automatically by the program 

by defining section areas, lengths and densities of the 

different elements and considering a gravity acceleration 

of -1 in Z direction.  

Application of active loads (Q) is distributed as a set of 

nodal masses among all the free nodes of the structure 

(those who are not supports). For this study, two uniform 

loads are applied, each one of 1kN/m2. The first one 

related to the typical roof live load and the second one 

responding to ground snow load. Because these 

conditions are certainly severe for such a structure, 

permanent loads of the covering roofing were considered 

negligible compared to them. 

For the self-stress (S), a general and not optimized state of 

self-stress is applied to all the cables of the structure by 

introducing a pretension of 5000N (approximately 12.5% 

of their yield strength). 

CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS 

First of all, a study of the mechanisms and states of self-

stress of each type of DLTG could help to understand 

their structural characteristics better. A numerical method 

to obtain the rank of the equilibrium matrix [7] applied to 

4x4 DLTGs proves that the number of states of self-stress 

is significantly different in type S4 (s=8) and similar in 

the other cases (s=16 for S1 and s=17 for S2 and S3). The 

number of mechanisms is discordant enough for each 

type: 45, 53, 29 and 93 for DLTGs S1, S2, S3 and S4 

respectively. 

Static analyses of the structures have been carried out 

using the software ToyGL [8], a real time implementation 

of a discrete element method (mass-spring systems). This 

is an explicit dynamic nonlinear analysis, although for our 

purpose it was also used as a versatile method for the 

design and static analysis of tensegrity systems. It permits 

structures in real time to be created and modified, with a 

direct feedback on their behavior. It has been proved to be 

especially adequate for the design and calculation of 

tensegrity structures [8]. 

When working with this program, for automatically 

processing the input of the data (from an AutoCad file) 

and output of the results (to an Excel file), a customized 

set of routines have been developed by the authors of this 

contribution. 

Weights of the grids are sensibly equivalent (maximum 

difference of 10%), as all of them have the same number 

of struts (100), which are the heaviest elements of the 

structure. The lightest DLTG is the S3 (2297kg) and the 

heaviest is the Z4cc (2562kg), with an average weight of 

23,7kg/m
2
. 

Fig. 06 shows the behavior of all the DLTGs in terms of 

deflection (in cm) as well as maximum and minimum 

forces (in kN). As can be observed, there are three grids 

that collapse. This is not due to the lack of resistance to 

the applied loads, but to the lack of stability and self-

equilibrium. The rest of the structures are able to support 

the external loads, but among them the minimum 

deformations correspond to the grid S1 (2.9cm) and S1c 

(2.8cm). For the other types these values are between 

approx. 6 and 40 cm. 

 

Fig. 06 Graphic of deflections and forces in the DLTGs. 

Not considering collapsed structures, maximum forces (in 

tension) for the cables are between 29kN (again in DLTG 

S1 and S1c) and 131kN (for type Z2). Values higher than 

approx. 40kN would mean the plasticity of the cables, 
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because with a diameter of 10mm and a cross-sectional 

area of 78.5mm
2
 their stress would overpass the yield 

point (500Mpa).  

Minimum forces (in compression) for the struts are 

between -26kN (for type Z4c) and -160kN (for type Z3). 

In this case, the accepted limit is not defined by the cross-

sectional resistance to uniform compression, but by the 

buckling resistance of the struts. Calculations have been 

made according to the Eurocode 3 (Design of steel 

structures). Following the procedure exposed in section 

6.3, for a HSS60.3x6.9 (A=1008mm
2
, I=3.77E5 mm

4
), 

partial factor M0=1.05, fy=355MPa and considering 

hinged-hinged connections, the maximum compression 

load could not be higher than 783kN (this value has not 

taken  into account any safety factor as the main purpose 

of the study is not a final design but a general comparison 

between the different DLTGs). 

Results of the calculations are also represented in Fig. 07, 

where numbers of collapsing members for each case is 

shown. It can be clearly observed that the number of 

struts that collapse under buckling is not significant. 

Apart from the grid S4, which has been clearly proved 

that collapses, only another three grids have some 

member failing under buckling: Z2, Z3 and Z3c (with 1, 4 

and 3 struts respectively). 

 

Fig. 07 Graphic of collapsing members of the DLTGs. 

This figure also illustrates the number of “broken” cables 

that reach their yield limit (the term “broken” is not 

precise, but it serves to point out the most solicited 

members in tension). It is worth to remark that, again, 

grids S1, S1c and Z1 are the only ones with no collapsed 

cables. It can also be noted that, related to slacking cables 

(cables with null tension), even if their behavior is still 

good (between 20 and 40 slacking cables), there are some 

other DLTGs with similar or even better response. 

Slacking of cables is not an important problem from a 

mechanical point of view, but they can cause vibrations in 

case of wind and are not aesthetically pleasant. 

It is straightforward to conclude that the best designs for 

this study case corresponds to DLTG S1 and S1c, 

composed by modules of Quastrut-S in juxtaposition, 

with no rotations and no reflections. Thus, in order to 

better understand  the behavior of this structure, a deeper 

analysis of the grid S1c is going to be exposed.  

Fig. 08 presents the distribution of forces of this structure, 

with the compressive forces (negative, downwards) and 

tensile forces (positive, upwards) of their different types 

of elements: struts (Web_Strut_Layer), top and bottom 

chords with the original cables of grid S1 (Upper_Lyr and 

Lower_Lyr), diagonal cables (Web_Wire_Lyr) and the 

additional cables included in the grid S1c for enhancing 

stiffness (Upper_Lyr_Triang and Lower_Lyr_Triang). As 

can be seen, these last additional groups of tension 

elements barely make any relevance in the overall 

disposition of forces of the structure, although obviously 

they contribute somehow to reduce the deflection and the 

maximum values of forces in struts and cables. 

 

Fig. 08 Distribution of forces in the DLTG Quastrut-S 1c 

It is be possible to optimize this DLTG by changing a few 

parameters. First of all, all the cables between supporting 

nodes can be erased because they do not bear any load but 

their own self-stress. Although increasing the tension of 

the upper cables seldom reduces the deflection, doubling 

the pre-stress in the diagonal wires reduces it almost 20%, 

which can reach up to 50% by imposing upon them a 

pretension of 20000N. It also reduces the number of 

slacking cables from 39 to 30. Another possibility, 

perhaps the most intuitive, is to raise the pre-stress of the 

lower chord, which reduces the deflection in 13% if the 

pretension reaches 10000N (decreasing the number of 

slacking cables and maximum/minimum forces in 

elements), or in 25% if it goes up to 20000N. A 

combination of both options, up to 20000N in each type 

of cable, would leave the total deflection in 1cm (64% 

reduction), 12 slacking cables (69% reduction) without a 

significant increase in the tension or compression carried 

by the members of the grid.  

Optimization of the struts can be performed by changing 

the cross-section of those ones that bear low compression 

forces. 46 of them receive less than 26000N, so they are 

not in risk of buckling if their section is substituted by a 

HSS48.3x3.7 (A=480mm
2
, I=1.22E5 mm

4
). This change 

reduces the total weight by 25%, without any harm to the 

general behavior of the structure. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

An analysis has been carried out to compare the behavior 

of a new family of DLTG obtained by the juxtaposition of 

the Quastrut in some of its variations. It is probably not a 
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coincidence that the best behaviors correspond to those of 

the original DLTGs obtained directly from the Rot-

Umbela Manipulations (DLTG Quastrut-S1 and DLTG 

Quastrut-Z1). However, what  is interesting  is the fact 

that these structures are class 2, when apparently a class 4 

(grids type 2 and 3) should be stiffer and stronger. As 

expected, there is a certain influence of the number of 

states of self-stress and mechanisms in the overall 

response of these structures; grids with less states of self-

stress and more mechanisms are more inclined to 

collapse, as happens with type S4. 

In general, DLTG generated with Quastruts-S behave 

better than those composed by Quastruts-Z. This is more 

than probably due to the fact that the Quastrut-S is super 

stable by itself, while Quastrut-Z is not, and can only be 

in equilibrium when inserted in a bigger and more 

complex structure and supported properly. 

It also looks clear that the improvement of any grid can be 

easily achieved by just adding a few cables on the top and 

bottom layers. However, real optimization of the grids is 

obtained by changing the initial pre-stress of the cables 

and reducing the cross-section areas of the least loaded 

struts. As a result, it is possible to obtain a light structure 

of 17.6 kg/m2, composed by juxtaposition of Quastruts-S, 

with no rotation or reflection, with an acceptable 

resistance to self-weight and external active loads.  

 

FURTHER RESEARCH 

A deeper study of the self-stress of each grid, the choice 

of its level, the design of the elements (cross-section 

areas, types of section, materials, etc.) will be necessary 

to optimize the design of the DLTGs. Besides, it would 

also be interesting to compare them under exactly the 

same conditions as other DLTGs already existing and 

well known in the tensegrity field. 

It is not the intention of the present work to analyze in 

depth, but yes to mention, an interesting performance of 

the Quastruts: deployability. Physical models prove that 

their singular topology and geometry may lead to the 

consideration of several ways of folding and unfolding the 

grids composed by these modules.  

A first way of folding Quastrut-S is shown in the Fig. 

09.b, and even if it cannot be appreciated in pictures, 

release of the element that fixes the module in that flat 

configuration makes the module come back to its original 

unfolded shape (Fig. 09.a) automatically thanks to the 

elastic behavior of the tendons. A second way of folding 

is shown in Fig. 09.c and d, where the first one is the step 

in which the edges of the bottom (i.e. 6 and 8) and top 

cables (i.e. 1 and 4) that have an S-shape are detached 

from the struts, whose edges (i.e. 1’, 4’, 6’ and 8’) run 

through those cables until they approach the adjacent 

vertices of the other struts edges (i.e. 2, 3, 5 and 7). 

Second step is clearly illustrated in Fig. 09.d. 

These characteristics make an in depth  analysis of the 

possible deployability and foldability of the DLTGs 

exposed in this work feasible. 

 

Fig. 09 a) Quastrut-S in unfolded position. b) Folding by 

elasticity, pushing down. c) Folding by disconnection of 

edges of the S and approaching vertices, first step. d) 

Second step. 
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Resumen en castellano 

Título: Gestión y mejora de la información de los índices de citación. 

 

La bibliometría y el análisis de citas se han convertido en un importante conjunto de métodos 

utilizados por la ciencia de la información y la biblioteconomía. Son también fuentes de información 

excepcionales para muchas otras áreas de conocimiento. Sus principales fuentes de origen son los 

índices de citación, que son bases de datos bibliográficas como Web of Science, Scopus, Google 

Scholar, etc. Sin embargo, estos índices de citación adolecen de falta de perfección y 

estandarización. Existen diversas herramientas informáticas que permiten gestionar la información 

y analizar bibliográficamente los datos obtenidos de dichos índices de citación. Se ha llevado a cabo 

una comparación para identificar cuáles de ellos permiten realizar ciertas tareas de pre-procesado. 

Normalmente, no suelen ser muy efectivas a la hora de detectar duplicados, incorrecciones, errores 

tipográficos, variantes toponímicos, etc., lo que obliga al usuario a una tediosa y onerosa labor de 

corrección de todos esos datos. Asimismo, algunos de dichos programas no son capaces de trabajar 

con conjuntos de datos obtenidos desde diferentes índices de citación, limitándose a trabajar 

principalmente con aquellos extraídos de Web of Science (WoS). 

Un nuevo programa informático, denominado STICCI.eu (Software Tool for Improving and 

Converting Citation Indices – enhancing uniformity), que está disponible gratuitamente online, ha 

sido creado para solventar esos problemas. STICCI.eu es capaz de convertir entre formatos de 

diferentes bases de datos bibliográficas (WoS, Scopus, CSV, BibTex, RIS), corregir los errores más 

usuales de dichos índices de citación, detectar duplicados, errores tipográficos, etc., identificar y 

transformar los títulos completos y abreviados de las revistas, homogeneizar las toponimias de 

países, ciudades, regiones, etc. y listar todos estos datos procesados para mostrar los autores más 

citados, los trabajos más representativos, las revistas más influyentes, los países más prolíficos, etc. 
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Abstract 

Bibliometrics and citation analysis have become an important set of methods for library and information science, as 
well as an exceptional source of information and knowledge for many other areas. Their main sources are citation 
indices, which are bibliographic databases like Web of Science, Scopus, Google Scholar, etc. However, bibliographical 
databases lack perfection and standardization. There are several software tools that perform useful information 
management and bibliometric analysis importing data from them. A comparison has been carried out to identify 
which of them perform certain pre-processing tasks. Usually, they are not strong enough to detect all the duplications, 
mistakes, misspellings and variant names, leaving to the user the tedious and time-consuming task of correcting the 
data. Furthermore, some of them do not import datasets from different citation indices, but mainly from Web of 
Science (WoS). 

A new software tool, called STICCI.eu (Software Tool for Improving and Converting Citation Indices - enhancing 
uniformity), which is freely available online, has been created to solve these problems. STICCI.eu is able to do 
conversions between bibliographical citation formats (WoS, Scopus, CSV, BibTex, RIS), correct the usual mistakes 
appearing in those databases, detect duplications, misspellings, etc., identify and transform the full or abbreviated 
titles of the journals, homogenize toponymical names of countries and relevant cities or regions and list the processed 
data in terms of the most cited authors, journals, references, etc. 

Keywords 

Information management; Bibliometrics; Citation indices; Data cleaning; Software 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Bibliometrics and citation analysis 

Bibliometrics and citation analysis have become a very important set of methods for library and information science in 
the last four decades, as well as an exceptional source of information and knowledge for many other areas. However, 
they are not new fields, according to Weinberg, which is cited in Hood and Wilson (2001). He claims that the first 
Hebrew citation indexes date from about the 12th century; Sengupta (also cited by Hood and Wilson) states that the 
first bibliometric study was produced by Campbell in 1896. Bibliometrics (English equivalent of the term ‘bibliometrie’, 
coined by Paul Otlet in 1934), was defined by Pritchard (1969) as "the application of mathematics and statistical 
methods to books and other media of communication”; It is a set of methods to quantitatively analyze scientific and 
technological literature. It permits the exploration of the impact of any research field, the influence of a group of 
researchers or institutes, the impact of a certain publication or the quantitative research of academic outputs. Other 
closed and related concepts are scientometrics (concerned with the quantitative features and characteristics of 
science) and informetrics, which are “a recent extension of the  traditional bibliometric analyses also to cover non-
scholarly communities in which information is produced, communicated, and used” (Ingwersen & Christensen, 1997), 
or more briefly, “quantitative methods in library, documentation and information science” (Egghe & Rousseau, 1990). 

Citation analysis deals with the examination of the documents cited by scholarly works. Its main application was 
originally information retrieval and analyzing its quality. However, for the last years it has also been used for 
bibliometrics, evolving to evaluating and mapping researches, measuring the production and dissemination of 
scientific knowledge, becoming progressively more significant for assigning funding or career development, and also 
for establishing the journal impact factor. The main sources for citation analysis are citation indices, which are 
bibliographic databases that allows one to establish which later documents cite which earlier documents, which 
articles have been cited most frequently and who has cited 1them.  

1.2. Citation indices and bibliographic databases 

There are several citation indices, such as those published by Thomson Reuters’ Institute for Scientific Information 
(ISI). Thomson Reuters’ Web of Knowledge provides access to many bibliographic sources, such as MEDLINE and Web 
of Science (WoS), which collects many other citation indices. In total, they host a vast scholarly literature: 12,000 
journals, 150,000 conference proceedings, 30,000 books and book chapters and 46 million records (Thomson Reuters, 
2011).  

mailto:valen.gomez.jauregui@unican.es
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Another important bibliographic database is SciVerse Scopus, published by Elsevier, which competes in completeness 
with WoS. Scopus claims to be the largest abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed research literature 
(Elsevier, 2011).  

In comparison with these two citation indices by subscription, there are some other databases freely available: Google 
Scholar (with a vast information but with unreliable precision, as it will be discussed later), PubMed (specialized in life 
sciences and biomedical topics), CiteSeerX (the first automated citation indexing), Scirus (freely available search 
engine by Elsevier), getCITED (whose information is entered by members) or Microsoft Academic Search (academic 
search engine by Microsoft Research). Some other regional databases include SciELO, Dialnet, Latindex, etc. The fact 
of having multiple citation databases makes it necessary to compare them both from the scientometric and from the 
informetric points of view, by means of providing a set of measures for doing it systematically (Bar-Ilan, Levene, & Lin, 
2007). 

WoS and Scopus are the most reliable databases existing at the moment. In addition to their consistency, both citation 
indices offer a different selection of possibilities to export the records obtained by their respective search engines: 
plain text (.txt), tab-delimited (for Windows and Mac), comma separated values (CSV), web format (.html), BibTeX 
Bibliography Database (.bib), as well as for bibliographic management tools in Research Information Systems 
standardized format (.ris) like EndNote, Reference Manager, RefWorks, ProCite, etc. (Figure 1).  

   

Fig. 1 Options for exporting citation datasets. a) From WoS. b) From Scopus. c) From Publish or Perish 

Google Scholar (GS) and Microsoft Academic Search (MAS) cannot export their results directly, but only by means of 
Publish or Perish (Harzing 2007), a very useful citation analysis software program, but with some limitations for certain 
tasks. For instance, although Publish or Perish can export a dataset obtained from GS or MAS to several output 
formats (BibTeX, CSV, EndNote, ISI and RefMan/RIS), it cannot export the full citations included in each work (Figure 
1.c). 

1.3. Comparison between WoS, Scopus and GS 

A comparison between WoS and Scopus shows that “Scopus includes a more expanded spectrum of journals (…), and 
its citation analysis is faster and includes more articles than the citation analysis of WoS” (Falagas, Pitsouni, Malietzis, 
& Pappas, 2008). Scopus claims a worldwide coverage with more than 50% of its documents coming from Europe, 
Latin America and the Asian-Pacific Region (Elsevier, 2011) while WoS’ contents are limited mainly to North America 
and Western European. Some other sources (Vieira & Gomes, 2009) confirm that Scopus provides the best coverage 
of social sciences literature, as well as for human-computer interaction literature, due to coverage of relevant ACM 
(Association for Computing Machinery) and IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) peer-reviewed 
conference proceedings. In addition, Scopus appears to have greater coverage of selected scientific areas, such as 
computer science, engineering, clinical medicine and biochemistry (Klavans & Boyack, 2007, Harzing 2010). Finally, 
Scopus displays full cited reference information (although many times not in the same order), unlike WoS, which only 
displays first author, year, journal title, volume, first page number and doi. Compared to both of them, GS is the best 
one at coverage, it is increasing rapidly and it is more successful at retrieving citations (Harzing 2010, Thornley et al. 
2011). 

There are several authors (Bornmann, Leydesdorff, Walch-Solimena, & Ettl, 2011; Vieira & Gomes, 2009) confirming 
that Scopus has more errors, misspellings, inconsistencies and name variants (e.g. Munchen, München, Munich), at 
least compared to WoS. According to Lopez-Piñero (1992), cited in Postigo Jiménez et al (2008), about 25% of the data 
obtained in the WoS were corrupted, while Postigo Jiménez et al (2008) states that, for instance, during their 
bibliometric studies this number was sensibly reduce to approx. 18%. Vieira & Gomes (2009), analyzing inconsistencies 
in addresses, dates, volumes and issues (not in authors, for instance), found a total of 72 errors in 1965 documents of 
WoS (4%) and 258 errors in 1979 documents of Scopus (13%). What's more, errors in citations can reach up to 50% 
depending on the journal, with a minimum rate of about 10% (Libmann, 2007). Related to the other main database, 
Thornley et al. (2011) state that “GS could be an impractical tool for author searching” and that it lacks accuracy in its 
date fields, which could be a severe limitation. Harzing (2007) also confirms that “some references contain mixed-up 
fields (…) because its sources are inaccurate or difficult to parse automatically by Google's web crawler”. The same 
author also confirms some other disadvantages of using GS: it includes some non-scholarly citations, not all scholarly 
journals are indexed in GS, its coverage might be uneven across different fields of study (e.g. the Natural and Health 
Sciences), it does not perform as well for older publications and GS automatic processing creates occasional 
nonsensical results (Harzing 2008). 
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In conclusion, even though the number of mistakes is being reduced along the years, there are still many 
inconsistencies and errors that must be corrected. 

1.4. Pre-processing datasets 

Thus, we should stress the importance of pre-processing the data imported from any bibliographic database, in order 
to avoid mistakes, misspellings and inconsistencies. By doing so, the results of any citation metrics or bibliometric 
analysis would be more accurate, realistic and valid. Moreover, the difference between doing it manually or with 
specialized tools can be significant in terms of rapidity, efficiency and precision, which are the main problems to be 
addressed in this work. 

A key aspect of pre-processing the data is to clean it and to purge it. This task could only be categorized as part of the 
de-duplication process, which for each entity in a database either merges the identified duplicate records into one 
combined record, or removes some records from the database until it only contains a single record for each entity. 
Duplicate records must be detected and corrected because, for instance, they could incorrectly increase the number 
of appearances of one item in a dataset, even if they are meant to be the same one. For example, if a search is made 
for finding the works made by a certain author (e.g. “Carro Pérez, Consuelo”) in two different databases (e.g. in 
Scopus with 15 records found and in WoS with 17 records), and 13 of her works appear in both datasets, it would be 
desirable to delete or merge those 13 in the global combined dataset; the reason being that she would not be the 
author of 32 but of 19 publications and her h-index or g-index could be very different. 

Another example, according to Thornley et al. (2011) would be the case of a certain work that could be found in 
several versions: draft, pre-print, post-print, as well as on different databases (WoS, Scopus, institutional repository, 
etc.) in the final published version. The process of detecting these duplicate records and considering them as being the 
same one is very important to obtain accurate results during the citation analysis. For example, if the freely available 
pre-print version of a research article has 15 citations and the post-print has only 3, it would not be accurate to limit 
the total impact of that work to only the three cites of its published version.  

2. Existing Software for Bibliometric Analysis 

There are several tools available for doing bibliometrics analysis. In the following, the most commonly used and most 
complete will be mentioned, as well as their strengths and weaknesses.  

Different techniques and software tools have been proposed to carry out science mapping analysis running on 
bibliographic databases. Cobo et al. (2011) reviewed, analyzed, and compared some of these programs, taking into 
account aspects such as the bibliometric techniques available and the different kinds of analysis. According to them, 
the general workflow in a science mapping analysis has several steps: i) data retrieval, ii) pre-processing, iii) network 
extraction, iv) normalization, v) mapping, vi) analysis, vii) visualization and viii) interpretation. In their study, nine 
representative software tools specifically developed to analyze scientific domains by means of science mapping were 
taken into consideration: Bibexcel , CiteSpace II , CoPalRed, IN-SPIRE, Leydesdorff’s software, Network Workbench 
Tool, Sci2 Tool, VantagePoint and VOSViewer. Among the nine, only some of them were able to do the pre-processing 
of the imported data, which could be split in four different methods: de-duplication (detecting duplicate and 
misspelling items), time slicing (dividing the data into different time subperiods, or time slices, to analyze the 
evolution of the research field under study), data reduction (selecting the most important data) and network 
reduction (selecting the most important nodes of the network of relationships between the units of analysis).  

Among the nine software tools mentioned above, only four of them include de-duplication techniques (CoPalRed, 
Network Workbench Tool, Sci2 Tool, VantagePoint). According to Cobo et al. (2011), CoPalRed can unify only keywords 
(lexical items, no authors, titles, sources, etc.) that represent the same concept. NWB removes duplicate records, 
detects and unifies duplicate items with different spelling. VantagePoint does the pre-processing and data cleaning by 
means of the Cleanup function, which attempts to identify the items that may be equivalent, performing fuzzy near 
matches on specific fields. Moreover, a list can be cleaned, applying a thesaurus.  

One of the most complete programs, among the four, is the Science of Science Tool (Sci2, version: 0.5 alpha) by Sci2 
Team (2009), a modular toolset specifically designed for the study of science. It supports the temporal, geospatial, 
topical, and network analysis and visualization of datasets at the micro (individual), meso (local), and macro (global) 
levels. Data formats accepted by Sci2 are “network formats, scientometrics formats and other formats” (Sci2 Team, 
2009). Related to scientometrics, files from different types of databases can be imported: WoS, Scopus, Bibtex, 
Endnote and NSF. Its more relevant disadvantages are two: it is not possible to convert from one format to another, it 
just imports the data to be processed later in order to do the analysis; also, even though it uses some algorithms to 
detect duplicate nodes or records, there are a lot of limitations when performing that task. The algorithm produces 
three results: A 'Merge Table' that can be used to combine each set of duplicate nodes in a network into a single node; 
a report describing which nodes will be merged; and another report describing which nodes will not be merged. The 
main problem is the difficulty of deciding and executing what records to keep as they are, which to combine or which 
format to keep while merging.  

There are some other software tools that could be of interest for future researches (Chiang, 2009). HistCite (Thomson 
Reuters, 2012) only permits editing manually multiple records simultaneously to unify spelling variations in authors, 
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addresses, or cited records. Publish or Perish (Harzing, 2007) is a software program that retrieves and analyzes 
academic citations from Google Scholar to obtain the raw citations and analyze them. DIVA (Morris, 2000) or Sitkis 
(Schildt, H.A., 2005), as well as many other tools created by Loet Leydesdorff (2010), are also able to import databases 
from WoS, and from Scopus in some occasions. However, all these tools leave for the user the tedious and time-
consuming task of preparing the data, correcting repetitions, typos, mistakes and so on. Although they are good for 
analyzing the databases, they are not designed to deal with corrupt raw data.  

Something similar happens to the CITAN, the CITation ANalysis package for R statistical computing environment. As it 
is stated, “CITAN implements experimental versions of the disambiguation search algorithms; they currently trigger 
too many “nuisance alarms” and cause the process of data cleaning to be time-consuming. Their improvement is left 
to the further research” (Gagolewski, 2011). 

Of course, conventional data cleaning software tools also exist, but the fact that they are not oriented to bibliometrics 
purposes do not make them adequate for doing the required pre-processing of these kinds of databases. 

One of the programs mentioned above, well known and widely used for co-citation analysis, is Sitkis (Schildt, H.A., 
2005), which exports data from a certain dataset (only from WoS) into a Microsoft Access database. The program 
allows the imported data to be manipulated and exported to different types of Ucinet-compatible networks and 
Microsoft Excel-compatible tables (Schildt & Mattsson, 2006). Unfortunately, the databases accepted by this tool are 
restricted to just one, WoS, not being compatible with some other important and significant citation indices. Resolving 
this issue by converting other databases to the WoS format style was one of the main motivations for developing the 
present work. 

Related to conversions between format files of different bibliographic indexes, the authors have found only one set of 
tools (Scop2ISI, Scopus, Acc2ISI) that convert databases to other formats (e.g. WoS, Scopus, CSV file, Access, etc.), all 
of them developed by Loet Leydesdorff (2010). However, the format and accuracy of the output files are not perfect 
and, for instance, the tool Sitkis is not able to properly read a file converted by means of these tools from Scopus to 
WoS. The input format of the file obtained from Scopus is, in this case, a CSV file. Moreover, there is no cleaning or 
improvement of the quality of the data.  

As a result of the analysis carried out by Cobo et al. (2011) and mentioned above, the same authors developed 
recently a new open-source software tool, SciMAT, which performs science mapping analysis within a longitudinal 
framework, carrying out all the steps of the science mapping workflow (Cobo et al. 2012). SciMAT (v1.1.01) 
implements a wide range of pre-processing tools such as detecting duplicate and misspelled items, time slicing, and 
data and network reduction. 

Even though this software is useful and powerful, it lacks some performances that could be really interesting when 
carrying out the pre-processing. First of all, when doing a search for similarities among the different attributes or fields 
(author, title, source, etc.) it is not possible to visualize and select all the found similarities automatically at the same 
time; it is compulsory go through all the potential matches (candidate record pairs potentially referring to the same 
entity) one by one. This task can be very time-consuming and ineffective if the number of items is very high. 
Furthermore, it is not possible to check occurrences in independent fields and at the same time having a look at the 
rest of the attributes of the record. For example, in Figure 2.a, when looking for similarities in the field Source 
independently, it is not possible to check what reference that source belongs to. The program gives the opportunity to 
change records as a full reference, watching the citation in its context, as can be seen in Figure 2.b; however, in this 
case it is not possible to change the fields independently, but only as a whole.  

Some other useful performances would be to deal with the sources, in case of journals, in a more complete and 
detailed manner, or to use a more appropriate string metric technique than the Levenshtein distance for measuring 
the difference between two sequences, as will be exposed in section 3.3. Another minor issue is that it does not 
properly import the characters with diacritical marks (accents, dieresis, tildes, etc.) from Scopus’ RIS format files. 

Finally, SciMAT is not able to convert files from a certain database type (Scopus, WoS, CSV) into another one; it just 
imports the data and process it internally. Output of the analysis, not the input data, is mainly done by means of 
reports in HTML or LATEX format, or graphically in PNG or SVG by means of a visualization module. 

  
Fig. 2 Screens from SciMAT showing the possibilities to combine different records. a) For field Source. b) For full reference 
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3. STICCI.eu: Features of the program 

3.1. Motivations 

As a result of all the issues exposed in previous sections, two main motivations are responsible for the creation of this 
free online software tool: widening the possibilities of data retrieval (by means of direct conversions between 
formats) and improving the pre-processing task (in order to perform a better and faster data cleaning and unification 
of records). 

Firstly, the authors think that it is highly advisable being able to process the information from both WoS and Scopus 
citation indices. Thus, one of the main intentions of this work is to give it a wider scope and to improve the 
standardization of the data provided by both citation indices. As a secondary result, all the records hosted by Scopus 
will be able to be processed by all the programs that at the moment just do the data retrieval from WoS database. 
Likewise, it will also convert databases the other way around, from WoS to Scopus CSV, BibTex and RIS formats. As 
already said, several authors have developed many tools and software to organize, refine and process information 
only in WoS format (e.g. generating maps, visualization of international or institutional collaborations, analyzing word 
couplings, visualization of co-authorship networks, etc.), so the files generated by STICCI.eu could be easily processed 
by these programs. 

Secondly, a very important and useful performance of this tool will be the possibility of correcting most of the errors, 
inconsistencies and misspellings appearing in the databases and homogenizing the information related to the same 
authors, titles of the documents or titles of the sources. As a consequence, the original data for the bibliometric 
analysis will not only be more complete but also more accurate and consistent. Thornley et al. (2011) recommend to 
import records into Excel for allowing manual addition, merging or deleting of works; their work depends also on 
expert domain manually checking of search results; however, we think that this is not as effective as using a 
specialized tool for doing this task as well and as quick. 

The result is a simple but useful program, called STICCI.eu (Software Tool for Improving and Converting Citation 
Indices - enhancing uniformity), able to perform not only the conversion from Scopus to WoS (and vice versa) but also 
the purge and standardization of the data incorporated in these two databases and others. It is important to note that 
the purpose of this tool is not to do bibliometric analysis, but to prepare datasets for being processed in such a way by 
other programs. 

3.2. Conversion: Data retrieving and data exporting 

The code of the program is divided in two main parts. The first one is a parser that converts the formats of each 
database into other formats (WoS, Scopus, CSV, BibTex, RIS); the second one corrects the mistakes and variants of the 
information, trying to standardize the data in order to have a consistent base for starting the analysis. 

As has already been mentioned, the information of each database can be exported to several formats. WoS is able to 
export to html, plain text and tab delimited text with several variants (Figure 1.a). Scopus can generate files in plain 
text with ASCII format, RIS, BibTeX and CSV (Figure 1.b). Results from GS and MAS can be exported by the software 
Publish or Perish to several output formats: BibTeX, CSV, EndNote, ISI and RefMan/RIS (Figure 1.c). When designing 
STICCI.eu, it was decided to work with plain text format files (.txt), as well as BibTeX, RIS and CSV, in such a way that it 
was possible to process datasets generated by WoS, Scopus, GS and MAS.  

When opening any of these txt archives, it can be easily noted that all the data contained on each dataset is structured 
differently, classifying the information under different fields and tags, such as title, authors, source of publication, 
affiliations, etc. Obviously, the names of the fields of each database are different, even if they represent the same 
concept. Particularly, WoS and RIS formats use different tags for each field (AU for authors, SN for ISSN, etc.), while 
Scopus and BibTex include the whole set of words defining the field (e.g. AUTHOR KEYWORDS); Scopus even does not 
define anyone for the most important fields (authors, title and publication data). Although it is not straightforward to 
define the relationships between the fields of each database, the correspondence is understandable as presented on 
Table 1. 

WoS Scopus RIS BibTex Description 

PT   TY type Publication Type 

AU [Line 1] AU / A1 author Authors 

TI [Line 2] TI / T1 title DocumentTitle 

ED EDITORS ED / A2 editor Editors 

SO [Line 3-Item 2] JF journal PublicationName 

LA LANGUAGE OF ORIGINAL DOCUMENT N1 language Language 

DT DOCUMENT TYPE N1 document_type DocumentType 

SP SPONSORS N1 organization Conference Sponsors 

DE AUTHOR KEYWORDS KW author_keywords AuthorKeywords 

AB ABSTRACT AB / N2 abstract Abstract 

C1 AFFILIATIONS AD affiliation AuthorAddress 
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CR REFERENCES N1 references CitedReferences 

TC [Line 3-7] N1 note Times Cited 

PU PUBLISHER PB publisher Publisher 

SN ISSN SN issn ISSN 

RP CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS N1 correspondence_address1 ReprintAddress 

BN ISBN SN isbn ISBN 

J9 ABBREVIATED SOURCE TITLE JO abbrev_source_title 
29-Character 
SourceAbbreviation 

PY [Line 3- Item 1] PY / Y1 year YearPublished 

VL [Line 3- Item 3] VL volume Volume 

IS [Line 3- Item 4] IS number Issue 

BP [Line 3- Item 5] SP pages Beginning Page 

EP [Line 3- Item 6] EP pages Ending Page 

DI DOI N1 doi Digital ObjectIdentifier (DOI) 

  [Line 4] UR url URL 

Table 1 Correspondence between the fields of WoS, Scopus, RIS and BibTex where only the most representative 
fields have been kept. Order corresponds to WoS database 

Once this conversion step is processed, it is necessary to take into account the different formats of each exported file, 
as the use of tabulations, end-of-lines (EOL), separators (commas or semicolons), blank spaces, etc. differs in many 
citation indices in a noticeable manner. An example of an arbitrary record, as it is gathered in WoS and Scopus, is 
shown in Table 2, where it is possible to appreciate the important differences between both formats. It is also 
remarkable the difference in the amount of information gathered by each database, the order in which fields and 
citations are exposed, the use of diacritical marks, capital letters, etc.  

In Scopus files, it is not unusual to find fields where the end-of-line (EOL) marker is incomplete, so two fields are 
presented together in the same line, as for instance: 

LANGUAGE OF ORIGINAL DOCUMENT: EnglishABBREVIATED SOURCE TITLE: Int J Non Linear Mech 

Another known issue in Scopus databases is that sometimes the field “CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS” is included at the 
end of the last cited reference, instead of being in a separate line. STICCI.eu is able to correct this problem, because 
otherwise it would not be able to properly register the address of the corresponding author. 

One of the most important divergences arises when trying to convert a citation, for instance, from Scopus to WoS. As 
can be seen in Table 2, citations in WoS use the abbreviated name of the journal, while Scopus writes the complete 
name. For this reason, STICCI.eu holds an updated version of all the abbreviated titles of the journals hosted by WoS 
in order to allow the conversion from full title to abbreviated title and vice versa, as will be exposed later. The user is 
the decision maker as to apply that conversion or to leave it as it is. 

An interesting improvement of this software tool is that, during the parsing process, it splits the full citations into their 
different parts: cited authors, title, source, year, volume, issue, doi, etc. It allows the system to order these attributes 
depending on the format of the desired output file and, more importantly, it lets the user decide which will be the 
coincidences of attributes (and not of the full citation) to take into account and the format and contents of these 
attributes once two or more records are merged. 

SCOPUS WEB OF SCIENCE 

Gómez Jáuregui, V. 
Habidite: industrialized modular dwellings [Habidite: 
viviendas modulares industrializadas] 
(2009) Informes de la Construccion, 61 (513), pp. 33-46.  
http://www.scopus.com/inward/record.url?eid=2-s2.0-
67649255135&partnerID(...) 
AFFILIATIONS: Ingeniero de Caminos, Canales y Puertos. 
Trápaga, Vizcaya, Spain 
ABSTRACT: This paper is an introduction to (…) 
AUTHOR KEYWORDS: Construction; Industrialization; 
Integral; Modular; (…) 
REFERENCES: Ceballos-Lascuráin, H., (1973) La 
prefabricación y la vivienda en México, , Universidad 
Nacional Autónoma de México, Centro de 
Investigaciones Arquitectónicas;  
Aguiló Alonso, M., (1974) Prefabricación: Teoría y 
práctica, , Editores Técnicos Asociados, Barcelona;  
Collins, P., (2004) The Vision of a New Architecture, , 

PT J 
AU Gomez-Jauregui, V 
AF Gomez-Jauregui, V. 
TI Habidite: industrialized modular dwellings 
SO INFORMES DE LA CONSTRUCCION 
LA Spanish 
DT Article 
DE Construction; Prefabrication; Industrialization; 
Modular; (…) 
AB This paper is an introduction to (…) 
EM valen.gomez.jauregui@gmail.com 
RI Gomez-Jauregui, Valentin/G-2696-2011 
CR ALONSO AM, 1974, PREFABRICACION TEORI 
 ANSEDE M, 2007, CONTENEDORES HUMANOS, P34 
 AUTOR S, 2007, CONSTRUCCION IND VIV, P118 
 AVELLANEDA J, 2006, QUADERNS ARQUITECTUR, P84 
(…) 
NR 18 
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Concrete. McGill-Queen's University Press, Montreal;  
Potter, E.T., (1890) Portable or Sectional Building, , U.S. 
Patent No. 425.250, 8 abril;  
Wisner, C.N., (1920) Improvements in and related to 
Concrete Buildings, , G.B. Patent No. 144.913, 24 junio;  
Witzel, J.R., (1920) Building Construction, , U.S. Patent 
No. 1.362.069, 14 diciembre; 
(…) 
CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: Gómez Jáuregui, V.; 
Ingeniero de Caminos, Canales y Puertos. Trápaga, 
Vizcaya, Spain; email: jauregui@gmail.com 
ISSN: 00200883 
DOI: 10.3989/ic.08.035 
LANGUAGE OF ORIGINAL DOCUMENT: Spanish 
ABBREVIATED SOURCE TITLE: Inf. Constr. 
DOCUMENT TYPE: Article 
SOURCE: Scopus 
 

TC 0 
Z9 0 
PU INST CIENCIAS CONSTRUCCION EDUARDO TORROJA 
PI MADRID 
PA SERRANO GALVACHE, 4, 28033 MADRID, SPAIN 
SN 0020-0883 
J9 INF CONSTR 
JI Inf. Constr. 
PY 2009 
VL 61 
IS 513 
BP 33 
EP 46 
DI 10.3989/ic.08.035 
PG 14 
WC Construction & Building Technology 
SC Construction & Building Technology 
GA 430GX 
UT WOS:000264978200004 
ER 

Table 2 The same publication gathered in two different databases: Left) Scopus format. Right) WoS format 

3.3. Pre-processing: data cleaning, purge and standardization 

One of the main features of this tool is the data cleaning by means of the similarities search. The data cleaning is the 
process of detecting and correcting (or removing) corrupt or inaccurate records from, in this case, a bibliographic 
database. The main tasks performed by this process are pattern recognition, duplicate detection, correction of 
typographical mistakes, standardization of name variants, fuzzy matching, etc.  

The first step to implement is related to some known bugs appearing in the databases, especially in Scopus. It is not 
difficult to find some records where the initials of the middle names of the authors do not appear in capital letters. 
Most of the time, they are not actually middle names, but the typical super indices that refer to the affiliations of the 
citing authors. For instance, we can find in the authors field the following string: “Bradshaw, R.a , Campbell, D.b , 
Gargari, M.c , Mirrniran, A.d , Tripeny, P.e”. In this case, a, b, c, d and e were used in the original paper  as super 
indices to indicate affiliations (companies, institutes or universities where these researchers developed their activity). 
STICCI.eu detects these mistakes in the database and corrects them automatically. 

Multiple similarity functions have been developed to detect resemblances between different records that represent 
the same entity: Levenshtein, Affine Gap, Smith-Waterman, Jaro, Jaro-Winkler, Bigrams, Trigrams, Monge-Elkan, 
SoftTF-IDF, etc. In order to detect duplications, correct typographical mistakes and standardize the fields of the 
records, STICCI.eu uses the most appropriate procedure (Amón & Jiménez, 2010), based on the Smith-Waterman 
algorithm. It looks for all the records with a certain similarity in some fields: citing authors, cited authors, sources 
and/or full citations in WoS format (authors+title+source+year+volume). Some other tools use the Levenshtein 
distance between two strings, which is equal to the number of single-character edits required to change one string 
into the other, with the allowable edit operations being insertion, deletion, or substitution of a single character. This 
technique could not be appropriate when dealing with strings of different lengths, thus, it is not used as the method 
for searching similarities. In contrast, STICCI.eu lets the user to select three parameters in order to customize that 
search:  

- MS = Minimum Similarity (%): it defines the percentage of characters of two strings that must be equal (in type 
and position) to trigger the similarity flag.  

- MLD = Maximum Length Difference (%): it defines the percentage of difference in length of two strings to trigger 
the similarity flag.  

- NSL = Number of Starting Letters of a field concurring in different records: It limits the comparisons only between 
records whose fields share their first N number of letters (2 by default). Because the Smith–Waterman algorithm 
is fairly demanding on time (aligning two sequences of lengths m and n requires O(mn) time), this option reduces 
drastically the runtime for large datasets. If more accuracy is needed, this limit can be set to a lower amount of 
letters or it can be even set to zero in order to disable it. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Example of a group of similarities found for a certain dataset 
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If all or some of these fields of a record have similarities with any other record, this potential match will be shown to 
the user (Figure 3), who will specify, if desired (manually or automatically), which of the records refer to the same 
entity and which is the format to maintain when the merging is done. In order to facilitate this task, when STICCI.eu 
finds a potential match between two or more records, it will specify how many times each of the different similar 
attribute values have been found for that certain search (partial scope, “Par” in Figure 3) and for the whole file of the 
database (total scope, “Tot” in Figure 3). If the user decides to apply an automatically generated matching, the format 
to maintain will be chosen following these criteria, in order of decision: 

 the highest number of occurrences in the total scope 

 the highest number of occurrences in the partial scope 

 the maximum length of the string on that field 

 the string with diacritical marks (accents, dieresis, tildes, etc.) or punctuation marks (colon, semicolon, dash, etc.) 

 if no differences, the first occurrence. 
 

Depending on this criteria, the system will alert the user about those similarities that are not evident enough, where 
the first two conditions do not give light to choose a certain option (because the total or partial number of 
occurrences is not evident or they are contradictory). In that case, the automatically selected field will be written in 
red, while in case the selection is made according to the first two criteria, the text will be shown in blue.  

In the example of Figure 3, the field Title can be ambiguous, as there are five different occurrences, each one of them 
being found just once; thus, the chosen one (because it is the largest string) is written in red. The options chosen 
automatically in the rest of the fields are shown in blue because there are certain occurrences that appear more 
frequently in the partial or total scope. As a result, if the user decided to apply the automatic selection, the program 
would change all the five citations to: “Hanaor, A. (1991) Double-layer tensegrity grids: Static load response. II - 
Experimental study, Journal of Structural Engineering, V117 (6)”. 

3.4. Standardized abbreviated and full titles of Journals 

Another interesting characteristic of the program is that it gives the option of standardizing the names of the sources 
if they are indexed journals of public or customized databases. For instance, if in the field Source, a certain record has 
the name of a journal in an incorrect manner (e.g. “Int. J. of Solids and Structures”), it is possible to automatically 
substitute this attribute by the accepted name in that normalized list of journals. Thus, it would be changed to 
“INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SOLIDS AND STRUCTURES” and would be marked in green and capital letters in order 
to easily highlight the match. Furthermore, as in some databases or for some purposes it is necessary to include the 
abbreviated title, it could also be changed to “INT J SOLIDS STRUCT” according to the needs of the user. 

The program includes by default a vast list of journals belonging to the WoS repository, with more than 58.000 full and 
abbreviated titles of publications (Web of Science Help, 2011). Additionally, it supports the option for uploading other 
files (customized by the user or a segmented version, by subject categories, of that WoS list), in order to reduce the 
computational time required for searching into the referenced database of standardized journals. 

3.5. Variants of toponymical names 

Finally, STICCI.eu also offers the possibility of homogenizing variants of toponymical names (referring to countries and 
relevant cities or regions). Most of these inconsistencies are due to the different languages in which they are written 
or to orthographical symbols like accents or dieresis. For instance, if several records show the same city or country in 
different languages, like in the case of Munich, Munchen and München, or like in the case of Antwerp, Anvers and 
Amberes, the user will have the option of converting all of them to a unique one, in English, standardizing the 
addresses, in order to obtain a higher consistency on the final results of the database. This option can be very useful 
when doing geographical analysis. Furthermore, the files that are used by the program to store the toponymical 
variants can be edited by the user, in order to include even more records or customize the names of the countries, 
cities and regions. 

4. Workflow and characteristics of the program 

4.1. Characteristics of the software 

The final results of the features exposed above are gathered in a simple but effective software tool programmed in C# 
(Framework 2.0). This allows the tool to run on any version of the operating system Windows XP or later, and in 32 or 
64-bit. There is no need of installation, it contains an executable file (.exe), a dynamic-link library (.dll) and a Microsoft 
Compiled HTML Help file (.chm). The whole packet is very light, occupying less than 3 Mb (without considering the 
datasets with the titles of the journals and the toponymical names that can be increased according to the user needs). 
It is freely available in www.sticci.eu (Gomez-Jauregui & Gomez-Jauregui, 2012). 

4.2. Workflow and graphical interface 
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The final user of this tool will interact with the application by means of a 
friendly graphical interface. It works in only four sequential steps, which 
makes it easy and intuitive. Moreover, when passing the cursor over any 
button, without clicking it, a descriptive note or “hover box” with 
information about the functionality of that item appears automatically 
(tooltip). In addition, a help guide is available for further information that 
the user may need. 

When launching the program, in Step 1, it just requires the user to select a 
file to work with. The system is able to read, in this version, four different 
types of text files (WoS, Scopus, RIS and BibTex). After loading it, the 
program automatically identifies which of those is the original format of 
the file. 

When accepting the loaded file, the user will find in Step 2 another simple 
interface (Figure 4) that will permit several operations to be selected that 
the user could accomplish, in a simple and intuitive manner. The different 
options and performances made by the software (explained above) could 
be selected or not depending on the preferences of the user: Search 
similarities by Citing author, Cited author, Journal title, Full citation or 
Toponymical variants. 

Fig. 4 Window for the Step 2 with all the options for searching similarities 

Each one of those searches will lead to Step 3 (Figure 5), where the user will be able to define which similarities must 
be combined and in which style. In the particular case of the search of similarities among full citations, the selection 
could be independent for each different field (author, title, source, year, volume, issue and doi). As explained above, 
in this window, visual tools, by means of colors, will help the user to locate the most feasible similarities (in blue), and 
the more ambiguous (in red), depending on the partial and total counters of each potential match. Automatic 
selection of only the most plausible matches can be done by clicking the button “Discard red entries”. 

After applying all the changes done automatically by the system and refined by the user, the interface of Step 2 is 
displayed again, where it is possible to do as many additional searches and combinations as desired. A powerful tool is 
the so-called “Ranking Merging”, where the user can see the ranking (listed by relevance or in alphabetical order) of 
the most common attributes (cited authors, journals, full citations, etc.) and merge those who can easily be detected 
as being the same one. 

Once all the searches and selections are done and the user approves all the purging and merging applied during the 
previous process, in the final window, Step 4, it is possible to decide the output format of the clean and standardized 
dataset: WoS, Scopus, CSV, BibTex or RIS. When exporting to a Scopus file, even if the original file was also Scopus, 
order of the full citations would be changed if necessary to always follow the same structure: authors, year, title, 
source, volume, issue, page numbers and doi.  

Finally, in addition to the output file, already clean, purged and corrected, the program also generates a log file with 
an excerpt of the corrections made, the merged records and the de-duplicated records.  

 

Fig. 5 Window for the Step 3 with all the similarities found and options of merging 
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4.3. Runtime and efficiency in searching 

As an example of the performance of the program, a simple case has been carried out, related to a searching of 
similarities between the complete citations of a certain dataset with around 800 citations from 57 records. The 
dataset corresponds to the exporting of all the records where the words “Tensegrity” and “Grid” were found in the 
field “Article Title, Abstract, Keywords” in Scopus on the 12th July 2013. The following graphics show the times 
required for doing the analysis and the number of similarities found, depending on MLD (Maximum Length 
Difference), MS (Minimum Similarity) and NSL (Number of Starting Letters). Calculations were done on an Dell Inspiron 
1750 with 2,13 GHz processor and 4GB RAM.  

 

Fig. 6 Graph of potential matches for a fix value of 
MLD (10%) and different sets of NSL and MS 

 

 

Fig. 7 Graph of Runtimes (in seconds, logarithmic 
scale) for a fix value of MLD (10%) and different sets 
of NSL and MS 

 

Fig. 8 Graph of Potential Matches for a fix value of 
MS (80%) and different sets of NSL and MLD 

 

Fig. 9 Graph of Runtimes (in seconds, logarithmic 
scale) for a fix value of MS (80%) and different sets of 
NSL and MLD 

Two mains conclusions can be easily deducted from these graphs. Related to computational time, Figure 9 shows that 
there is a certain difference in runtimes depending on both MLD and NSL factors, while Figure 7 illustrates that the MS 
does not affect it. In the same figure, when activating the option NSL for comparing the first N characters of the string, 
the times are comparatively much shorter when N is below 2. Furthermore, in terms of matching efficiency, all the 
factors matter when taking into consideration the potential mergings, but NSL does it in a much smaller scale, because 
the number of similarities found depending on this factor are not very different (Figure 6 and Figure 8).  

As a consequence of both conclusions, the activating of NSL options is highly recommended, as it drastically reduces 
the runtimes while the risk of omitting potential matches is minor; however, decreasing the MS factor will find more 
potential matches without consuming more processing time. 

5. Case study with a Scopus dataset 

In order to exemplify the performances of STICCI.eu, a case study has been carried out with the same dataset used in 
the previous section (around 800 citations from 57 records where the words “Tensegrity” and “Grid” were found in 
the field “Article Title, Abstract, Keywords” in Scopus on the 12th July 2013). Two analyses are exposed in this paper: 
comparison of journal rankings and comparison of full citations. Citing authors and citing journals are excluded from 
this analysis due to its triviality (only 57 records, easily studied without additional software but just a datasheet). 

For this experiment, three different software tools have been taken into consideration:  

 Case 1 (SCIMAT): Importing the dataset with SciMat, from the RIS file. 

 Case 2 (SCI2): Importing the dataset with Sci2, from the CSV file.  

 Case 3 (STICCI.eu): Importing the dataset with STICCI.eu, from the txt format file.  
 

The pre-processing with STICCI.eu (Case 3) will be done by applying all the pertinent possibilities of the program, that 
is, searching sequentially for matches related to citing authors, cited authors, cited journals and finally full citations, in 
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which coincidences found in previous searches will be taken into account every time (toponymical names will not be 
studied in this example).  

For the Citing Authors search, factors will be set to their default values (MS=80%, MLD=20%, NSL=0), which will find 
only two potential matches, both of them true matches (the two records in the pair correspond to the same entity). 
After applying these changes, the next search is carried out related to Cited Authors. In this case, with values of 
MS=80%, MLD=20%, NSL=0, the application finds 29 coincidences, from which only one of them is a false match (the 
two records of the pair refer to two different entities), easily detected due to their colors in the results panel, and 
another one can be refined changing settings to MS=85%. Three more matches can be found by setting MLD to 75%.  

After this, the Journals search is applied (MS=90%, MLD=20%), which finds that 45 journals are similar among our 
dataset and 63 journals are gathered in the list of JCR publications. Among them, seven were false matches and two of 
them were easily refined after changing settings to MS=95%. In this case, the option of converting these entries into 
full titles will be chosen. By doing that, a higher grade of standardizing will be applied to our dataset, which will make 
easier to find true matches in the search of Full Citations. 

Finally, the search for Full Citations will be more straightforward because the Cited Authors and Sources (journals) 
have already been processed. Using the searching parameters MS=80%, MLD=20%, NSL=0, 157 matches are found (if 
NSL=1 the software founds only 4 matches less but the search is much faster). There are only six inaccurate matches 
(3,8% of false matches). After a second iteration with parameters MS=90%, MLD=20%, NSL=1, 19 more matches are 
found, all of them easily correcting the previous inaccurate matches. Finally, a quick manual merging is performed by 
means of the “Ranking Merging” tool. This is very useful for this purpose because it lets the user list the citations by 
relevance or in alphabetical order. 

5.1. Comparison of Full Citations 

A useful analysis is to know which are the most cited documents related to a certain subject, in order to locate the 
most influent works. The differences found between the three software tools are worth remarking upon. For the three 
of them, two cases are considered: A) Detection of matches among full citations after parsing the imported file. B) 
Detection of matches among full citations after pre-processing the imported file with the data cleaning tools provided 
by each software. The number of total citations differs among these tools due to the different kind of parsing 
executed by each one of them. 

In case 1A (tool 1, case A), before doing the pre-processing, the SciMAT application finds a total of 808 citations, from 
which 762 are different (records appearing only once in that dataset) and there are 46 repetitions (records appearing 
twice or more), which means 5,7% of the total (see Case 1A in Table 3). The most cited document has only four cites 
(shown in Table 4, case 1A). This software allows doing a search for similarities among references, determining the 
maximum Levenshtein distance. Setting this value to 10, and after a long time consuming process (SciMAT shows all 
the matches one by one, while they are being found, which must be merged manually), the program discovers 57 
potential matches, from which 55 are true matches (3,5% of false matches) that are set in 55 groups, while the rest of 
the other matches are false and must be discarded manually by the user. Unfortunately, there is no way of listing the 
original repetitions of references and the 55 reference groups together, so an additional step must be done by the 
user in order to obtain the combination of the most recurrent citations (shown in Table 4, case 1B). As can be seen, 
there is a certain improvement close to 16,5% on the repeated cites compared to the original dataset. 

Citations 
Case 1A 
SciMAT 

Case 1B 
SciMAT 

Case 2A 
Sci2 

Case 
2B 

Sci2 

Case 
3A 

Sticci 

Case 
3B 

Sticci 

Total citations 808 808 807 807 798 798 

Different citations 762 629 753 606 741 481 

Repeated citations 46 179 54 201 57 317 

Percentage of repeated citations 5,7% 22,2% 6,7% 24,9% 7,1% 39,7% 

Improvement after pre-processing 16,5% 18,2% 32,6% 

Table 3 Comparison of the total, different and repeated citations before and after applying the different software 
tools 

Sci2 gives better results than the precedent program. Analysis of the dataset with this software tool finds originally 
807 citations too, from which 753 are different and 54 are repeated, that is a 6,7% (case 2A of Table 3), just a little 
better than in case 1. By using the tool “Detect Duplicate Nodes”, the program checks if any nodes in the network 
have labels that are very similar to each other. Setting the similarity factor to 0,8 (80%) and the number of shared 
letters to zero, it finds 115 matches, 13 of them being inaccurate (11% are false matches). The impossibility of 
individually discarding the false matches forces the user to change the input values. After several trials, setting the 
similarity factor to 0,9 (90%), it finds 82 more duplicates, with only one of them being a false match (1,2% are false 
matches). It means an improvement of 18,2% on repeated citations after pre-processing, significantly higher than in 
case 1 (case 2B of Table 3). The system also detects some other potential matches (below similarity factor of 90%) that 
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will not be considered and merged. After combining the 82 coincidences, the ranking of cites for this case 2B is shown 
in Table 4. As can be seen, results are better than in case 1, finding references with up to nine cites, over the 
maximum of seven cites found manually with SciMAT. 

REF Full Citation 
Case 1A 
SciMAT 

Case 1B 
SciMAT 

Case 
2A 

Sci2 

Case 
2B 

Sci2 

Case 
3A 

Sticci 

Case 
3B 

Sticci 

Ref. 
01 

Motro R.;2003;Tensegrity: Structural Systems for the 
Future;;;;;;Kogan Page Science, London 

2 6 3 8 2 20 

Ref. 
02 

Pellegrino S. Calladine C.R.;1986;Matrix analysis of statically 
and kinematically indeterminate frameworks;Int. J. Solids 
Struct.;22;409-428;;; 

1 7 2 6 4 11 

Ref. 
03 

Quirant J. Kazi-Aoual M.N. Motro R.;2003;Designing 
tensegrity systems: The case of a double layer 
grid;ENGINEERING STRUCTURES;25;1121-
1130;10.1016/S0141-0296(03)00021-X;; 

2 4 2 7 3 10 

Ref. 
04 

Motro R.;1992;Tensegrity systems: The state of the art;Int J 
Space Struct;7;75-82;;; 

4 5 4 9 4 9 

Ref. 
05 

Fuller R.B.;1975;Synergetics: Explorations in the Geometry 
of Thinking;;;;;;Collier Maccnillan Publishers. London 

1 3 1 5 1 8 

Ref. 
06 

Hanaor A.;1993;Double layer tensegrity grids as deployable 
structures;Int J Space Struct;8;135-143;;; 

2 3 2 4 2 7 

Ref. 
07 

Tibert A.G. Pellegrino S.;2003;Review of form-finding 
methods for tensegrity structures;Int J Space Struct;18;209-
223;;; 

1 3 1 7 1 7 

Ref. 
08 

Kebiche K. Kazi-Aoual M.N. Motro R.;1999;Geometrical non-
linear analysis of tensegrity systems;ENGINEERING 
STRUCTURES;21;864-876;;; 

1 4 1 5 2 7 

Ref. 
09 

Snelson K.;1973;Tensegrity Mast;;;;;;Bolinas Californie, 
Shelter Publications 

1 3 1 4 1 7 

Ref. 
10 

Motro R.;2002;Tensarch project;Fifth International 
Conference on Space Structures;;;;; University of Surrey, 
Guildford 

1 2 1 2 1 7 

Ref. 
11 

Fuller R.B.;1973;The Dymaxion World of Buckminster 
Fuller;;;;;;Anchoor Books, New York 

1 3 2 6 1 7 

Ref. 
12 

Schek H.J.;1974;The force density method for form finding 
and computation of general networks;COMPUTER METHODS 
IN APPLIED MECHANICS AND ENGINEERING;3;115-134;;; 

1 2 1 3 1 6 

Ref. 
13 

Emmerich D.G.;1988;Structures Tendues et 
Autotendantes;;;;;;Ecole d'architecture de Paris la Villette, 
Paris 

1 2 2 2 1 6 

Ref. 
14 

Hanaor A.;1992;Aspects of design of double-layer tensegrity 
domes;Int J Space Struct;7;101-113;;; 

3 4 3 5 3 6 

Ref. 
15 

Hanaor A.;1991;Double-layer tensegrity grids: Static load 
response. II - Experimental study;JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL 
ENGINEERING-ASCE;117;1675-1684;;; 

1 3 1 3 1 6 

Ref. 
16 

Argyris J.H. Scharpf D.W.;1972;Large deflection analysis of 
prestressed networks;JOURNAL OF THE STRUCTURAL 
DIVISION-ASCE;106;633-654;;; ASCE 

2 2 2 4 2 6 

Ref. 
17 

Motro R.;1990;Tensegrity systems and geodesic domes;Int J 
Space Struct;5;341-351;;; England 

3 3 3 6 3 6 

Ref. 
18 

Hanaor A.;1993;Developments in tensegrity systems: An 
overview;Proceedings of the 4th Conference on Space 
Structures;;987-997;;;H. Nooshin. University of Surrey 

1 2 1 2 1 5 

Ref. 
19 

Pugh A.;1976;An introduction to tensegrity;;;;;;University of 
California Press, Berkeley 

1 2 2 3 1 5 

Ref. 
20 

Zhang J.Y. Ohsaki M.;2006;Adaptive force density method 
for form-finding problem of tensegrity structures;Int. J. 
Solids Struct.;43;5658-5673;10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2005.10.011;; 

1 2 1 6 1 5 

Table 4 Ranking of Full Citations, by number of appearances, of the different cases 1A to 3B (ordered from most 
repeated to less repeated in case 3B of STICCI.eu ranking) 
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In case 3, performed with STICCI.eu as shownabove, it is remarkable that, even without pre-processing, just by means 
of doing an efficient parsing, it is possible to improve the results of case 1 and 2 for the most cited documents (shown 
in Table 4, case 3A). The percentage of repeated citations before doing the pre-processing (7,1%) is better than with 
the other tools (case 3A of Table 3). Furthermore, after using STICCI.eu, fewer different citations are found (481), 
which means that 39,7% of the citations have been recognized as real matches. Thus, the searching of similarities is 
very effective as it is able to combine similar citations that refer to the same work. After the pre-processing with this 
application, the table of most cited references differs considerably, providing more citations to the most relevant 
works (up to 20), as can be seen in Table 4 (Case 3B), with an improvement on 32,6% on the recognition of repeated 
citations (case 3B of Table 3). As stated above, the ratio of false matches is only 3,8%. 

In Figure 10, it is possible to compare the results exposed in this section in an illustrative graphic, showing the 
comparison of the ranking of references among the different applications and proving the better behavior of STICCI.eu 
above the other applications. Note that this figure, as well as the following ones, exposes data by means of a line 
graph for clarity, although the references of papers and journals are categorical variables. 

 

Fig. 10 Comparison in the ranking of the most cited 
documents before (case A) and after (case B) doing 
the pre-processing with the different software tools. 
Ref.01 to 20 correspond to Full Citations of table 4. 

 

Fig. 11 Comparison in the ranking of most cited 
journals in the Scopus dataset before (case A) and 
after (case B) being processed with STICCI.eu 

5.2. Comparison of Cited Journals 

Sometimes is necessary to find out which are the most cited journals related to a certain area of knowledge, which 
gives a clear sight about the most influent publications that are worthwhile consulting. Thus, it is necessary to gather 
information about the sources of the references and citations appearing in the bibliometric datasets, by means of a 
correct parsing and an efficient merging of those attributes. 

STICCI.eu allows the user to analyze the most cited journals even if they are provided by Scopus. So, in this case study, 
a comparison can be done between the ranking of the most cited journals before and after being processed by the 
application. As can be understood from Figure 11, improvement is huge, because even if at the beginning it could be 
interpreted that the first two journals of the ranking had a similar influence on this area, STICCI.eu helps to recognize 
that actually one journal is cited nearly twice as often as the other. 

Software Sci2 performs a so-called “Merge Document Sources”, but unfortunately it can only be applied to ISI files 
(exported from WoS), so it is not available for this case study. The same situation happens to SciMAT, which is only 
able to manage references coming from a WoS dataset. For this reason, this part of the case study will also be applied 
to another dataset obtained from WoS: 34 records where the words “Tensegrity” and “Grid” were found in the field 
“Topic” on the 4th June 2013). 

For Sci2, the algorithm “Merge Document Sources” does not exist on the menu, but rather is run automatically when 
the ISI database is loaded into the tool. After loading the mentioned WoS file, no merging table is created to merge 
the identical journals. Besides, the command “Extract Document Source Citation Network” is not available for 
unknown reasons, so it is not possible to obtain processed data about the sources of the citations. 

SciMAT originally finds a total of 656 sources, from which 378 are different and there are 278 repeated sources, i.e. 
42,4%. However, this application provides a tool to search for similarities among sources of the references coming 
from a WoS dataset determining the maximum Levenshtein distance. By setting this value to one, a total of 10 
possible matches are detected, from which only three of them are true matches (70% of false matches), which have to 
be validated manually one by one. Despite this, there are no remarkable changes in the final journal ranking, as can be 
seen in Figure 12, where both lines Case 1A and 1B, representing before and after the preprocessing, are almost the 
same one. 

Finally, the same exercise performed with STICCI.eu originally finds a total of 912 sources, from which 382 are 
different and there are 530 repeated sources, 58,11%, i.e. improving more than 15% the results of SciMAT. This is due 
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to the fact that STICCI.eu does a better parsing and finds more sources and more duplicates among them. The journal 
search is applied with MS=90% and MLD=20%, which finds that 16 journals are similar among our dataset and 105 
journals are gathered in the list of JCR publications. In this search, there were only eight false matches (7,5%). In this 
case, the option of converting these entries into abbreviated titles will be chosen because that is the format used in 
WoS for citations. After doing a quick manual merging by means of the “Ranking Merging” tool, the final results are 
shown in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12. Comparison in the ranking of most cited journals in WoS dataset before (case A) and after (case B) being 
processed with SciMAT and STICCI.eu 

It is remarkable that there is a much better performance of STICCI.eu upon SciMAT in both steps, parsing (case A) and 
merging (case B). Figure 12 shows that STICCI.eu obtains continuous better results than SciMAT and there is almost 
always an improvement on the number of cited journals after the preprocessing.  

6. Further developments 

In order to show the advantages of the use of this tool, several case studies are being carried out at the moment. The 
aim is to prove the objective improvement of a certain dataset after being processed by STICCI.eu. Additionally, while 
the software is being used by different users, they are requested to fill a short questionnaire for validating STICCI.eu. 
The document itself is an adapted version of the User Interface Usability Evaluation with Web-Based Questionnaires 
(Perlman, 2011) and it is possible to fill it out online in the program webpage (www.sticci.eu). 

The current version of the software, STICCI.eu v.1.2, is the first one released to the general public. In the future, the 
main objective will be to focus in the inclusion of some other existing and powerful databases (Google Scholar, 
PubMed, etc.)  

Furthermore, it is always possible to increase the computational efficiency of the searching algorithm, as well as for 
the generation of the purged and standardized database.  

Another important issue to be kept in mind is that the results will be written not only in the Scopus, WoS, RIS, BibTex 
text files and CSV, but also directly in a Microsoft Access file that could be processed without intermediate steps by 
other bibliometric tools like Sitkis.  

The intention of the authors is to provide STICCI.eu for some other operative systems. Thus, the next step will be to 
develop it using an interpreted programming language, in such a way that it can be used with any platform (Windows, 
MacOS, Linux, etc.). 

For these and other purposes, any suggestion, comment, report or collaboration made by the readers and users of this 
program will be gratefully welcome. 

7. Conclusions 

It has been clearly stated that the bibliographical databases lack perfection and standardization. There are several 
software tools that perform useful bibliometric analysis importing data from those corrupted databases. Some of 
them perform certain pre-processing tasks, but many times they are not strong enough to detect all the duplications, 
mistakes, misspellings and variant names. Besides, some of them are not able to import datasets from different 
citation indices, so they are limited to the information gathered by only some of them (mainly WoS). 

The authors have created a new software tool, called STICCI.eu (Software Tool for Improving and Converting Citation 
Indices - enhancing uniformity), which is freely available online, to solve these problems in an effective and simple 
manner. Results obtained by this program have proven to enhance the efficiency in these tasks compared to other 
software tools. The summary of its features and advantages is the following: 

- Converting between bibliographical citation formats (WoS, Scopus, CSV, BibTex and RIS) 
- Correcting the usual mistakes appearing in those databases (especially Scopus, but also WoS) 
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- Performing a really deep and profound pre-processing task, taking into consideration the default automatic 
criteria or the selection of the user, combining and merging the fields that are the same record but with minor 
differences. 

- Making the task of locating the similarities and the changes to be applied easier, before the merging is done (in a 
graphical window), and also after the conversion is done (by means of a log file with an excerpt of the corrections 
made, the merged records and the de-duplicated records). 

- Using a procedure, based on the Smith-Waterman algorithm, for measuring the difference between two 
sequences, more appropriate than the Levenshtein distance, used by other applications, which is not as reliable 
for a string with 10 characters as for another one with 50. 

- Detecting and transforming the complete or abbreviated titles of the journals, exporting all of them in one or the 
other format in a unified manner. 

- Homogenizing toponymical variant of names, referring to countries and relevant cities or regions, although with 
the possibility for the user of adding more records in a customized manner. 

- Listing in a straightforward manner the most cited authors, journals, full references, affiliations, geographical 
locations, etc., in a handy format that allows the user to do an accurate ranking, merging records that represent 
the same item. 
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4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

4.1. Results 

As a summary of all the information related in the papers appended to this thesis, most remarkable 

results obtained during this doctorate research will now be discussed. They will be classified in three 

different groups, although it is perfectly understandable that sometime some of them could lay in 

two different groups at the same time. Figure 24 shows a diagram with the categorization of the 

results depending on their character. In order to clarify the classification, methodological are all 

the results that show a general procedure according to a definite, established, logical, or systematic 

plan; technical are the results dealing with the particular procedure used to perform a task, which 

could more or less be organized as an algorithm; and finally, technological are those results related 

to the application of science and techniques by means of tools, software or other devices.  

4.1.1. Methodological results 

I. A novel method for generating DLTGs, called Rot-Umbela Manipulation, defined as an 

operation that consists on opening a given direction in space (that is, generating a spatial 

radiation around a certain axis) in such a way that we can obtain a regular polygon with its 

vertices placed in a plane perpendicular to the chosen direction, and we can apply a certain 

angle of rotation to that polygon. 

II. Methodological papers 3.2 Novel technique for obtaining double-layer tensegrity grids,  3.3 

Mallas tensegríticas de doble capa y manipulaciones de Rot-Umbela, and 3.4 Innovative 

Families of Double-Layer Tensegrity Grids: Quastruts and Sixstruts explaining the method 

for applying Rot-Umbela Manipulations to different kind of structures and obtaining 

different results.  

III. An experimental methodology6 to fold and unfold a DDLTG with contiguous cables in such 

a way that can be easily collapsed and deployed again. 

4.1.2. Technical results 

IV. A new nomenclature to define and generate n-uniform mosaics unequivocally, in a manner 

consistent with the current nomenclature used for Archimedean (regular and semiregular) 

tessellations. 

V. Technical paper 3.1 Generation and nomenclature of tessellations and double-layer grids 

explaining the particular process to apply such a technique. 

VI. A technique to build a full-scale prototype of a new DDLTG composed by Quastrut-S 

modules, which is fabricated and built in a very simple and economical manner, and can be 

easily folded and unfolded. 

                                                           
6 Carried out at a foreign institution (University of Limerick) 
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4.1.3. Technological results 

VII. A software tool (ANTWERP) designed to automatically generate the tessellations and DLGs, 

from the new nomenclature (in text or as a QR Code) into a 3D representation, either on a 

desktop (in AutoCad) or in a mobile device (iPhone). 

VIII. Codes for Octave / Matlab to analyze, from the DLGs and DLTGs, their mechanisms and 

states of self-stresses (number and distribution), unidirectional mechanisms, forces and 

tensions in elements, form-finding, etc. Furthermore, specific functions were created to 

calculate the minimum distances between the struts of the Quastrut’s family or to visualize 

graphically the mechanisms of the structures. 

IX. Thanks to Rot-Umbela Manipulations, it has been possible to obtain a new family of DLTGs, 

composed by Quastruts, Sixstruts, Octastruts, Decastruts, etc. These new tensegrity 

modules can create a massive catalogue of novel DLTGs. 

X. A patent about a structural tensegrity module and a double-layer structural mesh 

comprising said module (Appendix 1). 

XI. A software tool (ToyGL Processor) created to operate and exploit the benefits of ToyGL in 

a more efficient manner. 

XII. A patent about a connection node for three-dimensional framework structures (in 

application process). 

XIII. A software tool (STICCI.eu) to improve the analysis of the literature reviews and influence 

of different authors, journals, papers, etc. It was designed as a Software Tool for Improving 

and Converting Citation Indices - enhancing uniformity. Specific details published in the 

paper 3.6 Information Management and Improvement of Citation Indices. 

 

It is remarkable that during this research work there were some results that appeared to be 

novelties but that, in fact, had already been proposed previously. This is the case of the Quastrut-S 

(a particular specimen of the Quastruts), which was discovered in a new DLTG after applying a Rot-

Umbela manipulation to another existing DLTG; after this discovery, a similar configuration was also 

found in the “Lectures in lost mathematics” by Grünbaum and Shephard (1975). Analogously, some 

pre-existing DLTGs were found in a novel way after applying Rot-Umbela Manipulations to some 

other DLGs.  
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Figure 24. Classification of thesis results depending on their character 
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4.2. Transferability of results 

So far, none of the results exposed in the previous section have been transferred. However, there 

are always some chances that the patents can be transferred or exploited by private companies in 

the field of space structures.  

Related to the software tools, only ANTWERP or STICCI.eu could be transferred. The first one needs 

to be improved and implemented in depth in order to be offered to the public or private sector, 

while the second one is perfectly transferrable as it is. In fact, it was presented to the Elsevier’s 

Metrics Development Program, addressed to individuals or research groups conducting primary 

research or developing software tools and algorithms aimed at capturing different levels of 

scientific evaluation metrics. 

4.3. Conclusions 

The road walked during these last four years of doctorate research has changed continuously, as 

would be expected from any field of knowledge that depends on new technologies. Ten years ago, 

while developing the contents for my Master’s dissertation, it was not possible to get through the 

intricate and dense methods of analysis and calculation existing for tensegrity structures. At the 

beginning of this PhD program, I did not know that the panorama had changed radically, so there 

were many questions to ask and to reply to, and many challenges to face. In fact, nowadays, some 

of the proposals established in the original project of the thesis (section 1.5.1) seem now naïve. 

Therefore, at this point the questions to reply to will not be related to the points of the original 

proposal. Probably one of the best ways of sorting out the right conclusions is to reply to the 

questions of section 1.3.2 and the hypothesis of section 1.3.1: 

- Is it possible to obtain in a straightforward manner new classes or families of DLTGs? 

Yes. It has been proved that by means of applying a novel operation, called Rot-Umbela 

Manipulation, to DLGs or DLTGs, it is possible to generate new DLTGs. This operation 

permits to “tensegritize” conventional DLGs or to modify existing DLTGs by changing the 

configuration of simple nodes into multiple nodes, joined together by means of tensioned 

elements (e.g. cables). Nevertheless, it would be necessary to propose a consistent and 

unambiguous nomenclature to define systematically the different factors taking part of the 

Rot-Umbela Manipulation (amplitude, angle of rotation, nodes of each layer, etc.). 

- Is there any way of applying any methodology to find them in an automatic or semi-

automatic way? 

Yes. However, this innovative methodology does not lead automatically to stable tensegrity 

structures, but it must be applied taking into consideration the experience and technique 

of the user or, otherwise, by means of a trial and error process.  
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- Is it feasible to find a systematic and unambiguous way of naming the DLTGs, DLGs and the 

tessellations that composed them? 

Yes. A new nomenclature has been proposed that provides the possibility of creating the 

design of a structure automatically as a result of the meaning and uniqueness of its 

denomination. So far, this proposal has been proved to work fine with tessellations and 

DLGs. Its application to DLTGs has not been extended yet until a method for establishing a 

consistent way of including the different factors of the Rot-Umbela Manipulation into the 

nomenclature is developed. 

- Are there CAD/CAE tools suitable for performing such a task? 

Yes. It has been possible to design, generate, calculate, analyze and represent DLTGs by 

means of different CAD/CAE programs. However, it must be pointed out that this process 

is not totally direct; different software tools are necessary for different purposes. This fact 

makes it more difficult to maintain a dynamic and fluid workflow, and intermediate 

applications are necessary to interchange data and results between the different programs. 

Therefore, it would be desirable to find or create a holistic CAE tool able to perform all the 

tasks in the same environment. 

- Is it possible to find new or better applications than those already in existence for DLTGs? 

Yes. However, this thesis has not dealt with new applications, but with the generation of 

new solutions for tensegrity structures and, especially, tensegrity grids. Only some of the 

possible applications have been exposed, and only some new examples have been 

proposed, leaving open a new line of research in this respect. 

- Is it conceivable to design and build a new DLTG that could be folded and unfolded to find 

them some of those new applications?  

Yes. As a proof, some small-scale models have been built and a full-scale prototype has 

been designed, fabricated, constructed and tested. At the end of the process, the whole 

structure was folded, converting the 4x4 m DDLTG into a cylindrical bunch of bars with a 

perimeter of no more than 180 cm. Even though the prototype was satisfying in most 

aspects, there were some issues that could be clearly improved. For instance, the method 

for introducing the state of self-stress was not very efficient and it would also be necessary 

to improve the design of the nodes so that there are not such big moments due to the 

eccentricity of the forces arriving to the node. 

In conclusion, replying to the original question: Is it possible to generate new catalogues of DLTGs 

by means of CAD/CAE methods?  

Yes, it is possible.  

In general, the process carried out for preparing this doctoral thesis has been very positive in terms 

of results, potential transferability of those results, training about research techniques, learning 
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about several computer applications, developing in-house software tools and finally crystallizing 

personal reflections and conclusions. Moreover, there have been some unresolved issues that 

would perfectly suit the development of future lines of research for the coming years, as will be 

exposed in next section. 

Related to the academic training, this research work has substantially contributed to achieving the 

competencies, abilities and skills that should be acquired during the realization of the doctoral 

program in Civil Engineering (Appendix 4). The different activities carried out to achieve the 

objectives of the doctoral program during that period are gathered in Appendix 5. 

Some of the most recurrent reflections about a thesis are, on the one hand, that all the process for 

preparing it will be useful for the rest of one’s live; and on the other hand, that it is very important 

to take advantage of this opportunity, because a thesis is the only moment in one’s life when it is 

possible to carry out certain activities and acquiring certain skills. Honestly, I am glad to admit that 

those statements are true for this thesis. 
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5. PROPOSALS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

There are some issues that have been “postponed” or not developed because of a lack of time, 

resources or due to being out of the scope of this thesis. The following paragraphs present some of 

them, but not in an exhaustive manner, because in four years there are many interesting points 

that one would like to follow even if it is more appropriate not to do it at that moment: 

 When developing the program ANTWERP, the main objective was to find a tool to confirm and 

validate that the nomenclature was correct and consistent. In doing so, the application was 

used carefully, thinking sensibly about how to produce “manually” the name that could 

generate the different regular and semi-regular tessellations already in existence. Later on, 

another idea came to mind: using a stochastic method that could try millions of possibilities in 

a few minutes, validating the results and discarding all those mosaics that would not fill the 

space completely or that would make the polyhedra overlap. Could it be possible to find new 

tessellations in that way? Could it be possible to generate an immense catalogue with all the 

2-uniform, 3-uniform, n-uniform mosaics? 

 Inspired by the preceding idea, another possible line of research could be to develop a 

stochastic algorithm to obtain new designs of DLGs from any kind of tessellation. By means 

of this process of trial and error, some new examples of DLGs can be found by applying 

randomly the reformulated Otero’s laws. 

 Another interesting work would be to perform several analytical comparisons between DLGs 

and DLTGs depending on different factors: weight, resistance, structural efficiency, 

deformation, clearance, economy of materials, etc. Stiffness of tensegrity structures depends 

on their geometry, connectivity, material properties, and level of pre-stress (Guest 2011); 

moreover, analysis of their mechanisms and states of self-stress would help to better 

understand their structural characteristics. 

 Related to the state of self-stress, there are many issues that have not been solved yet related 

to the accuracy of its set-up. Some authors have been working on this subject without finding 

a definitive solution. We also had severe difficulties in introducing pre-stresses and to 

measure these accurately when building the full-scale prototype, which leads to the 

conclusion that a proper investigation would be advisable.  

 In addition to the previous analysis, it would be useful to look for specific advantages and 

disadvantages with respect to the considered structures depending on the application of the 

final mesh. Thus, some conclusions about the possible applications of the new DLTGs could 

arise and be presented in the future. 

 We obtained fine results during the folding phase of the construction of the full-scale 

prototype, because the deployability of the DLTG was successfully operated. Nevertheless, it 

would be suitable to define a systematic, ordered and properly sequenced protocol to fold 

the grid. Furthermore, if this study was carried out properly, it would be possible to predict 
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the feasibility of deployment of some other DLTGs, minimizing the necessary number of cables 

to be released and the number of movements to carry out on the struts in order to fold the 

structure completely. 

 In this thesis, it has been proved that it is possible to generate new catalogues of DLTGs by 

means of CAD/CAE methods. However, nothing has been stated about IFC (Industry 

Foundation Classes) model data or BIM (Building Information Modelling). It would be 

interesting to open a new line of research about the application of IFC and BIM programs (like 

Autodesk Revit Structural, ArchiCad, Bentley Architecture, etc.) to tensegrity structures. 

 Finally, there is also the possibility of applying the new modules obtained thanks to the Rot-

Umbela Manipulation (Quastrut and Sixstrut) to some other typology of structures. For 

instance, it would be interesting to develop a design for footbridges; in fact, some preliminary 

designs have already been developed during this doctorate research, but it was decided to 

focus specifically on DLTGs leaving the application to bridges for times to come. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1. International Patent Application 

 

National Publication Number: ES 201200852 (B2) – Granted 2015-01-14 

International Publication Number WO2014029896 (A1) ― 2014-02-27 

Title:  

“Módulo estructural de tensegridad y malla estructural de doble capa que comprende dicho 

módulo”.  

“STRUCTURAL TENSEGRITY MODULE AND TWO-LAYER STRUCTURAL MESH COMPRISING SAID 

MODULE” 

Inventor(s):  GOMEZ JAUREGUI VALENTIN [ES]; OTERO GONZALEZ CESAR ANTONIO [ES]; 

ARIAS FERNANDEZ RUBEN [ES]; MANCHADO DEL VAL CRISTINA [ES]  

Applicant(s):  UNIV CANTABRIA [ES] + 

Classification:  

- international: E04B1/19 
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Appendix 2. Graphical Abstract 

“Curiosas estructuras que se doblan pero que aguantan una barbaridad”. I Jornadas de Jóvenes 

Investigadores, Santander, 15-17 octubre 2014. Asociación de Jóvenes Investigadores de Cantabria. 

(1st Prize in the Posters Awards) 
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Appendix 3. Visualization of 3d models in 
Augmented Reality (AR) 

Space frames, and more specifically tensegrity structures, are imbricated and dense systems. 

Sometimes it may be worth it to show them in detail to properly understand their geometry.  In 

order to enhance the easiness of their visualization, the following lines explain the procedure to 

see them in Augmented Reality (AR) either on a smartphone, tablet, laptop or PC. 

The AR scenes have been created with the software “Aumentaty Author” (Bienetec S.L 2014) and 

can be explored with Aumentaty Viewer for PC (Windows / Mac OS), or with the App Aumentaty 

Viewer for Android or iOS. 

1. Download the free software “Aumentaty Viewer”, for any of the eligible devices, in the web 

page http://www.aumentaty.com or additionally in Google Player (for Android) or App 

Store (for iOS). 

2. Access the web page for the Aumentaty scene with the 3D models 

Option a) Scan the following QR code:  

Option b) Open this link: 

http://tensegridad.es/PhD_Thesis_VGJ.html  

3. Download the Aumentaty scene provided in that web page. 

4. View the 3D model on your device by running Aumentaty Viewer and visualizing with your 

webcam (for PC) or with the camera of your smartphone/tablet. 

 

  

http://www.aumentaty.com/
http://tensegridad.es/PhD_Thesis_VGJ.html
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Visualization of 3d models in Augmented Reality: 

Figure 1. Tensegrity Symplex and equilibrium of one strut. .................................................... pg. 18 
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Visualization of 3d models in Augmented Reality: 

Figure 2a. Mock-up of "symmetric tetrahedron” ..................................................................... pg. 19 
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Visualization of 3d models in Augmented Reality: 

Figure 2b. Mock-up of “expanded octahedron” ....................................................................... pg. 19 
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Visualization of 3d models in Augmented Reality: 

Figure 6. b) 2-way DLTG. ............................................................................................................ pg. 37 
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Visualization of 3d models in Augmented Reality: 

Figure 6. c) Half-cuboctahedron DLTG ...................................................................................... pg. 37 
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Visualization of 3d models in Augmented Reality: 

Figure 7a. Small-scale models made of timber dowels and elastic strings (module) ............. pg. 42 
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Visualization of 3d models in Augmented Reality: 

Figure 7b. Small-scale models made of timber dowels and elastic strings (grid) .................... pg. 42 
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Visualization of 3d models in Augmented Reality: 

Figure 13. Representation of a DDLTG in ToyGL ....................................................................... pg. 50 
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Visualization of 3d models in Augmented Reality: 

Figure 17. Completed design of the DDLTG after adding additional cables. ........................... pg. 55 
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Visualization of 3d models in Augmented Reality: 

Figure 19. Distribution and location of different chains of zig-zag struts: a) simple; b) double; c) 
triple; d) quadruple. .................................................................................................................. pg. 57 
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Visualization of 3d models in Augmented Reality: 

Figure 21. Simulation with software: DDLTG 2x2 in its folded and unfolded configuration. . pg. 59 
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Appendix 4. Competencies of PhD Program in Civil 
Engineering fulfilled in this thesis 

This thesis is submitted as one of the requirements for the degree of International PhD in Civil 

Engineering. This doctorate program provides certain competencies, as well as several abilities and 

skills.  

The following table intends to illustrate how those abilities and competences have been acquired 

by the completion of this research work by means of the results obtained and exposed in section 

4.1 

 

# Competence Fulfilled by Results 

1 
A systematic comprehension of a particular field of study as 
well as a thorough knowledge of its related skills and 
methods 

I, III, IV, VI, XIII 

2 
Ability to conceive, design or model, put in practice or 
choose a particular process of researching 

I, III, IV 

3 
Ability to contribute to the development at the frontiers of 
the knowledge addressing an original research 

I, III, IV, VI, IX, X, XII 

4 
Ability to synthetize, analyze or assess critically new complex 
ideas 

I, III, IV 

5 
Ability to communicate and explain advanced ideas or 
knowledge for the academic community or for Society 

II, V, XIII 

6 
Ability to promote scientific, technological, social, artistic or 
cultural progress in a based knowledge Society, either in 
academic or professional environments 

II, V, VII, IX, X, XII, XIII 

   

# Ability  or Skill Fulfilled by Results 

7 To work in contexts where there is little specific information I, III 

8 
To find the key questions that need to be answered to solve 
a complex problem 

I, III, IV 

9 
To design, create, develop and undertake new and 
innovative projects in a particular field of knowledge 

I, III, IV, VI, XIII 

10 
To work either within a team or individually in an 
international or multidisciplinary context 

III, VI, XIII 

11 
To integrate different knowledge, cope with complexity and 
make judgments from limited or scarce information 

IV, VI 

12 To either criticize or support intellectual proposals II, V, X, XII, XIII 
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Appendix 5. Academic training and doctoral 
activities 

 

INTERNATIONAL TRAINING STAY 

Nov13 - Aug14 International training stay of three months (in three different periods) at the 
Department of Civil Engineering and Materials Sciences of the University of Limerick. 

ACADEMIC TRAINING 

2014 4 training activities, courses and seminars 

2013 8 training activities, courses and seminars, including: 

 Advanced course about the professional future of the doctorate student. Transversal 
training program of the EDUC (Escuela de Doctorado de la Universidad de Cantabria). 
(100 hours, 4 ECTS). 

 Course “Writing in the Sciences” by the University of Stanford (US). Statement of 
Accomplishment, with Distinction (98/100). (8 weeks). 

 OCA (Oracle Certified Associate) about Programming in Java SE 7, organized by 
Formación Digital. (150 hours) 

 Training course for university teaching staff: “Processing scientific texts with LaTeX” 
organized by the Vice-Chancellor's Office of Quality and Teaching Innovation of the 
Universidad de Cantabria. (9 hours) 

 Training course for university teaching staff: “Introduction to programming for research 
activities” organized by the Vice-Chancellor's Office of Quality and Teaching Innovation 
of the Universidad de Cantabria. (9 hours) 

2012 3 training activities, courses and seminars, including: 

 Training course for university teaching staff: “Academic Writing in English” organized 
by the Vice-Chancellor's Office of Quality and Teaching Innovation of the Universidad 
de Cantabria. (8 hours) 

2011 2 training activities, courses and seminars, including: 

 Course "Tools for assessing the research" organized by the Library of the Universidad de 
Cantabria. (8 hours) 

 Training course for university teaching staff: "Geogebra: the program and its resources" 
organized by the Vice-Chancellor's Office of Quality and Teaching Innovation of the 
Universidad de Cantabria. (4 hours) 

2010 4 training activities, courses and seminars, including: 

 Course "Mathematical Programming in Engineering and Science" included in the Master 
in Civil Engineering of the Universidad de Cantabria. (30 hours) 

 Course "Geometric Design of Spatial Frames" included in the Master in Civil Engineering 
of the Universidad de Cantabria. (30 hours) 
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INDEXED JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS 

Abr 2014 GÓMEZ-JÁUREGUI, V., GÓMEZ-JÁUREGUI, C., MANCHADO, C., OTERO, C. 
(2014) “Information Management and Improvement of Citation Indices”. 
International Journal of Information Management, Vol. 34 nº 2, pp. 257–271. doi: 
10.1016/j.ijinfomgt.2014.01.002 (JCR Fact.Imp.: 1.843 Q1, SJR Q1) 

Sep 2013 GÓMEZ-JÁUREGUI, V., OTERO, C., ARIAS, R. AND MANCHADO, C. (2013) 
“Innovative Families of Double-Layer Tensegrity Grids: Quastruts and Sixstruts”. 
Journal of Structural Engineering - ASCE. Vol 139, nº 9, pp. 1618-1636. doi: 
10.1061/(ASCE)ST.1943-541X.0000739 (JCR Fact.Imp.: 1,206 Q2, SJR Q1) 

Dic 2012 GÓMEZ-JÁUREGUI, V. (2012) “Tensegrity, the Queen of Structures?”. International 
Journal of Space Structures. Vol.27, nº 4, pp. 249-250. doi: 10.1260/0266-3511.27.4.247. 
(SJR Q1) 

Sep 2012 GÓMEZ-JÁUREGUI, V (2012) “Mallas tensegríticas de doble capa y manipulaciones 
de Rot-Umbela”. Informes de la Construcción. jul-sep 2012, Vol. 64, nº 527, pp. 331-344. 
doi: 10.3989/ic.11.053. (JCR Fact.Imp.: 0,260 Q4, SJR Q2) 

Jul 2012 GÓMEZ-JÁUREGUI, V., OTERO, C., ARIAS, R. AND MANCHADO, C. (2012) 
“Generation and nomenclature of tessellations and double-layer grids”. Journal of 
Structural Engineering-ASCE. Vol. 138, nº 7, pp. 843–852. doi: 10.1061/(ASCE)ST.1943-
541X.0000532. (JCR Fact.Imp.: 0.955 Q2, SJR Q1) 

Jun 2012 GÓMEZ-JÁUREGUI, V., ARIAS, R., OTERO, C. AND MANCHADO, C. (2012) 
“Novel technique for obtaining double-layer tensegrity grids”. International Journal of 
Space Structures. Special Issue 2-3  Vol.27, pp. 155-166. doi: 10.1260/0266-3511.27.2-
3.155. (SJR Q1) 

CONGRESSES AND CONFERENCES 

15 oct 14 GÓMEZ-JÁUREGUI, V. (2014) “Curiosas estructuras que se doblan pero que aguantan una 
barbaridad”. I Jornadas de Jóvenes Investigadores. Santander, 15-17 October 2014. 
Asociación de Jóvenes Investigadores de Cantabria. 

18-19 nov 13 GÓMEZ-JÁUREGUI, V. (2013) "Tensegrity. A new approach to understanding structures". 
Conference and workshop at the Department of Civil Engineering and Materials 
Sciences of the University of Limerick. 

18 sep 13 GÓMEZ-JÁUREGUI, V., MANCHADO, C., OTERO, C. (2013) “Comparison between 
new families of Double-Layer Tensegrity Grids”. First International Conference 
Transformables 2013. 18th-20th September 2013, Seville. Proceedings: New proposals 
for transformable architecture, engineering and design. In the honor of Emilio Pérez 
Piñero. Editorial Starbooks. Felix Escrig and Jose Sanchez (eds.) ISBN 978-84-939565-
3-0, pp. 201-206. 

21 jun 13  GÓMEZ-JÁUREGUI, V., ARIAS, R., OTERO, C. AND MANCHADO, C. (2013) 
“Teaching geometric modeling and analysis of tensegrity structures”. XXIII International 
Conference on Graphic Engineering. INGEGRAF-ADM-AIP-PRIMECA. Madrid, 
19-21 June 2013. ISBN: 978-84-695-7930-5. 

17 nov 11  GÓMEZ-JÁUREGUI, V., OTERO, C., ARIAS, R. AND MANCHADO, C. (2011) 
“Aplicación de mallas de Tensegridad como estructuras ligeras”. Jornadas Internacionales de 
Investigación en Construcción. “Hitos Estructurales de la Arquitectura y la Ingeniería”. 
Instituto de Ciencias de la Construcción Eduardo Torroja. Madrid. ISBN 84-7292-401-
7, pp.66-67.  
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30 jun 11 GÓMEZ-JÁUREGUI, V. (2011) “Tensegrity Workshop”. At the Applied Computing and 
Mechanics Laboratory (IMAC) of the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne 
(EPFL). Switzerland. 

05 may 11 GÓMEZ-JÁUREGUI, V. (2011) "Tensegridad. Estructuras tensegríticas en el arte y el diseño". 
Conference and workshop at the Facultad de Bellas Artes de la Universidad 
Complutense de Madrid.  

05 abr 11 GÓMEZ-JÁUREGUI, V., OTERO, C., ARIAS, R. AND MANCHADO, C. (2011) 
“New Configurations for Double-Layer Tensegrity Grids”. Structural Engineers World 
Congress, SEWC 2011. Como (Italia). pp. 67.  

PATENTS 

WO2014/029896  “Structural tensegrity module and two-layer structural mesh comprising said 
module”. Applied by the Universidad de Cantabria to the European Patent 
Office with application number PCT/ES2013/000193. Definitive Protection the 
14/01/2015 - ES2482365 (B2) 
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